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welcome
OK, few of us can afford a pair of TannoyWestminsters - and perhaps few of
us would want to.Their size and styling are not - er - current idiom, shall I say.

But what the heck.They're still fabulous devices, almost barking mad in the way
they seemingly ignore every sensible modern constraint to deliver a fabulous
sound. £28k and 140kgs or not, we had to get them
in for review - and you can read the result on p 1O. I

hope it brings a smile to your face!
I would like to say the same thing for our Raspberry Pi sound card

review on p55 but I know that many readers just do not like computers
in any size, shape or form.And I understand.They often annoy me too,
even though I've been building the darn things for decades now and am
no computer virgin.

Worse, although a lot of young people use them to dangerous
distraction, they have little interest in what goes on inside - and this is

where Raspberry Pi becomes a tad political. It is meant to be a platform
for teaching the young about computers and computer programming,
to give Britain a future generation able to profit from tomorrow's
technologies.Whilst Pi in itself is a fabulous piece of technology, I'm less
certain that the Pi experience is going to appeal to anyone not already
conversant with computers; you have to know about Pi before you can
use it - a somewhat contradictory situation. I guess it's aimed at the
classroom.

All the same, we tackled Pi and were ultimately impressed.
Happenstance (I like that word) delivered an e-mail to us of a reader's
experiences with Pi to help expand the picture - see p34 Letters. So

some love Pi!
The Entotem Plato is a fascinating new music source, newly designed

in the UK, that aims to make even LP easily accessible on a modern
streaming system. It gave me a fright: I played an LP and a picture of the album cover suddenly
popped up on its screen.Where did that come from, I wondered in amazement?You can find out
more about this on p42 The world is becoming a clever place!

Martin Pipe reminds us of all our yesterdays on P91 where he covers quadraphonic
transmission that needed two transmitters. Really? Even the BBC did it.You can see why the 1970s
were the glory days of audio; no one would consider that right or normal nowadays.Audio can be
surprisingly wacky and perhaps that describes some of what lies in this issue! I hope you enjoy it.

Noel Keywood,
Editor.
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news
LINN SERIES 5 MUSIC SYSTEMS
New from Linn are the Series 5 active speakers, which employ the Glaswegian firm's unique Exakt
digital signal -path technology. Customisation of these speakers goes beyond Exakt's 'space optimisation', though.They feature Linn
Fabrik -a covering whose acoustic properties can be accommodated by the electronics inside. Linn reckons that as a result of this development,
aesthetics need no longer compromise sound quality.A wide variety of Fabrik coverings - from designers Timorous Beasties and Harris Tweed - are
available to complement a room's decor and Linn hasn't ruled out a 'bespoke' service for customers in future.The 20 -litre 520 Exakt active speaker
boasts 300W of amplification and Isobarik bass -reproduction principles. Its bigger
brother, the 530, is built into a 30 -litre enclosure. Both interface to an Exakt player 'hub',
such as the Akurate DSM. Pricing of the resulting systems starts at £9,250. Linn has also
announced that it will be retrofitting more third -party speakers for Exakt compatibility.
The KEF Reference 500 and PMC Twenty26 now join previously -considered models like

the Kudos Super 20 and B&W Nautilus.
Call 0500 888909 or visit www.linn.co.uk

CHORD COMPANY CLEARWAY
The Chord Company has launched Clearway, a low-cost speaker cable that replaces the Carnival Silver
Screen.

It borrows key ideas from recent development projects and uses FEP: a derivative of PTFE with
very similar performance characteristics.The FEP-insulated conductors are built from multi -strand
oxygen -free copper and are arranged in a twisted -pair configuration to reduce interference.The two
conductors are then protected with a layer of soft PVC (which was chosen over polyethylene because
of its flexibility), in order to correctly space the shielding in relation to the conductors and to minimise
any mechanically induced noise.

Chord Clearway speaker cable features two contra -wound high -density foil shields. Finally, a clear
protective PVC jacket is applied.

Price is £10 per metre, unterminated with various factory termination options available.
To learn more, call 01980 625700 or go to www.chord.co.uk.

AUDIOLAB 8300CD
Audiolab has announced the successor to the 8200CD and CDQ CD player.The 8300CD replaces both players.

Like its predecessor, the 8300CD is built around the Sabre32 9018 with 512 DAC elements (256 per channel) each operating at 84.672MHz.All
digital audio sources, whatever the sample rate, are upsampled or oversampled to this frequency.

Around the DAC are measures to reduce jitter through the use of a proprietary, discrete master clock, in conjunction with the patented
Sabre32 sample rate converter to address time domain errors (jitter) from all digital input sources.

The Audiolab 8300CD also features user -selectable digital filters in addition to the more conventional types for easy comparison.These filter
settings allow the user to tune the player's performance to suit their preference, depending on system configuration, digital file quality and musical
taste.The power supply incorporates thirty-four regulated supply rails including fourteen ultra -low -noise regulators, with extensive measures
against power supply contamination and cross-coupling.The new release also provides an updated external design, with softened lines plus a full
digital preamp functionality to the 8200CD's spec, with adjustable volume level and source selection accessible via the player's front panel and
remote handset.This means that the 8300CD can be connected directly to a stereo power amp or a pair of monoblocks as well as to a traditional
integrated amp.

The new 8300CD processes data up to 32bit/384kHz via USB.The USB input now also accepts DSD files.Accordingly, the filter section now
includes four extra filters for DSD playback. Price is £999.95. For more information go to www.audiolob.co.uk.
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NEWS

TRITON FIVE
GoldenEar Technology's new Triton Five tower speaker is a larger version of theirTriton
Seven.

The Five's cabinet construction of non -parallel baffle, top and side walls includes a
narrow front baffle in concert with a grille cloth sock and a sculpted piano -gloss black
base.

Like the Triton One,Two and Seven before it, the Five utilises a D'Appolito Array
of two bass/midrange drivers and GT's High Velocity Folded Ribbon tweeter.The
HVFR tweeter is a variation of an accordion -like ribbon transducer - the Air Motion
Transformer - invented by Oscar Heil. Rather than vibrate when current is applied, the
folded HVFR ribbon works like a squeeze box: the folds squeeze and expand with the
current to produce sound waves.

Above and below the tweeter, the cast -basket 203mm bass/midrange drivers are
engineered for long -throw.

Like the Triton One, the Five incorporates four side -mounted 203mm sub -bass
radiators (two on each side), located near the floor for optimum coupling to the room.
Price? £2000 pair

For further details call 01423 358846 or log -on to www.karma-ay.co.uk.

IRON MAIDEN HEADPHONES
Metal legends Iron Maiden and Onkyo have revealed the name of their new on -ear headphone collaboration: Ed-PhOn3s.
Earlier this year a visual mock-up of the headphones was displayed on Maiden's iconic mascot 'Eddie', at CES in Las Vegas.

In the intervening months, Onkyo has worked with group founder member and bassist Steve Harris to fine-tune the
product. First production samples are now available.

Ed-PhOn3s were used by Steve Harris in the mixing of the brand new Iron Maiden studio album The Book of Souls'.
Price for the new headphones is yet to be confirmed.
For more information click www.onkyo.com

SOUNDXTRA
British audio accessories brand SoundXtra has launched its first range of bespoke wall
mounts for the Denon HEOS wireless music system, plus a multi -fit mount that'll elevate the
latest streaming speakers from Monitor Audio, Samsung, Panasonic, Pure and other brands.

SoundXtra's range of four Denon HEOS wall mounts have been engineered to suit the
specific features of the HEOS I, 3, 5 and 7 speakers. Rotate, tilt and swivel functionality
allows users to put their HEOS speakers in position, while further flexibility is offered by
each SoundXtra mount coming with a colour -matched 3m extension power cable - so
wherever you choose to place your speaker, getting power to it isn't a problem. Black and
white finishes are available. Prices start from £34.99.

Click on www.amazon.co.uk for more information.

HEADSUP
New British headphone accessories brand HeadsUp has launched five contemporary stands for your headphones.
Every HeadsUp stand has a cable rest around the back, too.The HeadsUp Base Stand comes with a free cradle to
clip on/off to hold your phone or music player. It's available in desktop or floor stand versions and handles a wide
array of models.While the Base Stand is available in gloss black, gloss red and gloss white, the Premium Stand and
Premium Floorstand arrive in a chrome finish.

The HeadsUp stands are available priced £30 for the HeadsUp Base Stand; £60 for the HeadsUp Premium Stand
and £100 for the HeadsUp Premium Floorstand.

For more information click on HeadsUpStand.com.

CRYSTAL ACOUSTICS
Crystal Acoustics has announced its WiSound Multiroom range of products, a series of wireless speakers and comple-
mentary devices.

The full range includes the Cuby 9 standalone wireless speaker, the Teevy 6 MR soundbase,Teevy Bar
soundbar,WiSub subwoofer, the Tower 5 and Tower 6 floorstanding stereo speakers and the Monitor I and

Monitor 8 stereo speakers. It also includes the Widaptor, a small Wi-Fi transmitter/receiver that can be attached
to any pre-existing audio to incorporate your old audio products into a multi -room music network.

For more on Crystal Acoustics' WiSound technology visit www.wisound.com.
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NEWS

BLACK RHODIUM STORM & THUNDER
Black Rhodium has announced the launch of two new loudspeaker cables.
Storm and Thunder are based on the design of the Athena loudspeaker cable. They
use the same cryogenically treated cores but more of them. In basic terms, Storm is
equivalent to connecting two pairs of Athena cables in parallel and Thunder is equivalent
to connecting four pairs of Athena cables in parallel.

Storm and Thunder feature the GN Legacy VS -2 Vibration Stabiliser developed for the GN Legacy range of cables while both are treated
with DCT++cryogenic processing treatment.This involves temperature processing above and below room temperature.The DCT++ process
alters the molecular structure of the cable to improve uniformity.

In addition to DCT++ Storm and Thunder are also treated with the Crystal Sound Process which is applied to the cable following the
completed DCT++ process. It refocuses the outermost skin of the conductor.

Both use silver plated copper cores, connected in opposite directions for
the positive and negative signals and are terminated with Rhodium -plated locking
banana plugs

Prices? A 3m pair of single -wire Storm terminated with Rhodium -plated locking
4mm plugs, £3000,Thunder £5000.

For further information, call 01332 342233 or go to www.blackrhodium.co.uk

ASTELL&KERN EARPHONES
Astell&Kern has launched in -ear headphones featuring Beyerdynamic Tesla technology.

The AK Ti8e earphones are built by hand at Beyerdynamic's facility in Heilbronn, Germany and come
with accessories including a leather case, detachable, Kevlar-reinforced cables and eight choices of ear -tip.

The AK Ti8e arrives powered by a ring magnet.The single -driver design omits the need for crossover
filters.The earphones also come with a special connection cable, a 2.5mm four -pin plug to fit the balanced
output of Astell&Kern's portable players.A standard 3.5mm cable is also included.

The earphones also come with an array of ear -tips. Five different sizes of these silicon ear -tips are
included, each with an oval shape. Prefer Comply Foam Tips? The earphones come with three sets of those
too in small, medium and large sizes.The earphones will be priced at £799.

Click on www.amazon.co.uk for more information.

MINISTRY OF SOUND AUDIO M PLUS AND AUDIO L PLUS
Ministry of Sound has launched its full connected range of multi -room wireless speakers.There
are two new connected speakers, the Audio M Plus and the Audio L Plus (the largest speaker
in the new Ministry of Sound Audio range). Both have been engineered to work together in any
configuration with any number of speakers in a single multi -zone home music network.

Once in place, your chosen configuration of Audio M Plus and Audio L Plus speakers are all
controllable via the Ministry of Sound Audio app (available on iOS and Android).The app delivers
music streaming via Spotify Connect - with both Tidal and Deezer also to be added within the
coming weeks.

The Ministry Audio app also offers instant streaming of all the Ministry of Sound Radio
channels, as well as a one -touch 'Live From The Club' feature: at the touch of a button you can
live stream the party from London's world-renowned Ministry of Sound nightclub every Friday
and Saturday night.

Both the connected speakers also feature tap-and-swipe touch controls to change volume and skip tracks.You also get apt -X Bluetooth, NFC
Bluetooth pairing and a 3.5mm auxiliary analogue input for wired connection to an external device. Price for the Audio L is £300 with £200 for the

Audio M. For more details visit ministryofsound.com or call 020 7740 8600.

HRT
The new HRT dSp and i-dSp units are digital sound processors.The dSp is designed for those who use their phones,
tablets, laptops and other portable devices as their primary listening and viewing platforms.The dSp will work with
operating systems such as Android Lollipop, Chrome OS,Windows,Apple OS -X and others.

The i-dSp is designed for those who use their lightning connector -equipped Apple iPhone 5 or 6, iPod
Touch or current iPad as their primary listening and viewing platforms and offers the
same level of sound as the dSp.

The supported audio formats include MP3,AAC, FLAC, PCM,Apple Lossless and
Windows Lossless (dSp only), along with all streaming audio and video formats and
they are also firmware-upgradeable to accommodate future updates.The dSp and i-dSp retail for £79.

To learn more call 020 8948 4153 or log -on to www.audiofreaks.co.uk.
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The Power of
Westminster
Tannoy's massive Westminster Royal GR loudspeakers arrive at Hi-Fi World for review. Noel

Keywood experiences their power!

If there's one word that sums
up Tannoy Westminster Royal

GRs, it is power. I've heard pre-

decessors on rare occasions in
the past and have in many - if

not all - times been overawed
by the way their sound dominated a
room, seeming to drive it from the
very foundations upward. But get-
ting these giant horn loudspeakers in
for a proper review, complete with
measurement, was never going to be

easy - or quick. We begged for a pair
years ago. Recently these rare birds
finally arrived, in latest GR form.

The Westminster is one of the
largest domestic hi-fi loudspeakers
available. It's rare because its complex

plywood cabinet is hand built at
Tannoy's Coatbridge - a suburb

of Glasgow - factory in Scotland.
And when fitted with a single I 5in

Tannoy Dual -Concentric drive unit,
each cabinet weighs 140kgs.The

price is equally large - £28,000 per
pair. Needless to say, there aren't
many around and Tannoy don't need

a review because the Westy isn't a
mass market product, so you'll not
read much about them - even though
this speaker sits at the top of their
Prestige model range.

Although pictured by Tannoy in
grand UK residences with castle -like
dimensions and lavish furnishings, in

real life Westminsters sell in greater

10 NOVEMBER 2015 www.hi-fiworld.co.uk



REVIEW

quantity the farther East you go,
Tannoy tell me. And the farthest
East is Japan in this case.There, great

value is placed on traditional hi-fi
products like this; the Westminsters
are not modern repros so much
as part of a long lineage that goes
way back to the beginnings of audio;
Tannoy was founded in the I 920s.

The Westminsters are an authentic
embodiment of an old idea, that of
horn loading - and in spite of their
size and price, sell around the world.

But Westminsters don't sound
fabulous because they are old! They
sound fabulous because they are a
silly -large horn loudspeaker - and a

horn drives a room in unique fashion.
It's why they move you with vast
dynamics of seemingly unparalleled

ease.

The giant I 5in drive unit is
coupled into the room's air load
through an acoustic transformer that
must, by its very nature, have a very
big mouth. Horns have to be big if
they are to work well, big in this case
meaning a cabinet that three burly
men could hardly lift or manoeuvre
during delivery.

Their weight is so great they
must be moved on trucks - with
care! This also explains our use of
Tannoy press shots in this review; we

couldn't get the Westminsters into
our photographic studio!

Whilst on the subject of size I'll
quickly mention that a horn is very
sensitive and efficient, so contrary to
what you might expect,Westminsters
need little power. Big power
amplifiers are not essential; 40 Watts
will do fine and you can go down to
20 Watts.The only caveat here is that
we found we often played them very
loud as part of the vastness of the
experience and also because they are

relaxed like no other loudspeaker.
But more on this later, since we
measured our power usage to find
out exactly what was going on here,
rather than speculating about it.

A dominating visual characteristic
of the Westminster is that of huge
width.The cabinets are nearly one
metre wide, more precisely 980mm,

or 38.5in. Standing I 395mm high

they have a looming presence - even
in our 18ft wide listening room.
We ended up listening from 20ft
away, in a 25ft long room, mainly

for best bass. However, because the
drive unit is concentric, placing a

tweeter at the centre of a woofer,
the Westminsters were consistent in
their sound whether we sat close or
afar. Distance made no difference to

the listening experience; they were as
focussed and solid across their vast
sound stage 20ft away as they were
up close. All Tannoys are projective, a
strength of the big Dual -Concentric
drive unit, but the Westminsters

Tannoy's 15in Dual-
Concentric drive unit, used
in the Westminster Royal GR.
A 2in magnesium/aluminium
alloy dome tweeter sits at
the base of a treble horn that
fires out through the centre
of the bass cone. This keeps
bass and treble syncronised
and subjectively in focus.

The grilles are best
removed to bright-
en up the midband
a little; in place
the sound is more
'trad'. A GR key is
supplied to unlock
them. Behind lie
treble energy and
roll -off adjustment
screws. In this shot
is one of our Quad
II -eighty power
amplifiers used in
this review.

especially so because of the front
horn. So a Westminster experience is
an anywhere -in -the -room one: these

speakers fill the space.

Because of sheer cabinet size a

room smaller than 20ft x 16ft would
be impractical, although there are
plenty of stories about far smaller
rooms being used in the Far East!
What I'll mention here though is
that horns shut off hard at low bass
frequencies so don't go down as far
as you might imagine. How far down
they do go is size dependent so the
Westies go so far and no further, to
balance size against bass extension.

They are best near -wall

positioned - with listeners at the
far end of the room.This lifts low
bass because - perhaps surprisingly
- the Westminsters are not bass
heavy. But they are very tight, due

to the enormous acoustic damping
the room's air load places upon the
cones through the intermediary horn.

That's another reason a
Westminster sounds different; it is
more tightly coupled into the
listening room than an ordinary
loudspeaker.This reduces cone travel
and distortion and increases damping,
making for an easy yet 'fast' sound

that doesn't wallow around.
This property of the Westminster

affects amplifier choice.We soon
dispensed with various transistor
amplifiers as unsuitable, in the

end settling for the obvious sonic
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The complex internal cabinetry that forms a bass horn behind the
huge 15in bass cone of Tannoy's 15in Dual -Concentric drive unit.
The horn mouth is split into left and right, forward -firing side ports,
hidden behind fabric grilles.

choice of Quad II -eighty monoblock
valve power amplifiers.They each
use KT88 power tetrodes in parallel
push-pull pairs to produce 80
Watts apiece.With these amps the
Westminsters opened up and bass

became usefully more fulsome. It
was a no-brainer, differences were
so marked, yet the speakers are
commonly driven by transistor amps
in real life simply because they are

most common - but not to their
benefit. So if you win the Lottery and
get to audition a Westminster, ensure
it is driven by a valve amp.Valves

work best at low power levels I'll
note, whilst transistors work least -
best at low power - and Westies

need just a few Watts.
There have been Westminsters

before, five versions since 1982, but
Tannoy's compound horn goes back
to the 1950s Autograph.The new
Gold Reference versions we received

are updated with cryogenically
treated (deep frozen) crossovers,
hard -wired in.There are level and

cut-off adjusters for the treble horn,
behind the large, removable grill, so
treble can be made 'shiny' or 'easy',
these adjustments being subtle in
effect.

The rear panel has good,
solid bi-wire WBT NextGen
terminals and wire bridging
links for mono-wiring.And
there is Tannoy's earthing
terminal that grounds the
metalwork of the big I Sin

Monitor Gold drive units.The
handbook suggests screened

loudspeaker cables be used
to reduce radio interference,
the screen being taken to
this terminal, but we used
standard green multi -core

connecting wire alongside
Black Rhodium Athena
DCT++ cables.

Tannoy label the

Westminster a 'compound
horn'.That means it is
loaded by a horn front and
back, each with a different

task, and so of different design.
There is a flared horn in front of the
big I Sin cone.This is a mid -range

horn and helps give the speaker its
lower -midrange dynamic push: just

look at the size of it! The squared
profile in front of a circular drive
unit doesn't match well either
physically or visually; a circular plastic

pressing would sort -of be better,
in reductionist technical terms. But
it wouldn't be in keeping with the
wood technology of the time that
could not achieve this, so you get a
square front horn instead - and it
does a great job. We don't listen to
loudspeakers with mid -range horns

like this, and doing so is a bit of a
wake up call: the average domestic
loudspeaker sounds deficient by

comparison.
Then there is the rear horn.This

is a labyrinth behind the big bass
cone that expands in cross-section
steadily until it reaches the open air,
in this cabinet through an array of
fabric covered vents at far left and
right of the cabinet's front baffle.

The cabinet is made from
birch plywood, covered by a walnut
veneer - real wood of course.
You get a tin of wax polish in the
accessories kit! The massive Tannoy

I Sin Dual -Concentric drive unit has
a mid/treble horn with large 2in
magnesium/aluminium alloy dome

driver mounted at the centre of a
big bass cone made from natural and
synthetic fibres.

SOUND QUALITY
Tannoy recommend 20 hours running
in time, but our samples came from
a trendy East London bar/restaurant
where they had been used nightly,

The front panel adjustment panel, hidden
behind the grille. At left is Treble Energy
and at right Treble Roll -off. Lift and cut are
available.
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from new, for at least six months,
so were well run in. Happily they
were in good condition; no bar -type
accidents had befallen them. I de-

toxed them using a Monitor Audio
de-tox CD and also felt they worked
best after warming up for 20 minutes
or so playing music.

For sources we used an Oppo
BDP-105D Blu-ray player with its
notable ESS9018 Sabre32 DAC and

remote volume control, running the
Quad II -eighty power amps direct,
to play CD and high-res digital from
an Astell&Kern AK 120 acting as an

external digital transport.
For vinyl a Timestep Evo

turntable with SME309 arm and
Ortofon A95 MC cartridge were
used, coupled to an Icon Audio PS3
valve phono stage, again with volume

control and feeding the power amps
direct.

I have already said a lot

to describe in outline how the
Westminsters sound because
everything about this unique product
is about just that - sound quality.

Firstly, the speakers are all

about achieving vast scale; playing

Hoist's 'The Planets' put everyone
in the room within the orchestra
- an immersive experience. Kettle

drums in 'Mars' took on massive
proportions and thundered out
across the room toward us, from 20ft
away. Just as importantly, however,

the Westminsters sounded totally
relaxed whilst doing this, in a way
even big floorstanders do not (I
realise in retrospect).

This is the core strength of the
Westminsters: vast scale coupled
with supreme relaxation. I use the
term `scale' here to describe not
only the size of the sound stage but
the powerful dynamic contrasts of
instruments upon it. Not only did
kettle drums sound massive, horns
blared out with a power that was
arresting. It was beyond impressive.
Violins were fulsome and smooth.

I'll not say the Westminsters
are without weaknesses but that
can be said of all loudspeakers.

Images on the sound stage are a bit
diffuse compared to modern sharp -

imagers, notably speakers with ribbon
tweeters such as the Castle Avon 5s
that we reviewed recently.

Then there's some boxiness
from the huge cabinet that adds a

bit of bulk and warmth to the sound
overall.This gives the Westminster
a traditional full-bodied character,
which is what you hear initially. I

mention this especially because

The rear panel gives some idea of the loudspeaker's basic
profile - wide! Bi-wiring terminals are fitted.

we once borrowed Westminsters
for demos at a Manchester Show,
working alongside B&W 800 Series
studio monitors - and the general

consensus from the audience when
polled was that the modern sound
of the B&Ws was best. It was

understandable.

What I heard previously, though,
listening to Westminsters in a
dedicated room at Heatherdale
Audio, run by Audionote Kegon
valve power amplifiers, was awesome

beyond description! This was contra-
dictory - I needed to spend time
with the Westminsters to find out
what they really were capable of.

Our Westminster Royal GRs
sounded atmospheric and detailed,
but they're more relaxing than
challenging as a listening experience;

I don't think anyone in the office
worried too much about whether
the last pin drop was clearly
audible, rather than just enjoying an
immersive musical experience that is
beyond compare. At the same time
this loudspeaker was able to sort out
differing musical strands with eerie
ability, making it very informative.

Then there's sheer bass power.
With The Scissor Sisters 'I Don't
Feel Like Dancing' spinning at 45rpm
on the LP 'Ta Dah', the insistent
background kick drum beat had
massive power and drove the track
along forcefully.

Spinning another favourite 45,
this time a I 2in 45rpm single of

Carol Kenyon singing 'Dance With
Me', had the room trembling to the
insistent synthesised kick -drum beat;

it was like being kicked by a baby
elephant.

Playing classic rock,The Eagles

`Busy Being Fabulous' from the CD
'Journey Out of Eden', showed a
massively powerful and deliciously

articulate bass line, where the bass
drove the track with laconic ease
and fluency. Glen Frey's vocals

were, however, quite obviously on
the warm side with the grilles on;
removing them brought him forward.
With a simple, atmospheric vocal
track like The Creole Choir of Cuba's
`Preludio' (24/48) the Westminsters
captured the haunting vocals
beautifully; they dig very deep, teasing

a fabulous sense of atmosphere out
of this live vocal track.

I was surprised at just how
exciting the Tannoys made Nigel

Kennedy sound playing Vivaldi's

'Spring' - not that he isn't exciting!
Nigel stood about 6ft tall at the
end of the room, far from me, and
his superb playing was as clean yet

as vigorous as I've ever heard it;
the Tannoys were temporally pure,
picking out every nuance, as well as

the scale of the English Chamber
Orchestra in full pursuit behind him.
Lovely: about the best I have ever
heard this particular performance,
not just because of its believable
scale but also my ability to hear right
into the soundstage.These are just
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REVIEW

exciting sounding loudspeakers.

Arcadi Volodos playing Liszt's
'Valee d'Oberman' from 'Premiere
Annee: Suisse' (SACD) on a Steinway

was going to be made for the
Tannoys - and it was.The scale of
his piano was not skimped upon
one little bit: it stood at the end of
our room full-sized, being pounded
byVolodos, in his breathtakingly

masterful manner; the Westminsters
threw this into the room at me
- awesome (again!).When Volodos

attacked the keyboard the power
of his playing, as well as his perfect
timing and control, were evident.Yet
from this, quieter moments fell back
to a serene gentleness.

The ability to convey tremendous
dynamic contrasts makes the
Westminster very communicative
in that it brings the skills of a top
musician over, as well as the essence

of the music being played.The only
problem here is that everyday
loudspeakers sound dynamically flat

and boring by way of contrast.
We had a debate (before

measurement) about whether the
Westminsters produced sub-sonics
or not when playing tracks like
Lady Gaga's Sad Romance' with

measurable subsonics on the CD.
In the end we decided they

did, but differently. It
was there - but with
discernible musical content

and pattern, rather than
a large, amorphous blob
of acoustic powerAnd
measurement confirmed
this, but it is all a bit
different to usual.

Whilst low bass is not
overly strong, it is there
and under tight control.
If you run the speakers
at low volume you won't
notice the subsonics
- but as a check I ran 'Bad

Romance' very loud (106dB
SPL peaks) when no-one

was in the building on a Saturday
and - boy - did I get powerful
subsonic drive, but it takes the form
of a musical thread rather than a
slab of low sound, so it isn't easy to
recognise from previous experience
of reflex loudspeakers, which most
are these days.

HOW MUCH POWER DO WESTMINSTERS NEED?
Tannoy quote an amplifier power range of 20W -350W as suitable for the
Westminster Royal GRs. But their quoted sensitivity of 99dB/watt is seemingly
at odds with this. Just 20 Watts would give 112dB one metre away and shatter-
ing levels of 100dB many metres away. I was curious about this.

So I measured what was happening with Lady Gaga's 'Bad Romance',
used because of its powerful deep bass that sends up Sound Pressure Level
(SPL) readings. With an almost -shattering 100dB being reached 6 metres away
from the speakers, a voltmeter set to Max -Hold, connected across the speaker
terminals, registered just 4V rms. That's 2 Watts for heaven's sake!

I didn't believe it because the sums said otherwise. What our Bruel&Kjaer
SPL meter showed to explain this was very little loss in volume down the 25ft
length of the room, just 4dB. And this accords with the peculiar ability we heard
of the Westminsters to drive the whole room as if it had no influence. The
speakers sounded almost as loud far away as close; they fill a room in every
sense.

How much power do Westminsters need? Well, 2 Watts - or you'll go deaf.
Even I do not believe it - but that's the measured truth. NK

4.

CONCLUSION
Tannoy's Westminster Royal GRs are
so different from all else, it is difficult
to compare them.

OK, they do have a 'traditional'
sound, warm and are full-bodied in

essence.

But that's ignoring what they do
so well - and so uniquely - giving
them dynamic scale like no other.

I sat in front of 'our' Westminster
Royal GRs for long hours - we all did

- and everyone was in awe.
In spite of the flaws, the

Westminster Royal GR is a breath-
taking loudspeaker to hear, especially
when the wick is turned up.Then
they thunder like no other. If you
want sheer scale and a sense of
unlimited power, little comes close.

I did often wonder whether this
was the loudspeaker for me ... if only
my lounge was 2ft longer. And - er
- my bank balance a little bigger!

MEASURED PERFORMANCE
With the Tannoy Westminster Royal GR

front panel treble adjustment screws set

to 0 (i.e. flat( and grilles off, frequency

response is as shown in our analysis.

The red trace shows horn mouth

output, showing the horn radiates sound

forward up to a high 300Hz and this

reinforces output from the drive unit

(green trace).

This explains the sense of warmth

and bass strength in the sound, as well

as a little cabinet colour that comes from

the horn mouths, listening whilst testing

showed.

In line with theory, even a big

horn like this doesn't go down far, the

Westminster rolling down below 60Hz.

However, the roll -down is smooth and

even, taking bass down to 40Hz (-6dB).

An 18ft room would provide useful modal

(i.e. bass) support at 31Hz, suggesting

medium-sized rooms suit best.

Forward output from the drive unit

is a bit uneven, with a peculiar peak at

1.3kHz also seen in horn output. There

was also a distinct step down from

this frequency to 4kHz due to the grille

cloth, softening the sound with grilles

on. Upper treble rises however, which

is why the speaker is not dull sounding,

before the big 2in tweeter reaches its

12kHz upper limit and output falls away.

A super -tweeter is available from Tannoy

to extend treble past 20kHz.

The treble energy adjuster altered

high treble, affecting the upper mid -band

little, and the treble lift/roll-off had a

similar effect.

Big horns are known for being very

sensitive and the Westminster Royal GRs

were certainly this, producing a massive

97dB Sound Pressure Level from one

nominal Watt (2.8V) of input. This is 7dB

more than big floor-standers, which in

themselves are sensitive at 90dB.

Furthermore, they achieve this without

drawing current: impedance measured a

high 9.5 Ohms overall, and d.c.r. 6 Ohms.

The Westminster is a very light

amplifier load, in spite of being sensitive.

So even small, low power amplifiers can

easily drive these massive loudspeakers.

The Westminsters reflect the size

and complexity of their cabinet, and their

massive 15in bass unit; output has some

ups and down (resonances) that could

likely be lessened or cured.

But they are still reasonably accurate

in balance, if weighted toward a fulsome

sound. The grilles are best removed.

In measurement these speakers

are revealed as a trad. horn with some

imperfections but also major strengths,

including massive sensitivity. NK
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TANNOY
WESTMINSTER
ROYAL GR
£27,950

00000
OUTSTANDING - amongst
the best

VERDICT
Massive dynamics and vast
scale: a visceral experience
in loudspeakers. Awesome
- and unique.

FOR

- massive soundstage
- enormous dynamic impact
- relaxed

AGAINST
- warm balance

- some box colour
- size

Tannoy

+44 (0)1236 420199
www.tannoy.com
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Back To The
Future

root"

The Pharaoh amplifier from America's Rogue Audio mixes valves with the latest in Class D

amplification for a distinctive sound, finds Jon Myles.

Blending valves and solid-

state devices in an inte-
grated amplifier is hardly
a new concept - even if
its use is still relatively
rare in the mass market.

As I noted in our recent review
of Unison Research's Unico Secondo
hybrid (see Hi-Fi World, September
2015), the idea of combining the
tonal richness of tubes with the

sheer grunt of a transistor output
stage makes perfect sense, potentially

giving you the best of both worlds.
Rogue Audio's new Pharaoh

integrated, however, brings a different
twist to the idea by marrying valves
to Class D amplification in a topology
the company has dubbed TubeD.

There's no getting away from the
fact that Class D has something of a
chequered reputation in hi-fi circles,

the sound of a number of the first
designs likened to the proverbial

bag of nails. But the technology has
come along leaps and bounds in the
past number of years and Rogue
Audio's founder and designer believes
Class D has many advantages, if

implemented correctly.
One of the keys to this is close

attention to the power supply. So the
Pharaoh eschews the switch -mode
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A linear power supply based around a toroidal transformer is
combined with Hypex Class D modules to give the Rogue Audio
Pharaoh a massive power output of 200 Watts into 8 Ohms, ris-
ing to 342 Watts into 4 Ohms.

While the company might be a
relatively new name in the UK, it has
forged a formidable reputation in its
native America for well-built valve
amplifiers at realistic prices with all
components designed and built at its
Pennsylvania factory.

A look inside the case shows
great attention to detail - with a
neat layout and the use of quality
components such as Vishay resistors,
Mundorf oil -filled coupling caps plus

an Alps motorised volume control.
And although it may use Class D
amplification, the Pharaoh is no
lightweight, measuring a large-ish 6.5"

x 18.25" x 18" (H/W/D) and tipping
the scales at nearly 40Ibs.

The front panel has a minimalist
black/silver finish with the power
switch, rotary input selector, volume
control, unity gain switch and balance

pot alongside a button to engage
the valve -driven headphone amplifier
stage.A solid aluminium remote also
gives volume and mute control.

"that's what makes this amplifier so enjoya3le
cormination of cetail anc a clean, crisp sounc
just a hint of warmth"
solution utilised in many other Class
D amplifiers, instead employing a

high -quality analogue power supply

using a large toroidal transformer
and extensive regulation.This feeds
a pair of Hypex UCD400 MOSFET
amplifier modules to deliver a
quoted 175 Watts into 8 Ohms (see

Measured Performance for more
details), while the pre -amp stage

features two I 2AU7 (ECC82) tubes.
Rogue Audio say this circuit

provides optimal power and control
without the edginess, glare or etched
sound of some rival Class D -based
designs.

A pair of 12AU7 (ECC802) valves are used in the Pharaoh's input
stage which in turn is coupled to Hypex UCD400 Class D output
modules.

-a
with

Connection options include
three unbalanced line -level RCAs,

one pair of balanced XLRs, variable

and fixed outputs, processor in/out
as well as a unity gain input for home
theatre set-ups, as well as a MM/MC
phono input with adjustable loading.
Annoyingly, this latter feature involves
removing the case to make your
selection via a bank of DIP switches.
Why this sort of arrangement cannot
be mounted on the outside of the
cabinet for both elegance and ease of
use is a continual bugbear of mine.

That grumble aside, the Pharaoh
is well-built for its £3495 price point
with all the controls feeling solid
and responsive, while the remote is
a cut above the off -the -shelf plastic

units you occasionally get from other
manufacturers.

SOUND QUALITY
The Pharaoh's combination of valves
and Class D modules may be unusual,

but it's one that works extremely
well.

Connected to a pair of Tannoy
Revolution XT6F loudspeakers and
playing a selection of tracks via an
Oppo BDP-I OSD universal disc

player and a Chord 2Qute DAC, the
sound was both clean and extended,
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REVIEW

Connection options include three unbalanced line -level RCAs,
one pair of balanced XLRs, variable and fixed outputs, proces-
sor in/out as well as a unity gain input for home theatre set-ups
as well as a MM/MC phono input with adjustable loading.

with a tonally rich quality.
There's the traditional Class

D attributes of plentiful detail to
the top end but the midband has a
degree of warmth that adds a sense
of body to the music.

Valery Gergiev and the London
Symphony Orchestra's rendition of
Brahms"Symphony No 3' (24/96)
had plenty of air and sweetness while
the sound of bow on string from the
violins was keenly etched without
turning glassy or harsh.

If anything the presentation is
slightly forward which brings a sense
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The Pharaoh's MM/MC selec-
tion is handled by a sliding
switch inside the cabinet with a
set of DIP switches for select-
ing gain.

of speed and vibrancy - but not in an
unnatural or uncomfortable way.

Switching to some more up -

tempo sounds in the shape of The
Pixies' Wave Of Mutilation' CD and
it's clear the Pharaoh can exert an
iron grip on the loudspeakers. The
fearsome descending bass intro of
`Debaser' had palpable depth and
was driven along with real speed and

power. It perhaps lacks the meaty,
bouncy quality of something like my
resident Naim Supernait 2 - having

a slightly drier quality instead - but

was never less than well-defined and

tuneful.
The same quality imbues the

phono section. Heaven I 7's '(We

Don't Need This) Fascist Groove
Thang' via the MM setting had a
driving dynamic that suited this

slice of 80s electronica well.As
befits its era, the 12" single has a
prominent zing to its production
but the Pharaoh reined in its worst
elements to stay just the right side of
harshness without losing detail.

Indeed, that's what makes

this amplifier so enjoyable - a
combination of detail and a clean,
crisp sound with just a hint of
warmth to avoid sounding too
clinical.Yes, it's an unusual design

- but one that works extremely well.

CONCLUSION
Rogue Audio's Pharaoh integrated
marries the power and efficiency
of Class D amplification to the
harmonic richness of valves.Add in
great build quality and a good phono
stage as well and it's a tempting
proposition.

MEASURED PERFORMANCE
The Rogue Audio Pharaoh produced a

massive 200 Watts into 8 Ohms, rising

to 342 Watts into 4 Ohms, through its

Hypex Class D modules. This will drive

all loudspeakers to very high volume,

even in a large room.

Hypex modules give very low

distortion right across the audio band

and those in the Pharaoh were no

exception. Distortion at 1 kHz measured

0.02% and at 10kHz 0.03%, both at 1

Watt. At full power (-1dB) these figures

rose little, to 0.07% and 0.1%, into a

low 4 Ohm load - an excellent result.

The sound will be clean and lacking

harshness.

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
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Output impedance was low also,

resulting in a high damping factor figure

of 55, so the amplifier will have relatively

tight bass.

Frequency response measured

16Hz - 29kHz (-1dB) as shown in our

analysis, covering the audio band but no

more, into 8 Ohm and 4 Ohm loads, so

unlike many Class Ds the Hypex modules

change response little with load.

Phono stage equalisation was

accurate, resulting in flat frequency

response, a warp filter curtailing output

below 40Hz. Input sensitivity was

seemingly low at 8mV for MM and

0.8mV for MC, but the amplifier has so

much voltage gain, swinging 40V out,

that in use it won't seem insensitive.

Noise on MC wasn't especially low at

0.26µV e.i.n., around 6dB noisier than

possible, so low output MCs are not an

ideal match.

The Pharaoh is massively powerful

yet very clean in its output. Combining

high power Class D Hypex modules with

a valve stage to give valve sound should

work well.NK

Power
CD/tuner/aux.
Frequency response
Separation
Noise
Distortion
Sensitivity

Disc
Frequency response
Separation
Noise
Distortion
Sensitivity (MM/MC)
Overload (MM/MC)

200watts

16Hz-29kHz
92dB

-114dB
0.03%
900mV

41Hz-20kHz
68dB

-85/-69dB
0.06%

8/0.8mV
80/8mV

ROGUE AUDIO
PHARAOH £3495

00000
OUTSTANDING - amongst
the best.

VERDICT
A fine -sounding amplifier that

will appeal to many with its
combination of detail, power
and tonality.

FOR

- powerful
- detailed sound
- rich midband
- phono stage

AGAINST
- fiddly MM/MC settings

Divine Audio

www.divineaudio.co.uk
+44 (0) 1536 762211
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Great things can come in diminutive (albeit pricey)
packages, reckons Martin Pipe after hearing this
amp/speaker package from Benchmark.

Thin
few months ago we
brought you a review of
Benchmark Media's £1700
DAC2 HGC - a compact,
exquisitely -engineered

nd fine -sounding unit

that combines the functions of DAC,
preamplifier and headphone amplifier.
This American manufacturer with a
pro -audio heritage has now launched
a pair of bookshelf speakers and a
diminutive yet potent power ampli-
fier. In short, the DAC2 HGC now
has a system to go with it. Just add

sm
sources...

Let's start with the speakers.The
SMS I looks fantastic, with rounded
edges (to minimise cabinet diffraction
effects), substantial metal grilles and

distinctive wooden side -panels. It

is built around a 25mm silk -dome
tweeter and 6.5in. woofer with
long -excursion copolymer cone, the
crossover frequency being 3kHz.

Biwiring and bi-amping are

supported, although you have to use
pro -type Neutrik NL4 `SpeakOn'
plugs. However, a delightfully 'old -

all!
school' toggle switch enables the
input to be derived from a pair of
binding -post terminals.

This speaker is unusual by
modern standards insofar as it's a

sealed -box 'acoustic -suspension'

rather than a bass -reflex design

- there's not a port in sight!
Benchmark (perhaps unfairly)
associates ported speakers with
'bloated bass', and its designers

are prepared to trade the lower
efficiency of acoustic -suspension

speakers for the improved low -end
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accuracy the firm claims they deliver.
Benchmark's published spec claims a
sensitivity of '88d13'.

However, this number is

meaningless without other data
(measurement parameters) to
qualify it.A recently -reviewed ported
speaker - Opera's Mezza - was
measured by Noel Keywood at 87dB
(I W/ I m); using an identical testing

procedure, Spendor's D I - like the
SMS I, an acoustic -suspension design

- delivered a sensitivity of 83dB. But
factors like crossover design and
drive units also play a critical role in
determining speaker sensitivity.

Whatever. Sensitivity is really
only an issue if you're driving
speakers with low -powered
amplifiers like the single -ended triode
variety.These days, though, high

quality and high power need not be
mutually-exclusive.And to illustrate
this fact we have Benchmark's own
contribution - the AHB2 which, with
its heatsinked sides, looks like one
of the power amps that came with
upmarket Japanese mini systems of

the late '70s and early '80s. In keeping

with such heritage, it even boasts a
fair quantity of front -panel indicators!

And we mean 'high power';
the 6kg AHB2 may be small but it's
capable of simultaneously -delivering

100W to each channel with THD
levels in the parts -per -million league.

Yet for all this, it runs remarkably
cool - even over extended listening
periods.This is down to, amongst
other things, the use of a switch -

mode power supply and those
side -fins.

The amplification is itself Class
AB, but with some Class -H (power-

supply tracking) and 'achromatic'

refinements developed and patented
by the THX organisation better-
known for its contributions to
cinema sound.They cover distortion -

cancellation, noise -minimisation and

efficiency improvements.
Although two pairs of binding

posts are available, the AHB2 is

peppered with SpeakOn socketry.
There are three such connectors
- the four-way (NL4) variant. One
contains the right channel, another
contains a mono output for a
selectable bridged mode (200W)
and the third offers the left and right
channels on its four pins.This enables
a single AHB2 to neatly bi-amp a

speaker; note that here, your left and
right inputs (which, incidentally, are
on balanced XLR connectors - with
switched sensitivity) would have to
be fed from the LF and HF outputs of

MEW MOP
Considering its small size, the AHB2 squeezes a considerable number of con-
nectors and switches onto its rear paneL

an electronic crossover. Care needs
to be taken during installation...

SOUND QUALITY
Performing source duties for my
listening tests was a Benchmark
DAC2 HGC, fed coaxially by a

AHB2 to the SMS 1 s, and these were

used. The speakers were operated
in 'normal' mode, and set up as per
the manufacturer's recommendations
- away from walls, about 6 feet from
the listening position,`toed in' and
with tweeters at ear height.

"I was also imoressec with the
sense of space the system
created; it felt uncannily as if I

was in the church"

Roksan K3 CD player (i.e. the
Benchmark was performing digital -
to -analogue conversion duties).

As this was 'Proms season', a
Rotel RT930AX FM/AM tuner was
connected to one of the unit's
analogue inputs.The DAC2 HGC's
output drove the AHB2 via standard
XLR balanced cables.

Benchmark importer SCV
Distribution supplied high -quality

SpeakOn cables for connecting the

I was admittedly quite cruel with
my initial choice of listening material
- but we shouldn't forget that in all,
the cost of this equipment is around

I Ok.And for that sort of money,
we can expect a high standard of
musical reproduction. So first in was
a U -Sound CD of Vladimir Homyakov
playing Bach organ works on the
Eule organ (alas since removed) at St.
Alexander Church in the Russian city
of Chelyabinsk.Yes, we're going to try

The SMS1 can be 'bi-
amped, but only if
you're using the Neutrik
terminal -a rare sight
on speakers sold to
consumers. If you're
using two AHB amplifi-
ers, bi-amping of a ste-
reo pair is possible with
single cable runs - note
that 'normal' use is
supported too. Binding
posts are included
for compatibility with
conventional gear; the
desired input is selected
with a toggle switch.
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Based on the multi -award winning Series V pick-up arm, the Series V-12 incorporates the
same design arid engineering that have made SME a byword for excellence.
Coherent musical control is held over the entire frequency range in terms of tonal quality,
stability and stereo imaging. Startling dynamic range. neutrality, structurally inert, the Series
V-12 embodies every worthwhile feature in a pick-up arm_ The 12 inch tone -arm is
pressure die-cast in magnesium complete with an integrated headshell to
eliminate tone -arm resonances in the audio spectrum and oilers a 27%
reduction in maximum angular error distortion over 9 inch models.
Listening: the benefits of minimal tracking
error and harmonic distortion
are clearly revealed.

r
'The best pick-up arm in the world"

SUE LIMITED  STEYN1NG  gALC-SFX  E0144 3GY  ENGLAND  TEL 44410,111303 814321  FAX .44 1041903 81426E1  WWW sine 110 safest erne NC 01.
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Sim `am"

inner.

SUPPORTING BRITISH
MANUFACTURING

Presenting high class,
award winnInc UK built,
Belt drive, Direct drive &
Idler drive turntables and
turntable upgrades

Photo above:
Our multi award winning Monarch turntable
Visit our website to see our ever expanding range of turntables and turntable upgrades

Choice WINNER!
1411R NEWS
LIRImat4111R Fawn
Prreluri Awe1d 2012

WINNER!
IM -Fl WORLD AWARDS
2:02
SAM Tolahis

NOW FEATURED IN
HI n WORLD'S
WORLD STANDARDS

With Direct Sales from us the manufacturer, there is NO retail mark up
saving you between 40% and 50% compared to other similar products.

Part Exchange Deals given against your current turntable. Call for an instant quote. Superb Demonstration facilties

Contact us for all your turntable and hi-fi requirements 01246 268887
Unit 1 Westwick Park / Broombank Rd 7 Broombank industrial Est. / Chesterfield S41 9QJ
E: robeft@inspiretifi.co.uk www.irtspirehifiza.uk
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Fitting a pair of 100W amplifiers - and power supply - into a
box 11" x 4" x 9" - must have proved an engineering challenge,
as this busy but neat layout suggests. The switch -mode power
supply (which accounts for most of the larger components you
can see) clearly helped.

playing organ music on a modestly -

sized pair of bookshelf speakers!
And my jaw dropped.Admittedly,

Benchmark hasn't circumvented the
laws of physics - reproducing the low
notes of a large pipe organ demands
large speakers. But the SMS I put
up a good fight, with no signs of
fatigue. It may not go as deep as, say,

a large floor -standing transmission -

line speaker. But unexpected depth

there is, and natural it sounds too. I
was also impressed with the sense
of space the system created; it felt
uncannily as if I was in the church.

There's also an enormous
amount of resolving power on
tap, drawing the listener into the
previously -hidden details of rather
dense and murky recordings like

Radiohead's OK Computer.You could
even make out what Thom Yorke
is singing in 'Electioneering', a track
that sounds horribly confused on
lesser systems.The caveat here is

that the SMS I s' grilles are removed;
doing so benefits the higher end in
particular.The fulsome bass guitar
of 'Subterranean Homesick Alien'
is done justice, its lead guitar and
drums being presented with filigree
detail too.

A selection of favourite vintage
funk and soul tracks - among them
such classics as The Jones' Girls'

'Nights Over Egypt', Earth Wind
and Fire's 'Let's Groove' and Total
Contrast's 'Takes A Little Time...'
- demonstrated a superb sense of
timing and rhythm.And once again,
the low -end (the 'Let's Groove'
bassline for example) fares well.

It's tight, tuneful and well -scaled. I

was also impressed with some of
the detail that could be extracted
from the latter.Yet no musicality is

sacrificed for this analytical prowess.
Switching to radio, I was pleased

to find that voices - male and female
- were given a natural presence, the

system striking a sensible balance

between warmth and dryness.The
system proved just how good the
BBC's Radio 3 FM service can sound.

With Prom concerts, the soundstage
was such that instrumental groups
and soloists were definable.That, plus
the detailing, made these concerts
enjoyable to the extent it was
difficult to turn off.Which was just
as well, as the combo demonstrated
- through subsequent Radio 3
programmes like Late Junction - its
ability to handle a range of different
musical styles.

CONCLUSION
Considering that the AHB2 and SMS I

are Benchmark's first forays into
amplification and speakers respec-

tively, it has managed an impressive

feat. If you want a large-scale yet
musical sound but don't have the
space for big boxes, they're well
worth checking out.

MEASURED PERFORMANCE
The AHB2 power amplifier produced 100

Watts into 8 Ohms and double, or 200

Watts, into 4 Ohms, suggesting it has

a regulated switch -mode power supply.

Distortion levels were low across the

audio band, into 8 and 4 Ohm loads, so

the AHB2 is linear and will not sound

coarse in its treble.

Our frequency response analysis

of the SMS1 sealed -box (infinite baffle)

loudspeaker shows it is a well integrated

design where the two drive units match

well and give strong upper midrange

output, which will sustain the delivery

of detail. Treble rises a little on -axis but

SMSI FREQUENCY RESPONSE
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off -axis response shown here is flat to

16kHz, meaning there will be no treble

sting nor any undue brightness in the

sound. The SMS1 will sound tonally

neutral across midrange and treble.

However, although Benchmark say the

lack of a port eliminates port resonance,

in fact it is port resonance that is used

to damp drive unit resonance in what is

termed an anti -resonant system. Lacking

this damping mechanism, the SMS1

bass unit resonates strongly at 80Hz

and this acts to lift bass progressively

below 300Hz, adding body and weight to

the sound. With +8dB lift at 80Hz, bass

from the SMS1 will be conspicuously

heavier than that of other loudspeakers,

and it also looks "one note", as the

resonant peak is sharp.

Sensitivity was reasonably high,

measuring 86dB from one nominal Watt

(2.8V) of input.

The SMS1 loudspeaker will sound

smooth and detailed but bass heavy.

The AHB2 power amplifier has plenty of

muscle and can drive its relatively low

impedance 4 Ohm bass unit with ease.

NK

Power
Frequency response
Separation
Noise
Distortion
Sensitivity

100 Watts
3Hz-60kHz

96dB
-110dB
0.01%
380mV

BENCHMARK
AHB2 AMPLIFIER,
£2,950
BENCHMARK
SMS1 SPEAKERS,
£2,400

OUTSTANDING - amongst
the best.

VERDICT
A fine amp and speakers. We
look forward to more from
Benchmark.

FOR

- fantastic detail, dynamics
and imaging

- unfatiguing; easy to listen to
- surprising low -end weight

for the size

AGAINST
- grilles may look attractive

but they're best removed
- lacks the absolute bass

extension of similarly -priced
larger speakers

- non-standard connectivity

SCV London (UK distributor)
+44 (0) 3301 222500
www.scvdistribution.co.uk
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Junior class
Astell&Kern launch a budget hi-res portable, the Junior. Noel Keywood listens in.

Aintell&Kern

(Korea) led
he hi-res portable player
evolution with the excel-
nt AK100 I reviewed

our March 2013 issue,
rice £569 at the time.

Since then their prices and speci-
fications have spiralled upward; an

AK 100 11 now costs £800. With effec-

tive competition coming from FiiO
(China) in particular,A&K needed a
less expensive model to fight back

and here it is, the

24 bit /192 kHz

Storms Are On
LI

Amber Rubanh

IMPS FM IN 11 'MO

g

Junior, price £400. - and on the bottom and microUSB
That still isn't cheap. I have just socket for charging and file transfer

reviewed the excellent FiiO X3 - from a computer, plus USB DAC
price £150 - and it was superb, with functionality.
no weaknesses, so the Junior needs Press the power button at top
to make a strong case.And to get to and it fires up in a fast 12 seconds,
the point, it failed to, hi-res having a presenting a clear screen, with six
dynamic range substantially worse touch zones (tiles) comprising the
than CD - oh dear! But the Junior normal categorisation of Songs,
is nice to use and makes a good Artists,Albums, Genres, Playlists and

impression - and with the name an additional Folders that takes you
Astell&Kern garners good reviews all to those loaded, in our player sample
the same. music files that came pre -loaded,

The Junior is small and light a Music folder that we loaded and
and it has a touch screen, unlike User Manuals.

its rivals.This has always been a At top right on the screen is
distinguishing feature of Astell&Kern a gearwheel icon that brings up
players, the upmarket brand name various options, including Bluetooth
of products from iRiver, founded connection (to the hi-fi), USB DAC
by ex -Samsung executives.The case and Line Out.`USB DAC' means

"the Junior was a sweet-sounc
er, anc this carriec throuch to
simole vocal tracks"

feels solidly hewn - it's aluminium -
giving the same handling impression

as an iPhone. Measuring 53mm wide,
118mm high and just 9mm thick the
player will fit a shirt pocket easily,
its low measured weight of 99gms
posing no threat to the stitching.

Astell&Kern keep the Junior
simple. It has a single 3.5mm stereo

headphone jack at top, but no
optical digital output inside, unlike
other A&K players. On top also sits
a small power button.

On the right side lies a circular
mechanical volume control and
microSD card slot (64GB max),
on left side are three transport
buttons - forward, back, play/pause

using the player as an external DAC/
headphone amp., when connected to
a computer; the Junior has no digital
output that allows it to play into an
external DAC.And Line Out means
fixed output from the headphone
socket, bypassing the volume control,
with 2V available turning the Junior
into a 'CD player' in effect, albeit one
that plays hi-res digital files.

What files can it play? Well, most
files:WAV, FLAC,WMA, MP3, OGG,
APE(N ormal, High, Fast),AAC,ALAC,
AIFF, DFF, DSF, all up to 24/192 spec,

except DFF/DSF which are DSD (one
bit) file formats. Missing from the
list is double rate DSD, or DSD 128
- not a major omission.As long as

--+08.
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A small volume control wheel and microSD card slot adorn the
right side.

On the base lies a microUSB socket for charging and
file upload, as well as connection as a DAC.

WAY, FLAC and Apple formats are
there (ALAC and AIFF) most people
are served.

A Lithium Ion 3.7V, 1450 mAh
is fitted and gives around I I hours

playback time.There's 64GB memory
on -board, 64GB in a microSD card
and OTG (On The Go) storage can
be used too.

SOUND QUALITY
My initial impression of the Junior,
playing a range of classic and Rock

tracks through Oppo PM -I (planar
magnetic) headphones was one of
a delightfully mild, easy going sound

- silky on the earThis is nice I
thought, if at the opposite end of the
spectrum to Lotoo's PAW Gold I
reviewed in our October 2015 issue,
that was a beast - albeit an exciting
one!

But the Junior didn't much grab
my attention. So I changed to Philips
Fidelio XI headphones with velour
pads in place, because they have

more top end sparkle and slightly
bouncier bass.This made little
difference.

The issue was best illustrated
when playing a solid Rock demo
track like Fleetwood Mac's Go
Your Own Way (24/96). On my
Astell&Kern AK 120 this ripped
along, underpinned by the impactful
drumming of Mick Fleetwood. Playing
this same track on the Junior was
disappointing: it lacked the punch
and dynamism, even the sharply
delineated and wide sound stage

was smudged over, becoming a vague

representation; the track had lost its
verve.

The situation was less clear
with classical music. Here the
Junior's svelte mid -band well

conveyed the Allegri String Quartet
- and reviewer Rafael Todes

- playing Beethoven's Quartet in
C minor, Opus I8, No4 (24/192).

This wonderful recording played
beautifully through the Junior with
XI s connected; I'll swear I could hear
rosin in Rafael's strings (he'll likely tell
me there wasn't any!).With material
like this the Junior was a sweet -

sounder, and this carried through
to simple vocal tracks like Rebecca

Pidgeon singing Spanish Harlem

(24/ I 76.4kHz) that were

gloriously smooth and insightful
across the midband, if again a

tad soft or 'gentle' all round.

CONCLUSION
This is a small, light and eminently
pocketable player - one for the
handbag or top pocket methinks. It
offers a mild, easy going sound with
good midband insight but weak bass
drive - entertaining but not viscerally
exciting. I liked the small touch
screen, clear text and graphics but I
wince at the price; FiiO offer more
for less these days.

The top carries an on/off button and 3.5mm
headphone jack socket that carries analogue
audio only, not optical digital like more
expensive Astell&Kern players. There are
transport buttons too.

MEASURED PERFORMANCE
The Astell&Kern Junior produced 2V out

at its headphone socket, enough to drive

even insensitive headphones very loud.

This is a high output for a small player.

Distortion at full level (0dB)

measured a low 0.008%. However, low

level resolution was poor, a -60dB signal

FREQUENCY RESPONSE

DISTORTION
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suffering from noise and measuring 2% L

ch and 1.5% R ch distortion with 24bit

digital, where around 0.1% is the norm

from a budget product.

As a direct result EIAJ Dynamic

Range measured a poor 82dB from

24bit, way below the 110dB or so

expected, and below CD's 102dB, so the

Junior falls well short in this important

measurement. Switching the headphone

output to Line mode, eliminating the

volume control, did not affect this result.

Frequency response with 192kHz

sample rate was extended, reaching a

very high 81kHz, so in this respect the

Junior complemets high-res.

Whilst the Junior measures well

in many areas, it critically falls short in

dynamic range and sound quality will

suffer as a result. NK

Frequency response
CD

Distortion
0dB

-60dB
Separation (1kHz)
Noise (IEC A)
Dynamic range
Output

(-1dB)
10Hz-81kHz

24bit
0.008%

1.5%
89dB

-111dB
82dB

2V

ASTELL&KERN
JUNIOR £400

01/0111
EXCELLENT - extremely
capable

VERDICT
Pleasantly mild sound with
insight, but weak bottom end
drive and soft stereo imaging
- and expensive.

FOR

- small and light
- easy to operate
- looks smart

AGAINST
- weak sound
- soft imaging
- no digital output

Advanced Players Ltd.
+44 (0)84328 96880
wvvw.advancedmp3players.co.uk
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0% Finance*: 20% deposit, then

£119.93 x 12 months

marantz®
14 Series Special Edition at Jordan Acoustics

SA- 14S 1 SE I Premium Super Audio CD Player with USB-DAC

Retail price

1.799.00

Inratelhreerli

PM -14S1 SE I Premium Integrated Stereo Amplifier

Retail price

£1,799.00

*subject to status & conditions

0% Finance*: 20% deposit, then

£119.93 x 12 months

gold black

" They focus the attention
on the quality of recording

and performance: each
does so much right in

pure hi-fi terms, but the
real achievement is that

the clever stuff going on is
entirely subservient to the
music being delivered. "

- Hi-Fi News I October 2015

World Class Audio Systems

I 01202 911 886 bournemouth store

I 01592 744 779 glenrothes store

www.jordanacoustics.co.uk
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THE SPIRIT OF SOUND
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Sopra n°1

Sopra n°2
The purity of the timbre, the precision of the soundstage
and the harmonic richness are sure to provide you with an
intense emotional experience. Combining a compact design,
a resolutely modern look and major innovations in terms of
the transducers, Sopra n°2 clearly defines the new epitome of
today's Premium loudspeakers.

NEW

"Big - though not as huge as its
Utopia stablemates - the Sopra N°2 is
one of Focal's best designs to date. "

- Hi-Fi News 1September 2015

Retail price/pair

£9,599.00
0% Finance*: 20% deposit, then

£255.97 x 30 months

*subject to status & conditions

NEW

Beyond this attractive first impression, what's astonishing
texture and smoothness of its sound. It provides a solid, "f
sound with full and articulated bass. Precision is by no Inc
artificial, nor is it limited to the treble. The overall coherer
and harmonic richness of the Sopra n°1 is remarkable,
heightening ones understanding of the music being player

Retail price/pair

£6,495.00
0% Finance*: 20% deposit, then

£173.20 x 30 months

*subject to status & conditions

VISIT THE NEW JORDAN ACOUSTICS WEB SITE: WWW.JORDANACOUSTICS.CO.UK
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Pure XTZ
A distinctive shape and a distinctive sound make the new M2 loudspeakers from Scandinavia
a winning combination, says Jon Myles.

Swedish audio company
XTZ has forged an enviable
reputation for produc-
ing well -engineered, great

sounding components at
real world prices since its

inception just over 11 years ago.
Founder 011ie Eliasson has

almost 30 years experience in the
business and an unbridled passion for
loudspeaker and electronics design

as well as providing value -for -money

products.

The policy has proved a big
success with XTZ expanding its
range over the years to include
headphones and earphones,

amplifiers, CD players and measuring

equipment as well as its core range
of loudspeakers.

The latest model to join the

stable is the new XTZ Master
Series M2 standmount - which in
typically uncompromising fashion
the company describes as "a truly
unique product in the audio world:
a compact loudspeaker designed
under all aspects as a real high -end

speaker but at a price point that is
rare in this industry. Master M2 is
built without compromise that comes
close to the perfect high grade 2 -way
speaker within its dimensions".

That's quite a claim for a
`speaker costing a relatively modest
£1400. But unbox the M2s and you
immediately realise a significant
amount of engineering has gone into
their construction.

The cabinet, for a start, is a
teardrop shape and constructed from
a new composite material consisting

of epoxy, polyurethane, potassium

carbonate and organic gas bubbles

which is said to be 40 per cent
denser than MDF and so better able
to control resonances.Added to this
is significant internal bracing which
accounts for each 'speaker weighing
more than 9kg each from what is a
relatively compact 231mm x 424mm
x 374mm (H/W/D) cabinet.

The main mid/bass driver is a
165mm polypropylene unit developed
by Norwegian specialist manufacturer
SEAS to XTZ's own specifications,
while the tweeter is larger than
average at 30mm and is deep set

in its own waveguide to improve
efficiency and provide better high -

frequency dispersion.
Round the back are two pairs

of gold-plated terminals to facilitate
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bi-wiring if required, and a reflex port
for which two bungs are supplied to
provide different room tuning -a
full one to give sealed -box response
and a semi -open variety for those
wanting more bass (more of which
later).

Fit and finish is extremely good
with the high -gloss black finish and

unusual shape making the M2s stand

out from the run-of-the-mill box
design of many rivals.

SOUND QUALITY
As befits the attention to detail put
into the design of the M2, it requires
a good degree of care from the
listener to get it sounding at its best.

That's because it is essentially

highly revealing and so positioning,

the use of the bungs and partnering
electronics are all vital - more so
than in many other loudspeakers
around this price.

Setting them up initially with the
full bung in place and situated close
to a rear wall they sounded fast
and detailed but rather dry in the
low -end. Switching to the semi -open

sleeve and bass response became

decidedly fuller and more rounded
- which was how I used them for the
bulk of the listening.

Similarly, a Class A Sugden FBA-

800 power amplifier - while clean

and clear as always - sounded a

little short of the requisite drive to
really get the M2s to sing. Instead
I opted for the 100 -plus Watts of
the excellent Creek Evolution 100A
integrated which really brought things
alive.

Now 1 could hear what the
XTZs are capable of - which is an

exceptionally smooth, sophisticated
sound which majors on detail and
insight as opposed to artificially
extended highs or lows.

On Messiaen's 'Quartet For The
End Of Time' the piano, clarinet, cello
and violin are placed with pinpoint
accuracy in the soundstage.There's
air and extension to the tweeter
although not in the sense of sounding
bright or forced. Instead instruments
have a sense of life and timbre.

The open nature of the M2s also
mean they reveal details in tracks
that some other loudspeakers gloss
over. Listening to Saint Etienne's

shimmering 'Milk Bottle Symphony'
the sound of tinkling glass and

footsteps could have been there in
the room with me.

That same quality means the M2s
handle more up -tempo performances
with aplomb, having a subjectively

'fast' sound with no sense of bloat or
unnecessary bass drag.The Killers'
'Human' was driven along at great

pace, the bass firm and taut but never
overdone.

All these qualities, however, mean

the M2s don't flatter poor recordings.
Playing over -compressed pop or rock

I soon knew about it - but that's a
trade-off to the overall accuracy of
the design.

What the XTZ M2s will do,
however, is shine a clear light onto
your recordings and even the quality
of components used with them
bears comparison with loudspeakers
costing many hundreds of pounds
more.

CONCLUSION
If you want an accurate, revealing
loudspeaker that will tell you exactly
what your system is capable of, the
XTZ Master Series M2s could be
exactly what you are looking for.
Partner them with the right amplifier
and take time with positioning and
tuning and they really do belie their
price tag.

The rear of the Master Series
M2 includes a pair of 'speaker
terminals, plus a tuneable reflex
port with XTZ supplying a full
and semi -open bung to tailor
bass response to the room.

MEASURED PERFORMANCE
Frequency response of the XTZ M2

shown in our analysis runs smoothly and

evenly across the audio band. The drive

units are well integrated, with no trough

at crossover and this result was held at a

range of measuring -microphone positions

vertically and laterally, helped by the

small horn in front of the tweeter. So the

M2 can be pointed at listeners or straight

down the room with little difference in its

sound balance. And it is fundamentally

accurate in this balance, so will sound

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
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smooth and a tad less bright than many.

Sensitivity measured 84.5dB from 1

Watt input (2.84) and overall impedance

measured 8.8 Ohms, quite a high value,

explaining the low-ish voltage sensitivity

figure. The bass unit has a high d.c.r.

of 7 Ohms, where 4 Ohms is common

nowadays, expelling the low sensitivity;

the speaker draws less current than

most, but needs amplifiers with some

power, 60 Watts or more being suitable.

Our impedance trace show the

open port as green, the annular bung as

yellow and full bung as brown. When

measuring frequency response with the

annular bung, a peak at 40Hz appeared

in the response trace and clearly this

bung offers a good compromise with a

little more bass heft. However, with no

bung the speaker was bit more even in

response, whilst the full bung did, as

is common, negate port action, turning

the cabinet into an Infinite Baffle the

brown trace shows. This gave a damped

frequency response where bass rolled

off steadily, suiting near -wall placement.

Port output was high so it contributes

substantially to bass.

The M2 measured well. It is tonally

accurate and will sound smooth, yet

detailed. It does need to be used with a

reasonably powerful amplifier however.

The two different bungs supplied offer

useful fine tuning options. NK

XTZ MASTER
SERIES M2 £1400

00000 £
OUTSTANDING - amongst
the best.

VALUE - keenly priced

VERDICT
A revealing, accurate
loudspeaker that majors on
detail and insight but is never
less than enjoyable.

FOR

- accurate
- insightful

- bass tuning possibilities
- build

AGAINST
- doesn't flatter poor
recordings

Epic Home Cinema

+44 (0) 7429 370015
epichomecinema.co.uk
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Here's your chance to win

the Castle Avon 5 loud-
speakers we reviewed

last month. Read the

review excerpt below and

answer the questions.

"What we are looking for from the
Avon 5 is better damped bass that

"plays a bass tune" more evenly than

most other (reflex) loudspeakers, and

goes lower down the frequency scale

too - meaning you get sub-sonics.

Sounds good perhaps, but sub -sonic

output needs to be carefully judged if

a room is not to boom as a result of
having too much low bass pumped into

it.A transmission line does this better

WIN
A PAIR OF SUPERB CASTLE AVON 5

LOUDSPEAKERS WORTH £1600 IN

THIS MONTH'S GREAT GIVEAWAY!

RULES AND CONDITIONS OF ENTRY

- ONLY ONE ENTRY PER HOUSEHOLD

- MULTIPLE ENTRIES WILL BE AUTOMATICALLY DISQUALIFIED

- PURCHASE OF THE MAGAZINE IS NOT A PRE -CONDITION OF ENTRY

- NO CORRESPONDENCE WILL BE ENTERED INTO

- THE EDITOR'S DECISION IS FINAL

- NO EMPLOYEES OF AUDIO WEB PUBLISHING LIMITED, OR OF ANY
COMPANIES ASSOCIATED WITH THE PRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION
OF THE PRIZES, MAY ENTER

because

it is not,
in itself, a

resonant

(bouncy)

system, whereas a reflex is. So you

stand a better chance of getting firm,
even bass from a transmission line in
a real -life room.

Ribbon tweeters shame domes,
but they are expensive and difficult
to integrate with cone drivers.That's
why you see a small 90mm midrange
unit just below the ribbon tweeter
on the Avon 5, so as to match it in
without problems in the crossover
region.

And either side of the tweeter
and midrange unit, at top and bottom
of the array, there are two modestly
sized 130mm bass units. Each one

is loaded by the rear quarter-

wave transmission line.And our
measurements clearly showed this

line works properly, doing what it is
expected to do: go low and not be
resonant.

The cabinet stands Illcms high
(1.1 m) on its plinth, 36cms deep and
21 cms wide, although the plinth adds

I cm all round to this and the rear
gold plated bi-wire terminals add
some too.Weight is a reasonable
26kgs, which is fairly easily liftable".

For a chance to win this great prize,
just answer the four easy questions
at right. Send your entries on a
postcard only, by November 10th
2015 to:

November 2015 Competition,
Hi-Fi World magazine,
Studio 204,
Buspace Studio,
Conlan Street,
Notting Hill,
London WIO 5AP.

QUE 1119crrY P

ibl]

What does Avon
ass do?

a.] the Tango
] a Fandango

[c] plays a bass tune
[d] wreck furniture

[2] Too much low
bass makes a room -
[a] boom
[b] rejoice
[c] squeak
[d] dissolve

[3] A transmission
line is not -
[a] flouncy
[b] bouncy
[c] rubbery
[d] squidgy

[4] Ribbons do what
to domes -
[a] compete with them
[b] match them
[c] sneer at them
[d] shame them

entries will be accepted on a postcard only

AUGUST 2015 WINNER: BLACK RHODIUM SAMBA VS -1 SPEAKER CABLES
Adrian Price of Wigan
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LETTERS & EMAILS

rya
Visit our website at www.hi-fiworld.co.uk or
send your emails to letters@hi-fiworld.co.uk.
Letter of the month wins a pair of KEF 0100
loudspeakers.

Answers by: NK - Noel Keywood; JM - Jon Myles; PR - Paul Rigby;

MP - Martin Pipe; RT - Rafael Todes.

LETTER OF THE MONTH PRIZE

KEF Q100 LOUDSPEAKERS

For more advice see Letters from earlier issues at www.hi-fiworld.co.uk/letters

A pair of KEF Q100 loudspeakers are on their way to
Letter of the Month winner in our October 2015 issue.

Letter of the Month

I was interested to read your piece in

the October 20 15 issue of Hi-Fi World

concerning having a Raspberry Pi to

review. I've been using a Raspberry

Pi as my main network audio media

player for the last few months and I

love it. I started with a Pi B+ together

with a IQAudlO Pi-DAC. This was a good

introduction to me of the capabilities of

the Pi/DAC combination.

The key component in getting

everything to work together is a

dedicated OS image. There are a

number available. I had most early

success with Volumio (https://volumio.

org/).This is a version of the Raspberry

Pi Linux OS, with drivers and audio

streaming app set up. You download

the image file and then copy it onto a

microSD card. Instructions on how to do

this can be found on the Raspberry Pi

site concerning installing images.

With the image installed, you

can start the Pi (by simply powering

it up), and then from your computer,

you browse to http://volumio.local/

where you'll be presented with the web

interface for the Pi.You then need to

go to settings (Menu -> System -> 12S

DAC) and change the setting to match

your DAC.

Next go to the Library page and

set up a NAS mount point.This needs

to be set to connect to a network

resource that hosts the music files on

your network. NAS boxes work fine

Rob Nicols housed his credit card sized Raspberry Pi computer
in a small wooden box.

The Audiophonics ESS DAC board for the Raspberry Pi which
includes the highly -regarded Sabre ES9023 DAC chip set.
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- but it can be a bit of a fag working out

the correct path to the music.

Once all that is done, Volumio will

index your music and you can start

playing. The music is controlled from

your computer browser (there are also

phone apps if you prefer).

The quality of the playback

surprised me. From what is a unit that

you can put together for less than £100

the sound is amazing.

Since starting down this route, I've

now moved on to an Audiophonics I -

Sabre DAC ES9023 TCXO which has

a Sabre ES9023 DAC chip set See

http://www.audiophonics.fr/The sound

quality from the Audiophonics Sabre

DAC/Pi combo is excellent - better than

the Marantz NA7004/Peachtree DAC-

IT that it has replaced. Excellent detail,

and sound stage.A wonderfully natural

sound.

I've also invested in a MCRU

dedicated power supply for the Pi: See

http://www.mains-cables-r-us.co.uk. This

adds a little more clarity to the presen-

tation.

I've also tried some alternative OS

options. I think Runeaudio if anything, is

better than Volumio, though not quite so

easy to set up (for me).

Altogether, my adventures with

the Raspberry Pi / DAC combo has

been very rewarding, I'd thoroughly

recommend other audiophiles giving it a

try.

All the best,

Rob Nichols

That was a nicely timed letter Rob,
considering our feature on the
Raspberry Pi in this issue! Thanks for
your experiences - and I hope others
find them interesting.

There does seem to be a split
here though. I notice from the
forums that Raspberry Pi enthusiasts
love the whole shebang and I can
certainly see why - but is it ever
time consuming. You have to love
computers and the vagaries of their
software before being absorbed by
this subject. There were times when
I just wanted to die! But Raspberry
Pi is awesome in its own way - no
wonder it is a global success story.

That Audiophonics of France
make a DAC board with an ESS

Sabre DAC, a 9023, is also interesting.

It doubtless gives very good results.
Whilst the Cirrus Logic board
we used is tailor made for the Pi
and works very, very well, it is still
based on a mobile phone chip and
hampered by inadequate documen-
tation.

We found a good power supply

was essential, for measurable reasons,

so your observations on this tie in
with ours. NK

X FACTOR

I wrote a while back regarding computer

audio but still didn't feel able to take

the leap. Then I saw your review of the

X40 and thought that it was perfect

for me. I could store all of my CDs on

hard drive yet keep the physical media

in the loft, listen to internet radio and

download music from the internet (this

last bit I think you need a computer for).

Even better, I could archive old tapes

and stuff with the analogue inputs and

I wasn't paying for an amplifier I didn't

need. Something of a dream product

for me and my ilk (old buggers from the

valve and vinyl era) so I was a touch

confused when a reader wrote in to say

that his X40 wasn't quite as lively as

his old CD player and you more or less

said swap it for a DAC and stuff. I'm

guessing he bought the X40 based on

your review.

I haven't committed to it yet,

although it was positively reviewed in

Hi-Fi Choice recently. Reviews on Richer

Sounds website weren't so positive, so

I've left it for now. Are there any other

machines that do what the X40 does?

OK, onto the other thing that still

confuses me a bit. If I want a hi-res

download I assume I wheel out the PC

and download it to the PC or memory

stick then send it by wire to the X40?

Why can't the stores (particularly HMV)

offer downloads for sale take your

memory stick in, (or they supply the

memory stick) and then they sell and

load hi-res files of your favourite album

on it (or tracks). They could probably

negotiate exclusives at a rate acceptable

to artists. Imagine if they got the

Beatles or the Pink Floyd catalogue it

would revive their fortunes in one hit!

Furthermore, just a plea from me

and I know there are plenty like me

could we have a quick idiot guide in a

box for streamers/DACs and so on along

the lines of you'll need a computer

to play the radio, files etc, a tablet to

get the best out of the remote, it has

an amplifier etc. We see words like

Deezer and Twonky and they just sound

ridiculous to some of us!

Sorry for the grumpy tone of the

letter. I am very positive about the

benefits of computer audio and with

the new solid state memories coming

along we could be heading for truly

superb sound quality and reliable source

material.

Geoff Egginton

Hi Geoff.The NovaFidelity X40 is
an excellent machine for the money
and would allow you to do all you
require in one very handy, easy -

to -use package. In terms of its CD
replay it is very smooth and detailed
- due in no small part to the use of
the excellent ESS Sabre ES9018 DAC.

How it compares to standalone
CD players in terms of presentation
is always going to be, to a large
degree, a matter of personal taste.
I've heard some silver disc spinners
costing around £1000 that have more
punch and overall drive about them
- but also a good few others that are
nowhere near as naturally musical as
the X40.As ever, your own ears and
taste will be the deciding factors and
I'd encourage you to try to have a
listen to the X40 and make your own
mind up.

At present, I know of no other
product that offers the NovaFidelity's
range of features and sound quality
in a single unit. One alternative,

however, would be to look at
something like Oppo's BDP-105D
player - which as well as offering
high -resolution streaming will also
play CD, SACD and Blu-ray discs and

is available for around £1000.Add a

The NovaFidelity X40 offers music storage on hard drive, silver
disc replay and streaming, all in one affordable package - and it
sounds superb. This will suit Geoff Egginton, thinks Jon Myles.
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NAS (Network Attached Storage)
device such as WD's 2 terabyte My
Cloud for L100 and you'd have most
of the functionality of the X40 with,
to my ears, a slightly fuller and richer
sound.

As for setting up music streaming
at home have a look at our jargon -
free Rediscover Your Music guide

on the Hi-Fi World website for all
you need know.You are correct that
you'll need a computer to download
high -resolution tracks before
transferring them to your storage
device.

As to why music retailers like
HMV don't offer downloads in store,
it's probably because they already

have on-line sites for downloads so
are reluctant to take up expensive
High Street floorspace to sell
something people can just as easily

buy via their computer at home. JM

WALK AND PLAY

I have a Sony NW -A3000 Hard Disk

Drive Walkman which I have used

to give me a semblance of music for

holidays so it is still going strong. Loading

the music library on purchase I used

high bit rate mp3 files being, at that

time, somewhat lacking in knowledge

about the various digital file options.

About JSymphonic

Overview
.

Z.r.....ree'rrr.4%'''

For music management
JSymphonic is free and
would suit Wayne Allen.

My operating system is Windows 7.1

would like to install a different music

library and load my player with FLAC

lossless audio files but have the playing

selection versatility of SonicStage which

is no longer supported, I believe, by Sony.

What software can I use on my player

to achieve this?

Presumably, it would make sense to

download and install the latest firmware

update, should this be possible, prior to

loading a new music library.

With my thanks in anticipation of

your helpful reply,

Wayne Allen

You are correct - SonicStage is no

longer supported by Sony and, as far
as I recall, did not provide support
for FLAC files nor Windows 7

°my

Step up in sound quality
from CD by going to high-

resolution digital. The small
FiiO X3 2nd Gen portable
digital player costs just
£150 yet with a good mains
powered DAC delivers won-
derful sound quality. This
would be an upgrade for
Nigel Sach.

anyway.

However if you trawl the
internet there are alternative music
management programmes available

such as the free, open -source

JSymphonic (available for Windows,

Linux and Mac).

If anyone has any other solutions,
please let us know. JM

I read with interest the question posed

by Mike Kershaw in his Power Down

comment in the August issue 15.1

too have been wondering about this

very issue, as I am looking to upgrade

amplifier /speakers or both to the next

possible level.

I currently run a Cyrus 3 amplifier

with PSR power supply via Chord Epic

cables 8 metre in length to a pair of

Monitor Audio Gold 20 floor standing

speakers on spiked feet. Having spent

the previous 3 years upgrading the Vinyl

front end to a Michell Orbe with SME

IV arm and Benz Micro Ruby extended

cantilever M/C cartridge. This feeds

a Tom Evans Groove M/C amp into

the Cyrus 3 amp. All via Kimberkable

interconnects from the cartridge to the

Cyrus 3 amplifier.

Power has never been an issue as

the Cyrus 3 amp never lights up more

than 3 green LED's on the volume

control, giving huge amounts of detail

and presence with all musical tastes.

However, the majority of my record

collection is Keyboard based with mainly

Progressive rock groups from the 70s

dominating the collection. That is not

to say that vocals from Paul Simon

and Allison Moyet are not stunning

and crystal clear - hearing the breath

between the words sung is just amazing.

One other upgrade that has made

a vast difference is the Isotek Clean

mains unit purchased from good old

eBay.

So my question is: how do I improve

the detail and musicality still further

without paying huge sums of cash to

take my system to the next level? I

believe that 30 Watts would be ample

for my room size of 14ftx10ftx9ft
ceilings with a traditional wooden

suspended floor, as the 50+watts from

the Cyrus 3 is just not used. Its clarity

and detail with all instruments sounding

their best that I am looking for.

On the CD front I use a Rega

Saturn R via Chord Cadenza reference

interconnect to the Cyrus 3 amp.

So I would be grateful for feedback

on my dilemma. I do not believe that

the Valve route for amplification would

give me the detail and clarity that I

am looking for, but I am open to all

suggestion from the informed team.

Thanks for a fascinating and thought

provoking magazine that never fails

to stimulate many hours of enjoyment

Especially when re -reading the back

catalogue while sitting in the loft!.

Kind regards

Nigel Sach
Warrington

Hi Nigel.You already have a very
good system that you are happy with
and I don't see any obvious room for
major improvement unless you go for
the stars, after a successful chat with
the bank manager. By this I mean

popping into a dealer to hear Martin
Logan Electromotion hybrid electro-
statics, or perhaps Castle Avon 5's
reviewed in our October 2015 issue
- but you will have to turn volume
up. Consider also a Sugden Class A
amplifier like the Sapphire FBA -800

we often use for review purposes, as
this is of limited power but superb
quality.

Then there is the obvious
suggestion of going hi-res and here
I suggest you consider upgrading

the Rega Saturn R by attaching an

Audiolab M-DAC, that you can also
feed with a little FiiO X3 2nd Gen.
portable high-res digital player.You'll
find modern hi-res digital downloads
provide a useful step up in quality.
N K
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Our system comprises a Byron

Sonneteer, Michell Gyrodeck with Orbe

turntable, SME IV arm with Benz Micro,

Andlcon Audio PS3; Waterfall Victoria

speakers with Tellurium Q Ultrablack

cables, Tellurium Q Black and MIT

AV I interconnects, MJ Acoustics Sub-

woofer and Townshend Supertweeters;

plus the above mentioned Icon Audio

amplification. We listen to all types of

music- classical, jazz, rock, and pop,

albeit very little from the mid 1980's

onwards, in a room roughly 12ftx30ft

with concrete floor and walls.

We feel that the MB845s are a
little bit of a liability, lovely though they

are, and we're seriously considering the

return to transistor -based amplification.

Our price range is medium - high. What

would you recommend, please?

Thanks for many years of excellent Hi-Fi

magazines.

Regards

Jim & Cath

Hi both. OK, so you don't want to
run a full blown valve amp anymore
- and that is understandable.Valve

amps of all hues are more "engaging"
than tranny amps, meaning they
can go wrong and you have to
fix them/bias them, etc.The only
problem is suggesting an alternative
that you can audibly live with since
your Icon Audio MB845 has quite a
monumental sound.

My first suggestion is Quad QMP
Elite monoblocks, because they are
smooth, easy going powerful and
dynamic sounding - the closest you
will get to valves, from transistors.
Creek amplifiers are also smooth yet
powerful.

In Hi-Fi World towers we are
all a little in awe of the McIntosh
amplifiers coming our way, such as

the MCI 52. It does not sound like a
valve amplifier at all, in spite of using

output transformers, but it offers
enormous insight, detail and bass

punch, rather shading all else.A tad
expensive I know, but perhaps worth
a listen. NK

AGAINST THE WALL

Great to see the system feature back,

but having teased/tempted us with this

'budget' system, there appears to be no

way of listening to it? Leaving aside the

Onkyo streamer, my initial search can

find no Hi-Fi shop that sells both Epos

& Exposure, at least not in the London/

S. England region. Don't want this sound

like a moan but perhaps it might have

been more relevant to have tried with

similar priced Creek 'amp, working on

the basis that Creek/Epos are the same

company, and therefore hearing the two

together might be easier.

Also, is it possible to get some

consistency in speaker reviews, specif-

ically what placement is best? In the

latest issue you review the Epos K3 but

I can't see whether it needs to be some

distance away from walls or close to, in

order to extract maximum benefits, or

did I miss it?

Cheers

Tim Jury

Hi Tim. Glad you enjoyed the Budget

System article. It was based on
components that I know work not

Oodles of
smooth, refined
power makes
Quad's QMP
Elite monob-
lock power
amplifiers
a suitable
replacement
for valve
amplifiers. Is
this what Jim
& Cath would
like?

listening to the K I s on the end of
an Evolution 50A or 100A amplifier
would also give excellent results. JM

Hi Tim. By default loudspeakers

are not designed for near -wall use.

When they are designed for such
positioning, however, we say so; our
measurements clearly identify the
slow low frequency roll off used to
compensate for wall 'enhancement'
and this is always identified within the
Measured Performance section.That's
the bit you missed!

Jon selected the items upon their
merit, not upon availability.To select
only items available within certain
dealerships really wouldn't be about

We should have reviewed a Creek amp with an Epos loud-
speaker, thinks Tim Jury - because they can be heard together
at a dealer.

only well together but also offer
excellent value for money and do, as
said, offer more than the sum of their
parts.

Unfortunately, it's frequently
difficult for buyers to find dealers
offering all the products they want to
hear under one roof - and to add this
parameter into the selection criteria
would, I felt, have been unnecessarily

restrictive.
However, I can confirm that Epos

and Creek do work well together so

their sonic merit. However, a Creek
/ Epos system would work well; we
favour both brands. NK

Over the last 6 months or so I've been

upgrading my system. I used to have a

Rega P5/Goldring 1042/Creek OBH- I 5

vinyl front end, with Apollo -R CD, playing

into Mira 3 amp and R3 speakers. I

now have the same CD player, but an

RP8/Exact/Aria vinyl end, and my amp

and speakers are Elex-R and RS5's.
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Speaker cables are at present QED

XT40, but I don't remember what my

interconnects are, it was that long ago

that I bought them!

It may not be the last word in hi-fi

reproduction, but what it does, it does

well. I am really pleased with the vinyl

front end. It offers a degree of realism

and a nice "out of the box"quality from

the speakers. With complex albums,

such as 'Introducing The Hardline

According To Terence Trent D'Arby',

there's a fairly hefty bass punch, good

stereo imaging and realism, lovely treble

and plenty of detail. The song 'Sign Your

Name' has quite complex synth and

vocal layering and it's possible to follow

it all.

CD though is a more varied kettle

of fish. With decent mastering (which

normally means pre -2000 mastered

CDs) I get pretty much the same sort

of sound. A civilised presentation with

a well-balanced frequency response

and vocal presentation to die for.

The speakers and cable are the last

additions to the system, but even with

the smaller R3s in place I've noticed

a horrid tendency with modern CD

mastering to somewhat over -emphasise

the bass - presumably to appear "hi-fi"

on small computer speakers and the

like.

For example, the bass on albums

like John Mayer's 'Battle Studies' or Brett

Dennen's 'Smoke and Mirrors', which

are reasonably "un-loudness warred"

albums, sounds slightly detached from

the rest of the mix.

With modern chart music, such as

Lady Gaga, Kendrick Lamarr and Adam

Lambert, it's a different story. The bass

is so heavy (whilst other frequencies are

relatively civilised) that I have to turn

the volume right down from "as loud as

I dare without disturbing the people in

the flats below"- and then the presen-

tation becomes lacklustre.

Playing what for me sounds like a

good CD mastering of Joni Mitchell's

'Blue' album (pressing circa I 990s) I get

a good frequency response but slightly

hard sounding vocals and a feeling like

a lid has been put on the music. Going

with the lid analogy I have an ancient

70's vinyl pressing of the 'Blue' album

where there's that communicative open-

ness - like the steam has been allowed

to escape from a boiling saucepan!

My other problem is that I have a

growing number of iTunes downloads -
films, songs and the like. I don't have a

TV, so everything I want to watch comes

from services such as the BBC iPlayer.

At present I have a rather naff poor

quality nameless brand 3.5mm lead

going from my late 2013 27in iMac

Rega's DAC-R: I have "emptied my bank account of its last few
coppers and added it to my system" says Mark Pearce.

to RCA analogue line in sockets on my

Elex-R amp. Backing music, and sound

effects from films is well-balanced and

detailed. However, music and internet

radio sounds veiled, compared to the

great stereo imaging and realism of vinyl

and CD. Moreover, there is more of

the squashing effect so that performers

sound half -sized, like The Munchkins on

the Wizard of Oz! Well maybe not that
small, but there is a definite sense of

lack of scale. I am aware that part of

the reason that the audio from iPlayer

TV and iTunes films sounds acceptable

is illusion - there is the visual aspect

that distracts you from the audio. I know

I can do better however.

I want to solve both the bass and

download issue as economically as

possible, since funds are now virtually

exhausted. Would a better analogue

cable make the right improvements

from the iMac download side of things?

If so, which cable do you recommend?

It needs to be about 2, maybe 2.5m in

length.

With regards to the bass issue,

I want better integration and control.

Could I solve all my issues by adding

the Rega DAC-R to the system? I think

the iMac analogue out doubles as a

digital output socket - correct me if I'm
wrong. I don't understand much about

computer files and streaming at all.

I don't want the earth, just that
whether it's an iTunes film,AIFF file,WAV

file,Apple lossless file, 256kbps purchase

download, or internet radio or iPlayer TV

program, I can press play on the iMac

and forget it, hoping that the DAC-R

would be able to cope with whatever is

thrown at it.

I know I have a lot of questions and

possibly haven't made tons of sense, but

I hope you will be able to sort me out.

It's a minor tweak I'm after with the

bass in my main system and that's the

one I'm most anxious to solve.

Mark Pearce,
Hastings,
East Sussex

"I think the iMac analogue out doubles as a digital output
socket - correct me if I'm wrong", says Mark Pearce. Most
Macs have a dual-purpose 3.5mm headphone socket with opti-
cal digital output buried inside. You need a special adaptor
- shown here - to use it.
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Further to my letter above, I decided

the other day to demo the Rega DAC-R

at my local Audio -T and have emptied

my bank account of its last few coppers

and added it to my system. It has had

the required effect of controlling bass,

plus it resolves more detail and improves

stereo imaging. In short it makes what

was already a brilliant CD player into a

corkingly good one!

However I would still like to know

your thoughts on Rega Duet Speaker

Cable.

The digital end to my system

- which is most relevant to the rest

of this letter - is the Rega Apollo -R

CD player plus the DAC-R. 1 stream

anything I want to watch from my iMac

via services such as the BBC iPlayer.

Previously I connected the iMac to my

hi-fi using a rather dodgy analogue

3.5mm to RCA cable, into the Elex-R

amp. This was OK, but the improvement

the DAC-R has made to the playback

quality of digital computer content is

noticeable and makes it a very cost

effective and simple solution.

So, coming to the point of my

letter, I decided to download a high-

resolution album from the online store

HD Tracks. I chose a 24-bit/96k copy

of an Isley Brothers album originally

released in I 975. I copied the file

into my iTunes library and started it

off playing. I expected the DAC-R to

"know"that it was being fed a hi-res
file and light up accordingly. However

the sample rate light stayed defiantly on

44.1-48k. I checked the properties of

the files and iTunes was indeed playing

24bit/96k files at CD quality resolution.

The sound was noticeably more open

and "uncompressed sounding" than a

256kbps iTunes download, but I could

have achieved that by ripping a CD at

WAV or AIFF.

A bit of internet digging threw up

an article from Apple suggesting the use

of a utility (part of the Mac's OS -X so

no download necessary) called Audio

Midi Set Up which can be accessed by

using Spotlight Search and typing in

the first few letters of the utility's name.

Here, you can configure the optical

out to output the required 96k sample

rate. But toggling between 44.1 and

96k made no appreciable difference,

other than making the DAC-R switch its

lights to indicate that it was being fed

a different sample rate. Also, playing a

"normal" 16/44 file worked with Audio

Midi Set Up set to 96k, but the DAC-R

didn't swap lights back to 44.1k!

So what I assume is happening is

the iMac is upsampling everything to

96k before it is being

sent to the DAC-R. Is

there any benefit to

doing this, or indeed

buying hi-res downloads,

especially as with that

album I couldn't tell the

difference?

Mark Pearce,
Hastings, East
Sussex

Hi Mark. I'm glad
Rega's DAC-R solved

bass quality issues

for you.That does
surprise me because

I would have suspected

loudspeaker/room
matching issues if some

of the albums you
mention are overpow-
eringly bass heavy.The

Castle Avon 5s I reviewed in our
October 2015 issue suit medium-
sized rooms that boom, using a well
damped transmission line to deliver
well damped bass that counter-
balances what the room is doing.

As you have discovered, Mac's

operating system OS -X has both
a 'Sound' control panel in System
Preferences, and the peculiar Audio/
Midi Setup control panel buried in
the Utilities folder, that itself is in the
Applications folder.And if it fails to
appear on screen after being fired up,

go to Window and specifically select
Audio window or the screen remains
perplexingly blank - oh, weird!

As you say, this panel fixes the

output sample rate, so as to match
any downstream device. If you set it

to 96kHz then it stays there and that
is what is sent, even when playing
CD, so the Rega's sample rate light
will not change.You won't hear an
improvement in sound quality though.

What you have to bear in
mind with modern hi-res digital
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The important Audio -MIDI control panel of a Mac
is buried in a Utilities folder, that itself is in an
Applications folder - usually at the end of a long
list of files. You have to dig hard to find this.

transcriptions of old classics is that
you get to hear the rawness of the
original performances, often using
Westrex valve studio equipment,
without all the infernal editing that so
wrecks modern music - but you also
get to hear tape hiss, drop outs and
other imperfections.All-in-all though,
I love these modern transcriptions of
old analogue into quality 24bit digital
files. It brings the life and soul of
historic performances back, making
the experience of listening to music
more moving. NK

DUTCH DILEMMA
I read your magazine in awe of the

many readers who clearly are so

knowledgeable on which components

are suitable to go with what and the

probability of it maximising the whole

listening experience being extremely

high. I am preparing to travel round

Europe on a Dutch barge and would

like to enjoy my music along the way.

For my part I would like after many

years of being in the hi-fi wilderness to

create, procure a system that in part

The EAR Yoshino V20 used paraHed ECC83 small -signal triodes
to provide 20 Watts. Shown here is the similar V12.
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letters
On 'line!

You can now read our Letters on-
line, from the last issue back to
March 2010. That's a

treasure trove of information and
advice to our readers, as well as a
fascinating catalogue of
reader's systems and views.
There's mountains of buying infor-
mation, all just a click away on
your computer or i-Pad.
Have fun!

You can reply to Letters using the e-mail link at the top
of the page -

World Mail
Write to us! E-mail ->Cf-iitters(Mhi-liworld.co.ul

Letters are published first in the magazine, then here In our web archive. We cannot
guarantee to answer all mall, but we do manage most!

Or comment In the Comment section at the bottom of each page.

Your experts are -
DP David Price, editor; NK Noel Keywood, publisher; PR Paul Rigby, reviewer; TB
Tony Bolton, reviewer, RT Rafael Todes, reviewer (Allegri String Quartet); AS Adam
Smith, reviewer; DC Dave Cawley, Sound HI-FI, World Design, etc.

...or the reply pane at the bottom of the page.
Replies will go on-line and in the magazine if suitable.
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Just go to www.hi-fiworld.co.uk and
click on Letters in the left hand menu
list, under the FEATURES category. This
will take you to the individual months of
issue. To see the full list set the 'Display'
drop -down list to

Post Preview
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The Unison Research S9 uses big SV-572-10 output triodes,
working in parallel Single -Ended arrangement. It is big, very
heavy and not very powerful at 30 Watts. Is this right for a
Dutch barge?

sounds nice and also remains pleasing

on the eye, odd I know but I am of an

age where this is probably going to be

my final fling at such a project, so here

we go.

It is my intention to base the music

storage round an Apple Mac Mini with

solid state drive, couple this with a Dac

such as a Chord Hugo and from this lies

a green field site. I have made my mind

up that I would prefer a valve amp set

up, and am prepared to spend around

£4000 or a little more if convinced, so

my first question being should I go for

new or a second hand unit for instance,

Unison Research S9, Ear Yoshino V20 or

VI 2 Art Audio iota Pathos twin towers

amplifier?

If I then look at speakers due

to room constraints and personal

preference bookshelf would appear to

be the way forward. I have looked at

Usher, Focal but I am leaning towards

the Opera Callas. If you were to consider

my ideas, constraints and idiosyncrasies

am I barking completely up the wrong

tree or would such a system have

merits? Sorry my taste in music covers

Soul, azz. Folk Reggae and light Opera.

Regards

Philip Winfield

Hi Philip - your ideas all look
reasonable to me. Small loudspeakers

are insensitive and often you're
looking at 50 Watts or more to
drive them, but then again you have
a small space, which counteracts this
need. Generally though, I suggest you

consider 40 Watt models that use
high power output tetrodes, like the
U.S. 6550 or British KT88.That puts
a question mark over the Unison
Research S9 that uses a very exotic
output arrangement of SV572- I 0
triodes in paralleled single -ended

mode.They look nice and sound it
too, but you won't be playing loud.
And I could say that of the unusual
EAR Yoshino V20 that, very unusually,

uses banks of ECC83 small -signal

pentodes as output valves.The ART
Audio Twin Towers amplifier looks
similarly power limited, although 40
Watts is claimed.

You appear to be after a valve

"You might be better off going for Arcam's CDS27" we tell Jim
McLeod, who's looking to get a streamer.

amplifier that looks exotic, which is
fine providing you bear in mind that
volume levels are likely to be limited.
In a barge I suspect this doesn't
matter, but then I have no experience

and don't know! Similarly, I do no
know what sort of mains power you
have available and how much it costs,
or whether this is an issue. And then
there is heat generation in a small
space.You may need to bear all this
in mind before launching out into
exotica. NK

I was reading the article by Jon Myles

about music streaming with great

interest - September issue p74-77

- and I am very keen to rip all my CDs

to a NAS set-up.

I was thinking of purchasing the

Arcam CDS27 to enable me to do this

(already have the Arcam A I 9 Amplifier

& Arcam D33 DAC in my system). Or

would it be better value to adopt the

Onkyo CD Player/ network streamer

that you have suggested?

You may not be able to give me

direct advice but any thoughts you

have on the subject I would be greatly

interested to hear.

Thanks,

Jim McLeod

Hi Jim. First off, I would greatly
encourage you to add streaming
capability to your system. If your
experience is anything like mine,
you'll find yourself listening to a great
deal more music and also discovering
some long -forgotten gems amongst

your CD collection.
The cost of NAS drives

continues to fall - and 2TB of
storage can now be purchased for
less than £100.1 have been using a

WD My Book Live for over two
years now, with not one glitch.

Of course, ripping your CD
collection to the drive takes time and
necessitates the use of a computer
- but once done it's easy to add to
when you purchase a new disc or
download some tracks.

As for the Arcam and Onkyo CD
players/streamers you mention both
are fine products, the Onkyo being an
absolute bargain at £350.

However, as you already have an

Arcam-based system and presumably

like its sound you might be better off
going for the CDS27 which has the
company's traditional detailed, yet

smooth and assured presentation.
Whichever you choose, enjoy

your journey into the world of
streaming music. JM
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Box Clever
Vinyl replay and recording, high -resolution digital, streaming and amplification all converge
in Entotem's new Plato. Jon Myles explains all.

here's never been more
ays to listen to and store

music at home. Once it was
limited to vinyl or the radio.
While those two mediums
are still going strong they've

now been joined by CD, Network
Attached Storage (NAS) devices,
iPods, high -resolution digital music

players, internet radio, home comput-
ers, streaming services and...well, the

list seems to grow ever longer each
passing year.

And while that gives consumers
a welcome degree of choice, it also
means our music collections are
becoming increasingly fractured
between various different formats.
Rare, nowadays, is the listener whose
entire library is stored on just one
physical format such as LP or CD.

The obvious downside to this
is the increasing number of hi-fi
components needed to play all these

different formats. My own system,
for example, comprises a turntable,
DAC, CD player, two NAS drives,
streamer, amplifier and a couple
of high -resolution portable digital
music players.And, of course, all the
associated cables to tie everything
together.

So how convenient would it
be if you could slim this down to a
single box which not only looks good
but sounds good as well? That's the

thinking behind the new Plato from
UK -based company Entotem.

In short, it's a music server
that incorporates 2TB of hard
disk storage alongside networking
capability, an MM/MC phono stage,

recording function, 24bit/ I 92.1(Hz

DAC and a 45 Watts per channel
amplifier - all in a box measuring just
370mm x 130mm x 300mm (W/H/D)
and costing £3600 (there's also an
alternative version which omits the

amplifier section available for £2700).
Added to this is a 5" TFT LCD

touch -panel front screen and an

Android -based app for phone/tablet
devices (iOS to follow shortly, I'm
told) which makes control of the unit
relatively simple and allows regular
software upgrades.

All these features, of course,
would be pointless if the Plato wasn't,
at its heart, a decent hi-fi component
- which, I'm glad to say, it is.
Entotem is a relatively new company

- formed just two years ago by
four music -loving entrepreneurs to
design and develop a multimedia

home entertainment system which
integrates both high -resolution audio
playback and high -definition video

(see box -out for more on the latter).
The company's vision was a

system that combined the ability
to convert, play and record vinyl
alongside network streaming
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capability, digital inputs and amplifi-

cation to make a one -stop solution
for music lovers.

If that makes the Plato sound a

complex beast, well, it is - boasting

a range of capabilities I've never
come across in a single unit before.
However, Entotem has obviously
put significant work into the user
interface as it is remarkably easy to

operate, with an intuitive control
structure that anyone familiar with an
Android tablet will get to grips with
within minutes.

From this you can access the
various connections - optical and
coaxial in/outs, line level and MM/MC
phono, HDMI, ethernet network and
pre -outs - as well as control the
volume.As it's DLNA-equipped the
Plato will also look up other uPnP
devices on your network so it can
play their content - although it does
need a wired connection.

The speaker sockets are of the
plug -and -twist Neutrik variety which,
while rare, do provide a secure fit.
The pre -production unit we had for
review came in a mustard colour but
Entotem say the final version will
ship in black with custom finishes a
possibility in the future.

RECORDING
With the Plato connected to
the network, the first task is to
experiment with its stand -out feature
- recording vinyl in high -resolution
24bit/I92kHz resolution to the
internal 2TB hard disk.

And this is where things get
very clever. Plugging in Hi-Fi World's
reference Timestep Evo turntable
with SME309 arm and Ortofon A95
cartridge the Plato's control app let
us select input impedance as well
as gain and - if desired - bring in a
rumble filter. Once the needle hits
the groove initiating recording is
simply a matter of pressing a red dot
on the tablet's touchscreen.

As this happens the Plato

automatically sends a sample of the
track to the on-line Gracenote music
database and - hey presto! - album

details and artwork appear on the
unit's front panel screen and the
tablet. It really is that simple.What's
more Gracenote is remarkably
accurate - only failing on some of my
most obscure selections.

The same process works for
importing music from cassette or
CD players, while files can also be
saved to the disk from the front USB
socket.

After that, all albums appear

Media Library LAMM KAYO:NEM

. Plato(Yellow) (Local)

ertr..,-
+':,4

The Best Of Carly The End Of A Love
AffairSimon

The Hush

1E41

The Kick Inside

NOW pLanoms

 Jr1

The Hits

1 oa

Q. 171

Artist  Album Video I:11

The Hits, Vol.2

The Luxury Gap The Stranger I

The front panel touch -screen TFT display shows full album artwork and
titles to make sorting through your music collection quick and easy...

under a Media Library section of
the control application which is fully
searchable by artist, genre, track

name etc.

SOUND QUALITY
With the facilities on offer you'd
be forgiven for thinking that sound
quality might have taken a back seat.

Fortunately, it hasn't.
Its amplifier section is conser-

vatively rated (see Measured
Performance for full details) yet has a
big, clean and exuberant quality to it.

Playing back a 24bit/l92kHz
rip of Mark Knopfler's 'Kill To
Get Crimson' the quality of the
production on this album was more
than evident. Here, the leading edges

of guitar notes rang true while the
subtle rhythm section was projected
tightly between the loudspeakers.

Moving onto something with
more low -end power the Plato
brought out decent bass from a
pair of XTZ Master Series M2
standmounts (see review elsewhere
this issue). If anything it tends a little
towards the dry side - but that
meant it gave a taut, tuneful presen-
tation to King Tubby's powerful Dub
Fever' collection.

There's also drive and a fine

sense of tempo on offer. Fed Led
Zeppelin's 'Black Dog' through the
digital out of an Oppo CD player
the Plato grabbed hold of the track
and pushed it along with verve,
without sounding congested or
forced. Indeed, the DAC section is
extremely composed and free from
any digital harshness, meaning various

instruments are easy to follow, even
in the densest of mixes.

If there's any criticism to be
made it's that the software could
be slightly glitchy at times - with
an occasional lag between inputting
instructions on the tablet and the

Media info:

Track: Cheap Day Return
Album: Aqualung
Artist: Jethro Tull
Track Number: 85

Duration 01:23

Codes: audio/flat
Bit Depth: 16

Sample Frequency-. 96000

Olt Rale. 1177IX0

Num Audio Channels 2

P2,

...and can also display track information including
artist, title, sample rate and file type (above) while
(below) are the Plato's modular -style electronics,
power supply and hard disk components.
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UNISON
RESEARCH

For The Love Of Valves
Ever since their humble beginnings in 1987, Unison Research have flown the flagfor valve technology
in high -end audio applications. Their years of meticulous testing and development has produced a

contemporary range of pure valve amplifiers that can suit any serious audiophile.
The company's preference for integrated designs across the product range brings not just convenience,

but also improved reliability and a guaranteed sound performance of the highest calibre.
The full Valve range is available across the UK now.

www.unisonresearch.co.uk
Model Shown: Sinfonia Anniversary (£5,000 SRP)
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The free Android app makes control of the Plato via a tablet a
breeze. An iOS version is set to follow shortly.
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A full complement of digital and analogue inputs on the rear
panel are joined, unusually, by a pair of Neutrik-style loud-
speaker connections.

player responding. Entotem do say,

however, that this is a pre -production
issue that will have been sorted by
the time the first units reach the

stores.

Apart from that, though, there's
nothing not to like about the Plato.
It'll record your vinyl in high -

resolution, play records, act as a

music server and connect to your
home network all in one package
that is user-friendly and extremely
easy to operate.

CONCLUSION
This could well be something of a
landmark product in terms of
flexibility and the combination
of digital technology with legacy
analogue capability.Add in an intuitive
interface and the promise of regular
software updates and Plato could just
be one of the most exciting products
of the year.

VIDEO PLAYBACK
While the sonic side of the Plato will be of greatest interest to hi-fi
enthusiasts, the Plato does have some other interesting tricks up its
sleeve.

For not only will it store music - but also high -resolution video.
That means your movie collection can also reside on the hard disk
for playback via the HDM I output or streaming to a tablet or smart TV
via wi-fi.

Titles have to be loaded via the USB socket on the front of the
unit: .mov, mpeg2, mpeg4 H263 and H264.

Playback of a couple of episodes of Doctor Who proved
extremely impressive, with pin -sharp images and smooth scrolling.

It's not a feature I'd use much myself - but it could prove a
clinching factor for partners or younger members of the family if
you're considering purchasing.

Also, as it connects to other DLNA-equipped kit, the Plato can
communicate with the likes of Sonos to give different music in vari-
ous rooms around the house, while internet radio and the likes of
Spotify can also be played.

MEASURED PERFORMANCE
The Plato's power amplifier produced

66 Watts into an 8 Ohm load and 110

Watts into 4 Ohms, enough to drive

most loudspeakers to very high volume

in the average sized room. Distortion

levels were very low in the midband and

at high frequencies; there is little sign

of crossover products in our distortion

analysis, the sound will be clean and

lacking any sign of harshness. The

amplifier's output impedance was low

too, resulting in a high damping factor

figure of 40, so the amplifier will have

relatively tight bass. Frequency response

was very wide, stretching from below

2Hz up to 71kHz (-1dB).

Phono stage equalisation was

accurate, resulting in flat frequency

response, the warp filter acting sharply

below 20Hz. Input sensitivity was 5mV

and 0.7mV max for MM/MC respectively

- low values - and overload levels fairly

limited at 2.6mV and 20mV respectively

too; an Ortofon 2M red produces up

to 35mV. The change from MM to MC

sometimes didn't happen immediately

either, so there are niggles here. Noise

was very low.

The S/PDIF digital inputs were

inconsistent, with the electrical

connection via phono socket working

to 96kHz sample rate maximum, whilst

the optical input managed 176.4kHz

maximum, neither working with a

192kHz sample rate signal. With 24/96

PCM digital, distortion measured a low

0.03% and EIAJ Dynamic Range was

commensurately high at 116dB -a good

value up with market norms, if not the

120+dB nowadays possible from the

best chips (ESS 9018, Texas Instruments

PCM1795). With CD (16/44.1) however,

EIAJ Dynamic Range was a high 103dB,

so the Plato matches the best here.

Frequency response at 176.4kHz

sample rate extended to 42kHz before

rolling away slowly, about as expected

using slow, but well damped filtering.

The Plato is a complex and ambitious

product that worked well all round. Its

phono stage in particular, with Gracenote

ability to identify music and bring up

artwork etc was especially compre-

hensive, if in need of a little buffing up of

sensitivity and overload levels. NK

Power 66watts

CD/tuner/aux.
Frequency response
Separation
Noise

Distortion
Sensitivity

Disc
Frequency response
Separation
Noise (e.i.n.)
Distortion
Sensitivity (MM/MC)
Overload (MM/MC)

0.04%
600mV

5Hz-20kHz
68dB

0.08/0.22pV
0.05%

5/0.7mV
2.6/20mV

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
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DISTORTION

2Hz-71kHz
95dB

-114dB
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ENTOTEM PLATO
£3600 (WITH
AMPLIFIER
SECTION, £2700
WITHOUT)

0000.
OUTSTANDING - amongst
the best

VERDICT
A groundbreaking product
from a new company that
is ideal for those looking to
combine digital and analogue
replay.

FOR

- versatility
- vinyl playback/recording
- digital inputs
- DLNA

AGAINST
- minor software issues

Entotem

+44 (0)1332 291972
www.entotem.com
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Quality -Performance -Value -Service

"King of Triodes" ST845pp 50wpch £5,995 Worlds first 845 PP integrated amplifier

10-R INA
0,0410411

Stereo 40 MKI I Im

ST40 Illm A True "Hi End" Amplifier, Triode and UL, 40 or 20wpch many features Only £1,799

Stereo 60 MKIIIm IMO
ST60 Illm with KT150 valves 80wpch, 50w Triode Outstanding performance £2,999

10-R Rib
00414.

Stereo 25 MKII
Simplified ST40 30wpch UL, HQ Headphone socket, "Easy Bias" From £999 (EL34)

See us at ze
THE 111-1-1 SHOW
The ultimate high -end hi-fi experienreLiVe

24-25 OCTOBER 2015
Beaumont House Estate

Old Windsor, West Berkshire

hifinews.co.uk/show

Ste re

tp
11

' II

14 4

toYtw 7
7.1mm.tml.

ell h[64..

hme.

Stereo 40 6AS7
Stereo 40 with 2A3 Valves 17wpch of Pure Triode heaven £1,999

Stereo 2Opp HP8 MK!!

Ltd Edition ST 40 with 6AS7 Triode Valves 25 wpch of Pure Triode £1,399

Small and cute only £749 15wpch with HQ Headphone socket HP8 Pure Valve, Pure Triode High End headphone amp 8-600 ohms

Icon Audio have a valve amplifier to suit all purposes. From 15 watts per channel to 80w integrated or 16w to
250w mono blocks. Immerse yourself in our warm easy listening detailed sound. David Shaw has been making
innovative highly regarded amplifiers for 15 years which are all leaders in their class, some like the unique
ST845 or HP8 have no equal, others like the ST60 and ST40 are "outstanding" in performance and value for
money. All our amplifiers are handmade, "point to point" with our own hand wound transformers in our own
factory and finished in Leicester. Built to last and be easily serviced.
Various upgrades are available including capacitors and valves.
As a UK company we offer rapid economical service on all our products both old and new.
Come for a listen at our Leicester showroom or order from one of our appointed dealers.
For more information see our website, ring or email us, or ask for our latest brochure printed on real paper!
Buy direct from us or through one of dealers or worldwide distributors

UK prices only inc UK VAT and mainland delivery. Some models show upgraded valves.

www.iconaudio.com sales@iconaudio.com wirry&

FRm3 Full range speaker 2x 8" 96dB 9-90w £2,499 pr

7 Different speakers speakers designed specially for valve
amps of 9w or more £549 to £2,499 walnut, cherry and black

(+44) 0116 2440593 Leicester UK
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KEF's
-factor

There's more to KEF than loudspeakers, Martin Pipe

discovers.

any long-term hi-fi
enthusiasts will have,
at some time, owned
speakers made by

KEF - one of the
biggest brands in the

business. So the company's move into
the booming headphones market was
inevitable. Its first 'cans' were the
well -received £250 'on -ear' M500s

and the 'in -ear' M200 models.

Its latest effort, the attrac-
tively -finished M400s, are a (slightly)

cost -reduced version of the
M500s.And there are numerous
similarities - the overall 'look' and
comfortable on -ear design, memory-

foam earpads, a choice of colours
(four here), 40mm drive units with
powerful neodymium magnets and a

detachable cable.

The latter has a 'bump' that
contains a hands -free microphone

and basic audio controls for Apple
smart -device users.A 6.3mm

adaptor for conventional hi-fi gear
isn't supplied, although you do get
one that enables you to confirm
just how awful the average in-flight
entertainment system sounds.The
phones neatly fold up, so they take

up little stowage. Sensibly, KEF supply

a soft zip -up carrying case.

Sensitivity is, at I 0 I .5dB (IEC-3),

broadly -comparable with competing
headphones. But even with the

clever use of memory -foam to
accommodate your ears, the M400s
don't 'seal out' the outside world
quite as effectively as circumaural

closed -back designs - as a direct
comparison with the Oppo PM3s
reveals.This has implications for

sound 'leakage', and for that matter
the volume levels you're compelled
to set when ambient noise levels are
high.

In sonic terms, the M400s are
hardly neutral.Their character is
rather forward - to the point of
brashness on occasions; there's a

distinct upper mid -band emphasis

that benefits some instruments,
notably percussion.Vocals are also
more prominent, which can improve
intelligibility. In other words, presen-
tation is rather different to the
'all -bass -and -treble' artificiality of

some headphones.

That said, the M400s don't suffer
in the bass department. KEF have

however gone for subtlety rather
than overdoing it, in an attempt to
impress with certain genres of dance
music.This was particular evident
with Elgar's 'Pomp and Circumstance
March No.1' as experienced during
the Last Night of the Proms (Rotel
RT930AX tuner with a Benchmark
DAC2 HGC performing headphone -

amplifier duties).
During this performance, the

Royal Albert Hall's sublime Grand
Organ didn't dominate.Those lower
notes were instead reproduced with
depth.There's also a crisp treble
which, along with the prominent
upper-midband, helped to drive along
rhythms. Talking Heads' Born Under

Punches' also benefitted
from this.

Detailing is

also strong,
for much
the same

reason,

and you can delight in picking apart
the instrumental layers of a track
or performance. However, you must
always ensure the cups are directly
over your ears. Fail to do so, and a
nasty 'phasiness' detracts from sound
quality.

Another problem is that, even
with the headband tightened, the
M400s have a tendency to slip off
if you're engaged in physical activity
- this was particularly problematic
when using the M400s down the gym
when sometimes they would slide
off altogether. But when travelling on

public transport or relaxing at home,
all was well.

MEASURED PERFORMANCE
Output of the M400s rolls down quite headphones, that usually measure flat

strongly below 600Hz compared to other

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
 79

.10
dB

9

IQ

.20

.30
20 1 00- H. I k 30k.

below 1kHz, so the M400s will have less

bass. Upper treble rolled away too.

Impedance measured 45 Ohms

resistive. Sensitivity was good, 92.5dB

Sound Pressure Level being produced by

lmW of input.

The M400s have a prominent

midband and this will be obvious subjec-

tively, aiding detail and analysis. But

bass is not as prominent as others.

NK

KEF M400 £200

0000
EXCELLENT - extremely
capable.

VERDICT
They have a character of
their own, but that's not
necessarily a bad thing

FOR

- plenty of 'snap' and
presence

- highly detailed
- foldable design and

detachable cable

AGAINST
- can slip off
- need to be positioned

correctly on -ear

- lacking neutrality

KEF

+44 (0)1622 672261
www.kef.com/gb
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111

Head Ho echo
Creek's new OBH-21mk2 headphone amplifier is simple yet sweet sounding, says Jon Myles.

ith headphone listen-

ing - be it at home
or on the go - enjoy-
ing something of a

resurgence these days,

more and more peo-
ple are looking to dedicated amplifiers
to get the most from the experience.

Yes, many integrated amplifiers

include their own headphone circuit
but the quality can be variable, so

for anyone after the very best sound
from their expensive set of 'cans' a
standalone unit is the way forward.

And there's plenty of them out
there at the moment - from feature -

packed full-sized components boasting

their own in-built DACs, tone
controls and sophisticated options
such as crossfeed, to more minimalist

designs with simply a few inputs and a
volume knob.

One look at the Creek OBH-
21 mk2 on review here will tell
you it resides firmly in the latter

aft. lb -

AMONIPPI0111F- -
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category. It's an upgraded version

of the company's already successful

OBH-21SE headphone amplifier and
consists of a slim metal box measuring

a svelte 95mm x 60mm x 180mm
(H/VV/D) with just a rotary volume
control, two 6.3mm headphone jacks
and a small blue operating light on the
fascia.

At the rear are three pairs of
RCA sockets incorporating a line -level

input, a loop -out for chain -linking to

other components and a pre -out to
enable the Creek to be used as a
preamplifier if so desired.

A set of easily -accessible DIP

switches on the base of the unit
allows for various gain settings

to match output with different
headphones - OdB, 6dB, 10dB and

12.5dB. Cleverly, two more switches

enable attenuation of the pre -

amp output without altering the
headphone settings.

Power comes from a wall -wart

style 24V supply and while the Creek
is relatively compact it's reassuringly
weighty at 630g, with cushioned metal

feet providing a firm foundation on
whatever surface you place it on.

So while not the flashiest
headphone amplifier around, the

Creek OBH-21mk2 is decidedly
well-built for its £325 price with a
purposeful look - and its simplicity

makes operation refreshingly simple.

SOUND QUALITY
Creek has been producing headphone

amplifiers since 1993 so it's fair to say
they have a pretty good idea what
they are doing.

And straight from the off the
OBH-2 I made a good impression.

Hooked up to a Naim NDX streamer
and fed a selection of material ranging
from Red Book CD to high -resolution
24bit/192kHz files, it brought the best
out of whatever headphones it was
connected to.

01311621mk2 Heaclkirone Amp

we

.oe



REVIEW

Much like the company's bigger

integrated amplifiers, the Creek has a
very natural, organic sound to it with
little evidence of transistor harshness.

On a pair of Oppo's PM2 planar
magnetic 'phones there was a good

sense of depth and punch to the low -
end on The Chemical Brother's 'Block
Rockin' Beats'.The electronic bass
lines had both shape and power and

they never wallowed.
The Oppos can be a little too

smooth for my tastes at times -
seeming to prioritise midband warmth
over absolute bite - but the Creek
exerted a firm grip on them, seeming

to add some welcome sparkle to the
top -end.

On Tommy Smith's 'Azure' the

saxophone lines were well -etched

with a definition to the leading
edges of the notes that I'd not heard
previously through the Oppos.

Creek Audio Limited
INPUT LOOP -OUT PRE -OUT ( E

L 01

RO 0 0
OBH-21rnk2 Headphone Amp
N6 user serviceatde vans onside

S057

USE Of31-t-Uni
POWER SUPPLY
24V DC 300mA

Orr s
OFF

Deeigned in the UK ,

Manufactured in PRC

'r.

The rear of the Creek features an on/off switch, power socket
and line -level input, as well as loop -out and pre -out sockets.

Noble's new Savant in -ear monitors
(see review elsewhere this issue) and

the 24/88.2 version of Daft Punk's

'Random Access Memories' positively
romped along - the Creek propelling

"The micoanc hac a slicht
warmth to it out not so much
that it ever souncec olanc while
treole was clean anc extendec

Switching to a pair of more
neutral -sounding AKG K702

headphones, the Creek showed it has

plentiful reserves of power on tap.
These are tremendously revealing
`phones yet a little insensitive and in

need of some quality amplification to
give their best.

But with the gain increased to
10dB on the Creek the AKGs went
loud with ease - the OBH-2 I bringing

out masses of detail in even the
most complex of mixes. On Ornette
Coleman's dense 'Free Jazz' outing -
which features two separate quartets
playing in each channel - there was

ample air and space around the

various instruments, allowing me to
track the different musical lines with
ease.

The midband had a slight warmth
to it, but not so much that it ever
sounded bland, while treble was clean

and extended.The only criticism is

that the lack of a crossfeed facility
- which subtly blends elements of
each channel together - meant that
the Creek did have a stark left/right
separation on this piece.

But that's a minor quibble - and

one that rarely raised its head, as the

Creek is adept at getting the best
out of whatever 'phones you attach
to it. Swapping over -ears for a pair of

the music forward with all the
necessary speed, yet never sounding

forced. I've been using the Savants

on the end of the excellent FiiO X3
2nd Generation portable player with

good results for the past few weeks
but the Creek seemed to take them
to another level - imbuing the sound
with more presence and realism.
Which, after all, is what headphone

listening should be all about.

CONCLUSION
The Creek OBH-2 I mk2 might not be
the most feature -packed headphone

amplifier you can buy, but it is

certainly one of the best sounding at
its price. Detailed and punchy with
an organic, free -flowing sound it is

eminently capable of driving whatever

'phones you care to partner it with.

MEASURED PERFORMANCE
From its headphone output the OBH-

21mk2 measured flat from 2Hz to 100kHz

and maintained this result as volume

was steadily reduced over its full range.

FREQUENCY RESPONSE

3
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Changing gain using the underside DIP

switches also made no difference to

frequency response.

Distortion was a minimal 0.003% at

1V out and again, the gain setting made

no significant difference.

As stated in the specs the unit

provides no gain (0dB), up to x4 gain

(12dB) selected by DIP switches, from

input to headphone jack output, and

it would swing up to 3V out easily,

distortion starting to rise through 0.2% at

this level. This is plenty enough, even for

insensitive planar magnetic headphones

from Oppo and Audeze. However,

overload was slow and up to 6V was

available before distortion rose to 1%.

Noise was minimal at -117dB.

The OBH-21mk2 measured very well

all round. NK

Frequency response
Separation
Noise
Distortion
Gain

Output

3Hz-80kHz
92dB

-117dBdB
0.003%

x4 (12dB)
3V

CREEK OBH-21mk2
£325

00000
OUTSTANDING - amongst
the best.

VALUE - keenly priced

VERDICT
Simple yet sonically superb.
The Creek is a tremendously
impressive headphone

amplifier which allies power
with musical poise.

FOR

- drive

- detail
- smooth sound

AGAINST
- minimal features

Creek Audio

+44 (0) 1442 260146
www.creekaudio.com
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the
audio
consultants

German Physiks Omnidirectional Loudspeakers

+44 (0)118 981 9891
www.audioconsultants.co.uk

FINE TWO CHANNEL AUDIO SYSTEMS

Unique DDD design produces a very wide frequency
range from a single driver

Large, deep soundstages well beyond the speaker
boundaries

Realistic stereo image more like that experienced
in a concert hall

Focused images and correct tonal balance in almost
all positions in the room

Very fast dynamics and low level detail resolution
from the very low mass DDD driver

Contemporary sculptural styling - priced from £8900

More info www.audioconsultants.co.uk

/11F-'111116,
info@audioconsultants.co.uk

4 Zephyr House Calleva Park Aldermaston Berkshire RG7 8JN UK
AC/H FW/86

the
audio
consultants

Model 15 -The New Turntable from SME

+44 (0)118 981 9891
www.audioconsultants.co.uk

FINE TWO CHANNEL AUDIO SYSTEMS

Inspired by the Model 10 but emulating technology
within the Model 20/3 and 30/2

Sub -Chassis suspended with fluid damping to
eliminate any bounce

Ultimate recovery of the finest details producing a
most elegant sound

Compact footprint, simplicity of operation,
understated styling

Model 15 with matching SME 309 precision tone arm
£6884

More info www.audioconsultants.co.uk

4 Zephyr House
info@audioconsultants.co.uk

Calleya Park Aldermaston Berkshire RG7 8JN UK
AC/HON/85
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Superb Savant
Jon Myles takes a listen to Noble

Audio's latest universal -fit in -

ear monitor - and comes away

hugely impressed.

AK

few months ago I was for-
tunate enough to have the
chance to review a pair
of Noble Audio's flagship

IO custom in -ear moni-

ors (CIEMs). Featuring

10 drivers per side and moulded to
exactly fit the shape of my left and
right pinnae and ear canals, they've

become my sonic reference for head-
phone/earphone listening.

There's really nothing to fault
them, but at over L1500 a pair
they're obviously not in everybody's
price range. Fortunately, though,

Noble also produces a range of in -

ear monitors costing a lot less - of
which the Savant is the latest model.
It's available as a CIEM for L I 050 -

but the universal fit model on review
here comes priced at a reasonable
£399.

Unusually for Noble, the
company makes no mention of the
number of drivers employed in the
Savant (other models use between
three and 10). Instead it restricts
itself to saying the new 'phones are

the most subjectively balanced in -ear
monitors yet produced by company
founder and renowned audiologist
Dr John Moulton.

Not quite as surprisingly, they
follow the traditional Noble form
factor for IEMs -a large shell with
pentalobe screws on the fascia
with a tapering dual -bore nozzle
to which you can fit the included
assortment of eartips. I tried them
all and eventually settled on the
medium blue tips but, as ever, this is

very much dependent on your own
preferences.

SOUND QUALITY
Moving from Led Zeppelin to Eleanor
McEvoy and then Mahler in quick
succession lets you know what these
earphones are all about - balance

and openness.

They don't over -egg any aspect

of the sonic spectrum; what they
do extremely well is allow music to
breath.

Listening to Zeppelin's 'When The

Levee Breaks' (24/96) I initially
thought there was a lack of real low-

end punch to the delivery.
But over time it became clear

that the apparent absence of punch
is actually an absence of artificial
emphasis.The Savants do not pander

to those who want a false bass boost
- instead they simply relay what is on
the recording.

This same quality suffuses the

mid and treble too - where the
Nobles are gloriously detailed and
expansive. On Eleanor McEvoy's 'I've

Got You To See Me Through' the

piano and bass lines are vibrant - and

anchored well in their own space.
Here the Savants are good at creating
a wide soundstage that fools you
into thinking you could actually be
listening to loudspeakers instead of
in -ear monitors - a trick not all IEMs
manage to pull off.

That quality pays dividends with

complex orchestral music such as
Mahler's `4th Symphony' where

even on the crushing crescendoes
it's easy to make out the individual
instruments.Violins especially have an
air and separation around them that
is rare on an earphone at this price.

Indeed, the Savants have a

naturalness and thoroughly open and
engaging sound that few other in -ear
monitors at their price can match -
and would prove tough competition
for some rivals costing £600 or
more.

CONCLUSION
Noble seem to be setting the
standard for in -ear monitors at the
moment.The new Savant is not
only well-built, it is also sonically
well-balanced with a wide open
soundstage and clarity that belies its
relatively modest price.

NOBLE SAVANT
£399£
OUTSTANDING - amongst
the best

VALUE - keenly priced

VERDICT
A quality, well-balanced in -

ear monitor that won't break
the bank. Stands comparison
with models costing twice
its price.

FOR

- clean, open sound
- no artificial bass boost
- quality build

AGAINST
- nothing at the price

Noble Audio

www.nobleaudio.co.uk
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Turntables
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usical Freedom
The luxurious, leather -clad M3 -Freedom wireless loudspeaker sounds as good as it looks, says Jon Myles.

If there's one segment of the
home audio market that
can be said to be enjoying
something of a boom at the
moment it's undoubtedly wire-
less loudspeaker systems.

Browse the shelves of electrical
retailers or look on-line and there's
no end of choice available for

prospective purchasers - ranging
from models by established hi-
fi manufacturers such as Naim's
excellent Muso at £899 to a host of
cheaper alternatives from relatively
more recent entrants.

While that's good news for
us consumers, it also means it's

becoming harder for new products
to stand out from the crowd
and catch our eyes - or, more
importantly, ears!

But that's just what global
technology and design brand GGMM
is hoping to do with its new M-3
model and its promise of distinctive
design and good sound quality.

And straight out of the box it
undeniably makes a good impression.

The slightly retro design combines
a handcrafted full luxury leather
exterior with a quality brushed
aluminium fascia that, taken together,
exudes quality.

Inside the 6.69" x 13.39" x 5.51"
(H/W/D) cabinet is a 30 Watt digital
amplifier that powers two mid/

bass drivers and pair of
tweeters - all constructed from a
carbon fibre material.

Wireless music streaming for
i0S/Android phones and tablets and
Mac/PC computers is available from a
home network or by pairing in direct
mode, while the M-3 also supports
Apple AirPlay and the rear panel
includes a 3.5mm jack socket for
direct connection of other devices.

A single top -mounted rotary
control can be used to adjust volume
but - as is usual - the easiest method
of operation is via GGMM's free app
which is well laid -out and admirably
intuitive.

SOUND QUALITY
Site the M-3 on a solid surface, pair
it with your device (in my case a
MacBook Air and iPhone 6 Plus) and
it immediately makes a good case for
itself.

Connection is quick and easy,
but more importantly the unit has
a nicely balanced, clean and open

sound.

Playing Beach House's latest

'Depression Cherry' collection,
Victoria Legrand's haunting vocals
have a realistic tone and depth to
them while the duo's subtle organ
sounds and gentle guitar backing are

crystal clear.

While a 'speaker system this size

will never give a true stereo spread,
the M-3 still manages to throw out
a decent soundstage - meaning the
panning effects of Pink Floyd's 'Dark
Side Of The Moon' are heard to their
full effect.

Low frequencies, while not
cavernous, retain tone and definition
and never descend into a tuneless
thump. Listening to Ian Dury And
The Blockheads' Hit Me With Your
Rhythm Stick' I could track Norman
Watt-Roy's sinuous bass line in all its
complexity.

The solid cabinet (the whole
unit weighs just over 71b which is
relatively weighty for its size) also
means the M-3 doesn't rattle and
shake like some when the volume
is pushed hard.There's more than
enough power to fill a medium-sized
room, which would make it ideal
as a sound source in a kitchen or
bedroom.

Yes, it's operating in a crowded
market. But with its luxurious styling,
nicely balanced sound and ease of

operation the M-3 has enough in its
favour to ensure it should be near
the top of your list if you are looking
for a compact, wireless 'speaker
system.

GGMM
M3 -FREEDOM
(WS -301) £240

00000
OUTSTANDING - amongst
the best

VERDICT
Classy looks, solid build and
top-notch sound make the M -
Freedom one of the best of its
breed at the price.

FOR

- design

- well-balanced sound
- ease of operation

AGAINST
- nothing at the price

Digital Audio Distribution
+44 (0)131 665 8439
www.dadaudio.co.uk
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Exposure Electronics Limited
Unit 18, Winston Business Centre, 43 Chartwell Road
Lancing, West Sussex BN15 8TU, United Kindom.

www.exposurehifi.corn
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A dio Pi
Cirrus Logic recently introduced

a new audio board for the
Raspberry Pi educational

computer. Price just £25! You can

listen and record hi-res digital,
so Noel Keywood did...

The Cirrus Logic audio
card for the Raspberry Pi
computer is, quite simply,
monstrously complex in
underlying structure and
beyond easy description. I

will keep this review short and sweet
and non -technical, so you get the
hang of what it can do from a high-
fidelity perspective - and whether it
may suit you or your son/daughter,
bearing in mind Raspberry Pi is an
educational computer that has sold
4 million units around the world to
date - and is probably better known
to those under 20 years old than
those over it.

The Cirrus Logic audio card we
reviewed (Version A1.0 I ) is relatively

new, taking over from a Wolfson
predecessor and sent to us by
element14 of the UK, who produce
it, so it's recent and representative.
My 15 -year -old son Douglas was

given the task of getting this new
Raspberry Pi 2 Model B up and
running since he is part of its target
educational audience, knew about
it and has a view.You can read his

experiences and views separately

here.

This tiny audio card, price £25,
will play digital music files stored in
Raspberry Pi's microSD card memory,

using a music player bundled with
the Cirrus Logic audio card drivers
named LXmusic. Both analogue and

digital outputs are available to drive
headphones or hi-fi.We are talking
about being able to play top quality,
high -resolution digital audio files here
(24/192): the board is a full blown
hi-fi product, not just a geeky MP3

player.

But that is far from
all - this little board will also
record analogue audio to a digital
file directly, since it possesses

internal analogue -to -digital

convertors (ADCs) as well - and
that means it can record LP, radio
or anything else - even speech.

It can record digital direct too,
through a normal (phono socket)
electrical S/PDIF input.

And there's even more.Two
on -board miniature (MEMS)

microphones enable it to record
stereo sound direct, and a tiny
on -board Class D 1.4 Watt per
channel power amplifier can drive
loudspeakers.Awesome at the price!

The card has three major silicon
chips on -board, the key item being
a Wolfson WM5 I 02 audio Codec
(coder/decoder). It is a fiercely
complicated chip designed for mobile
phones, tablets, what have you.The
remaining two chips are a WM8804
S/PDIF transmitter and receiver,

showing that digital audio connec-
tivity has been taken seriously, and a

WM7220 digital microphone module.
The WM5IO2 audio codec

possesses no fewer than six ADCs
and seven DACs on -board, all with
a respectable hi-fi specification, even

though this is a mobile 'phone chip.
The 24bit resolution DACs have a
quoted I I 3dB range - better than
CD's IO2dB - and they met this
under test.The 24bit ADCs have
96dB range.

There is a Digital Signal

Processor (DSP) to handle audio
manipulation, and standard sample

rates quoted are 4kHz up to I92kHz.
The two Class D loudspeaker

power amplifiers need their own 5V,
2A power supply - if they are used.
This explains the audio board's d.c.
input socket.You must also solder in
loudspeaker connecting pins, so some
DIY is involved - plus the ability

to use a small 15W soldering iron,
steady hands etc!

BOARD INSTALLATION
Our board came in a small unprepos-
sessing cardboard box, together
with two support pillars and nylon
attachment screws. It's multi -pin

connector is a simple push fit
onto a matching connector on the
Raspberry Pi board. Easy and trouble
free - no soldering is needed.

Software for the board, including
music player and audio drivers, must
be installed.This isn't quite so easy;
see our accompanying article on
the Raspberry Pi computer; Douglas
wasn't always so happy about

difficulties here!You have to be aware
that you must save an image that is
bootable, meaning it must be seen
directly by the bios - and not a file
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On the underside lies a long
black connecting block that
simply plugs into the Raspberry
Pi board.

buried in a file tree structure.
Audio input and output sockets

are all fitted: phono sockets and
3.5mm stereo jacks.

BOARD SET UP
The WM5IO2 uses a bus switching
system known as ALSA, to route
audio and change volume - explaining

the need for users to programme
the WM5IO2 chip via terminal
commands made through Raspberry
Pi's terminal function, LXTerminal on
the desktop.

Terminal commands are, in

consumer computing, Neolithic.You
write in code on the screen to get
the computer to do something. It
isn't easy, convenient or fast, so it
was dropped eons ago in favour of
icons that invoke pre -written code.
So these days we point at a picture
or word (Save, Record etc) and the
underlying code runs. But this board
goes back to terminal work. It isn't
the end of the world but you do
need a bit of patience, a keen eye to
ensure you entered Lineout and not
LineOut, for example, and a list of
commands either written down or
stored in your head.

Terminal commands also set

various parameters such as record
sample rate, etc.- and this is where
life gets a little taxing, since some of
the commands are arcane (weirdly
written) and lengthy. However,

they are set-up commands used
occasionally, whereas the LXmusic
player that will see regular use is,
thankfully, not command line driven,
but works from screen icons just like
iTunes etc.- easier, faster and error
free.

A difficulty with LXmusic player
is that if you wish to play, say, MP3

you must download an MP3 decoder

that may or may not be free (MP3 is
a proprietary compression algorithm
developed by the Fraunhofer

Institute, Germany). Our LXmusic
player only worked with stereo
FLAC files by default, but we were
happy to work in FLAC. It does not
recognise single -channel mono files

either, but these are rare so it isn't a
big issue.

There is more about the audio
board's file compatibility on the
forums, but be aware that comments
predating 2015 may not be relevant

to the Rasperian OS, board software
and LXmusic player reviewed here,
which are the latest 2015 iterations.
See especially ragnar.jensen on http://

www.element 14.com/community/
thread/42202/1/cirrus-logic-audio-

card-working-on-the-raspberry-pi-2.
A graphic set up programme

called Jack comes bundled in the

software to aid set up but ours
would not function and wasn't
needed in any case.

PROGRAMMING
Here's an example of how command
line drive of the audio board works.
If, for example, you need to switch
audio out through the black Headset
socket (3.5mm stereo jack) mounted
on the board to listen to music
over headphones, you must bring up
LXTerminal on the monitor screen
by clicking on its icon, then type in:

./Playback_to_Headset.sh

Note in particular that commands
(shell scripts) are prefaced by ./ and

that upper and lower cases (Capitals,
non -Capitals) are recognised and

important.With command lines
all characters must be correct or
an error message is returned -a
frustration.

Get the command right, however,
and down the screen spews a long
command set, including conditions
that can be changed - if you know
how! What you need to know here,
but is lacking from the User Manual,
is that the board uses an ALSA mixer
and you are in fact programming
this item (amixer, arecord etc) when
setting up the sound card.This is
important when Googling questions,
as Cirrus Logic advise for seeking
help in the forums.

Commands are cumulative, so

if you select Headset then Line Out
you get both. If you want to switch
one off, a Clear command must
be used and new conditions re-
programmed. It is tedious and taxing,
but it works fine once you get the
hang of it. Of course it does mean
that to use the music player you
must have Pi hooked up to a screen
and connected to keyboard and
mouse. Set-up conditions are stored
and retained after switch off.

FUNCTIONALITY
What can you do with this board?
Here's a list that we verified through
usage.With further programming,
more is likely possible.

I) Play back digital music files
via headphones
It acts as a digital music player, in

our case using bundled software
LXmusic; other players are available.

Our version of LXmusic played only
stereo FLAC files, up to 24/192

The tiny board carries a rank of audio connectors. The yellow
phono socket is an S/PDIF digital output, the white an SIPDIF
digital input. Around the corner lies a black 3.5mm 'HeadSet' jack
socket, a green analogue Line Out and a pink analogue Line In. A
5V d.c. power input socket (black) is at far left.
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without any difficulty. Volume is
digitally controlled by a slider
(softvol).

2) Play back digital music files
via Line Out.
This is a fixed level IV maximum
output that will feed the hi-fi, through
CD or Aux in sockets.Volume is
controlled in the hi-fi.

3) Use as external DAC
The board can act as a hi-res audio
DAC.The S/PDIF input must be
selected for this, alongside the Line

Output and/or HeadSet output.
Digital signals can be fed in from, say,

a portable player. Note that there is
no USB, nor an optical input.

4) Use with external DAC
If you want even better hi-res
playback quality then the S/PDIF
output can be selected, in order to
make an electrical connection to an
external DAC from, say,Audiolab,
Oppo or Chord, all of whom make
DACs with greater dynamic range
and even better audio quality.

5) Record analogue from Line
In.
The input must be selected and
then the record file spec etc. It gets

Four through -plated holes, seen
at front here, need either pins or
wires soldered in to feed loud-
speakers. The vertical gold pins
are for external connection.

complicated, but works well if you
have enough card space. Use Ctrl C
to stop.

6) Record digital from S/PDIF
in. More hanky-panky with user
scripts but it works.

7) Record from on -board
mics. This is a subject in itself. See
the WM5102 Spec Sheet for deep
detail on circuitry.

DRIVING LOUDSPEAKERS
To drive loudspeakers you need

CIRRUS LOGIC, WOLFSON ETC
Raspberry Pi is a UK initiative of the Raspberry Pi foundation based on what was once the BBC Micro -a
1980s education tool. The BBC Micro used a microprocessor running a unique RISC instruction set that
has since been UK developed by ARM Cambridge into the increasingly popular ARM processor, an `alter-
native' to Intel as it were, except ARM UK produce only the IP, not the chips themselves.

A subsidiary of UK electronic component supplier Farnell, known as elementl4, produces Pi for the
Raspberry Pi foundation (it is made in China) using a Broadcom (US) ARM chip. They also produced an
audio board using Wolfson (UK) chips.

Then in 2014 along came Cirrus Logic, a US electronics company, and bought Wolfson for a reported
£214 million. The Wolfson audio board was then revamped to become the Cirrus Logic audio board we
tested, still populated with Wolfson chips.

It's all a bit tortuous, but partly because both ARM and Raspberry Pi have both become globally
important, if for different but interconnected reasons: ARM because it is small and consumes little power,
Pi because it is incredibly cheap and an impressive educational tool using the latest technology.

to buy an external 5V, 2A power
supply with suitable co -axial plug
(5.5mm/2.Imm) with centre pole
positive; Maplins have a good,

smoothed supply of suitable specs
and with the necessary co -axial
connector.This PSU will run the
whole board; the microUSB power
line becomes unnecessary.To get
up and running means soldering in
connecting pins but we soldered in
flying leads with insulated croc-clips.
The loudspeaker output must also
be selected by a screen command at
LXTerminal.

The small Class D amps produce
a mass of high frequency switching
mush that varied with level and
distortion values were in the order
of 3-13%. Output moved into
overload clipping around 3V, or 1

Watt (into 8 Ohms), so these are 1

Watt amps.A low pass output filter
is recommended in the VVM5 I 02

datasheet to kill mush - see p3I8.
What is not said is that there is

no software volume control; output
is fixed! To change volume I ran the
following script:

amixer $1 -Dhw:sndrpiwsp
cset name='Speaker Digital
Volume' 126

The number at the end - 126 here

- sets gain / volume - hardly user
friendly.A script
could be recalled
by using cursor
Up key, then

modified, to
change volume

quickly without
a complete
re -write. But

the commands
are arcane and

tedious to apply.
These little

Class Ds are
crude so are best
not bothered
with - hence the

lack of connectors etc. LP filters will
clear HF mush, but not audio -band
mush.

CONCLUSION
The Cirrus Logic audio board
provides excellent sound quality and
has a wide range of capabilities - if

you can find out how to use them.
The problem here is an inconsistent
User Manual that omits a lot of
important information.A lot better
is needed, at least on the element14
website.

Instead you are requested to
plough through a lot of forum posts
to reach an understanding of basic
issues, and solve the problems that
are inevitable.This appeals to some,

but not to most.
Our Raspberry Pi and its audio

board - in essence - worked well.
If you have the time, patience and
interest to understand how to set it
up and use it, this is a superb little
board at an amazingly low price.You
will get great sound quality, if with
some effort.

For more see...
http://www.element14.com/community/community/
raspberry-pikaspberry-pi-accessories/cirrusiogic_
audio card?

WHAT YOU NEED TO GET RASPBERRY PI GOING
Raspberry Pi board 30.00
USB 5V, 1A power supply (e.g. phone charger, etc) 15.00
USB A-microUSB power cable 8.00
Computer monitor with HDM I input 100.00
HDMI-HDMI monitor cable 15.00
Keyboard (USB) 20.00
Mouse (USB) 10.00
microSD memory card, 8GB 8.00
USB storage key (memory stick) 15.00

£221.00

Cirrus Logic audio card
5V, 2A power supply for power amp.

25.00
20.00
£45.00

Another computer to download software onto microSD card and/or
USB key for initial set up.
Ethernet connection to internet to download software direct.
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MEASURED PERFORMANCE

The Cirrus Logic audio board with loudspeaker leads
soldered in and a suitable Maplins 5V, 2A smoothed
power supply connected.

CIRRUS LOGIC
AUDIO CARD £25 £
OUTSTANDING - amongst
the best

VALUE - keenly priced

VERDICT
A sound card for Raspberry
Pi that offers excellent sound
quality and can record too.

FOR

- high res digital sound
- records digitally
- on -board power amps
- very low cost

AGAINST
- poor documentation
- technically complex
- difficult to use

Element14

www.element14.com

A major issue with this audio board is

that it's very dependent upon the quality

of the power supply used to drive it. A

noisy 5V switch -mode power supply unit

(PSU) resulted in 76dB dynamic range

from Line Out, but a quiet one (Apple

phone charger) gave an excellent 110dB

- an improvement of 34dB gained solely

by using a better power supply.

More surprisingly, this also cleaned

up the digital S/PDIF output to a Chord

2Qute external DAC, allowing it deliver

the full 121dB dynamic range of which it

is capable.

A good supply would be a battery

of some sort, lead -acid or lithium ion,

for top audio results, or a smoothed

linear supply, bearing in mind that 5V is

needed and batteries deliver 6V. Switch -

mode supplies generate rubbish and the

audio card is sensitive to this (the Apple

charger is switch mode, but clean). See

p320 of the WM5102 datasheet for more

on this.

With a full level OdB digital playback

signal the audio board gave exactly

1V out maximum from HeadSet (black

socket) before overload. However, it

overloads after the volume control and

with a OdB signal volume had to be

reduced a long way to avoid overload and

the distortion it generates. Overload such

as this would be obvious on headphones

and only with insensitive 'phones would

more than 1V be needed so there are no

issues here.

With a -60dB distortion test signal,

gain (volume) could be set to maximum

and under this condition output measured

37mV, indicating the audio board needs

to swing 3.7V rms to deliver full output

without overload - not possible from

a 5V d.c. power supply without using

power line d.c. voltage convertors. At full

gain the board's DAC was able to deliver

0.05% distortion from a 24bit resolution

signal -a surprisingly good result, up

with that achieved from hi-fi convertors.

EIAJ Dynamic Range measured 113dB

- also a very good figure, well above CD

at 102dB, if not quite up with the hi-fi

average of 115dB or top DACs at 122dB.

It shows the board's DACs offer good

results, however.

With a 192kHz sample rate file,

frequency response measured flat to

56kHz (-1dB) our analysis shows, at

half volume. Surprisingly, the volume

control curtails this a bit at high settings,

bringing the upper limit down to 20kHz,

but this isn't going to be easily audible

nor a real life setting. So the board

exploits 192 hi-res digital well enough.

Line Out (green socket) offers a fixed

output unaffected by the volume control.

Maximum level has been set to 1V to

avoid output overload, distortion (24bit)

measuring 0.07% at -60dB and EIAJ

Dynamic Range 110dB - similar results

to HeadSet with volume reduced to give

1V out, so Line Out does not offer better

quality, only fixed volume.

The digital S/PDIF output was

connected to a Chord 2Cute DAC to see

if its intrinsic 121dB dynamic range value

could be exploited to achieve better

quality than the board's internal DACs.

Interestingly, power supply noise made a

massive difference here, dynamic range

improving from 106dB with a noisy PSU,

to a full 121dB through the 2Cute with

a good PSU. So using an external DAC

connected to S/PDIF out does offer better

quality than the internal DACs. However,

only DACs from Chord, ESS (Sabre32

9018) and Burr Brown (PCM1765)

improve on the audio board's DACs

that, in themselves, offer relatively good

results. The volume slider of the LXMusic

player, even though it would appear to be

digital, does not affect S/PDIF out.

Recording via the Line In (pink

socket) showed a 1V input was needed

for a full level OdB signal as standard

default. However, record gain can be

increased by those with the time and

inclination to delve into writing a suitable

command line script. Recordings at

16/44.1kHz delivered similar quality to

CD, with bandwidth to 20kHz and 92dB

dynamic range. Our board would only

record at 16bit resolution, not 24bit

and the WM5102 data sheet alludes to

Normal and High Performance modes, but

which mode the board uses is unstated.

The ADCs are 24bit it seems from the

datasheet.

The loudspeaker output delivered 3V

at 3% distortion and above this output

overload (clipping) set in. Frequency

response reached 90kHz however, with

a 192kHz sample rate signal. We did not

use an output LP filter, but one is required

the datasheet says (p318) to remove all

the switching noise. There was no d.c.

offset, differential or to ground.

The Cirrus Logic audio board

delivered very good results from its

on -board DACs, reaching full hi-fi spec.

The ADCs worked well too, offering CD

quality. Only the small loudspeaker power

amplifiers were a bit limited, but that is

to be expected considering they are built

into a tiny chip and an external low pass

filter (22µH/3pF) is needed to clean the

output. NK

Frequency response (-1dB)
(192kHz)
Distortion
OdB

-60dB
Separation (1 kHz)
Noise (IEC A)
Dynamic range
Output

10Hz-16-kHz
24bit

0.006%
0.05%
110dB
110dB

113dB
1V
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Power of Pi
What is a Raspberry Pi? Douglas Keywood

sets up this tiny £30 computer and looks at
what it can do.

The Raspberry Pi is a small,

low -powered, credit card
sized computer that plugs
into any HDMI equipped
monitor and uses a regular

keyboard and mouse, con-
nected via USB. It was designed with

children and coding amateurs in mind,
although we are looking at what it
does with audio - its entertainment
functions if you like.

This aside for a moment, one
of the Pi's main functions and goals
is to teach children, teens and
programming amateurs the basic
and also more complex sides of
coding and computer programming
with Python, Scratch and Wolfram
(which is more advanced).This makes
Raspberry Pi ideal for use in schools
where its prime function is to run
educational software for those who
are learning to code and programme,
and at a price point of £29.99 the
Pi is cheap enough for wide use in
primary and secondary schools. It is
also suitably durable too.

In essence Raspberry Pi is

capable of performing the everyday
functions of a standard computer,
such as watching HD video, playing
music and browsing the web.
However, due to the fact that the
most recent Pi 2 Model B's hardware
isn't very powerful (despite being the
most powerful Pi to date) I found

that there are limitations to how the
Pi can be used, such as not being able

to run regular OSs' such as Windows
7 and 8. But it is able to run specially
designed OSs' such as Rasperian, its

own OS, a variation of Linux, as well
as other Linux variants and even, at
a later date,Windows 10, although
probably in simplified form.

The Pi sports a 900 MHz quad -

core ARM Cortex -A7 CPU with I GB

or DDR2 RAM hard wired on -board.
For memory it uses a micro SD
card which differs from its earlier
counterparts which used regular SD

cards; note the
absence of hard

disc storage.

The Raspberry
Pi circuit board
also possesses a full

HDMI port, ethernet
port, 3.5 mm audio jack
and composite video
- note I am not talking

about the Cirrus Logic
audio board here.

Raspberry Pi is

immensely powerful
for its size, but also
for its price. Having

previous experience
building computers and
a good understanding of
computer hardware, I found the Pi
incredibly easy to build; it could be
built by even the most inept and
inexperienced builder as all that is
required is the plugging in of a few
cables and pins.This sort -of makes

the Pi ideal as a first computer for
a young child or teen, as well as for
larger use in schools.As a IS -year-

old moving on to sixth form I could

see the potential benefits of Pi in
teaching computing and programming
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to a generation that is largely
disinterested in the subject.

Although the Raspberry Pi OS
comes with pre -installed software
like Python to teach coding and
programming, a 'Pi Store' offers
further learning programmes at
both beginner and more advanced

levels.The store also offers games,

development tools and apps to
expand the uses of the Pi.The Pi OS
also comes with its own Epiphany
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Raspberry Pi uses a Broadcom ARM processor. It needs very
little power so runs cool - eliminating heat sinks, noisy fans and
all.
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web browser and is capable
of wi-fi connectivity by
using a wi-fi dongle.

However, despite the

fact that the Pi is impres-
sively powerful for its size
and price, it's certainly
no super computer when
compared to average,

`grown up' computers.
The Pi's I GB of DDR2
RAM instead of the DDR3
RAM most computers
use today and the 900 MHz CPU
are far slower compared to the 2.4
GHz CPU's which are the minimum
speed for todays average computers.
Furthermore the Pi can only run
videos up to 720p resolution and I
found that both the browser and the
Pi itself can be quite slow at times.

The tiny Raspberry Pi board bristles with connectors. At left is an HDMI socket
for a monitor screen and just right of it a small black 3.5mm headphone jack.
The large block at front is an RJ45 socket for ethernet and to its right sit four
USB sockets. At rear are the pins that accept the audio board's socket.

to your computer.
Unfortunately, you won't be

able to simply copy and paste the
software file over. On the same page
from which you downloaded the
software, there is a user manual and
it has instructions on how to install
the drivers to your SD card.

(k) di no _
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The Pi screen desktop looks much like a simplified Mac or PC. It is
a conventional graphical user interface, or GUI, but LXTerminal is
close at hand - and needed.

As a result, I sometimes found
myself becoming slightly impatient
with the Pi.

In an era where everything is
instant and loads at the left click of a
mouse, the Pi looks tardy. But on the
plus side, I found that in comparison

with standard operating systems
(Windows and Mac) Pi's visually
simple user interface (UI) makes it
easier to understand and handle by
younger users.

Once you get a Pi you need to
load the `NOOBS' OS onto your
chosen SD card.To learn how to do
this I suggest you watch a step by
step walkthrough: go to Raspberrypi.
org and go to the downloads section
then click on NOOBS.

The Cirrus Logic audio card
drivers also need to be installed after
the NOOBS OS; without the drivers
the card won't work.

To install the drivers you will
need to visit the element14 website
and find the Cirrus Logic audio card
then click 'software download' and
the drivers will automatically install

Once all the software is installed
and the Pi is booted up you will have
to go through a simple installation
process and then the Pi should be
ready to run.

Once you're in the Pi, navigation
is fairly simple, and similar to that
of a standard computer running
Windows - and using applications

such as those in the Pi store is easy.

CONCLUSION
Unfortunately, overall, I found at
times the Pi could be frustrating and
somewhat impossible.

Using the Pi requires at least a
basic understanding of software and
an understanding of command line
drive, meaning what command line
code is required, as well as typing it
in without error.

Without at least an intermediate
level of understanding of computers
the Pi can be a frustration, despite
being designed to be easy to run.

One of the most popular uses
for the Pi is as a standalone music
player for use anywhere where there

is a micro-USB connection, such as in
the living room or the bedroom.

Firstly, however, in order to

perform this function you must
buy an audio card to attach to the
Pi.The card I used was the Cirrus
Logic audio card, which possesses a
3.5mm jack for headphone output
with microphone facility, a digital
stereo audio input and output, an
onboard power amplifier for directly
driving loudspeakers and is capable

of rendering HD audio at 24 -bit,
I92kHz.

Music can be transported to the
Pi using a USB key (memory stick),
or by transferring files directly to the
micro -SD card.

The standard Raspberry Pi OS
has a default music player called
LXmusic. However, I found the music

player both basic and simple - and

it refused to play the tracks until we
fully understood, through experiment
- its limited abilities.

However, other music players
exist, created to enhance Raspberry
Pi as a music player, the most notable

being PiMusicBox and RuneAudio.

RuneAudio and PiMusicBox
are free - open source software
that enable you to turn the Pi into
a dedicated hi-fi music player to
replace the personal computer, with a
smaller, low power, quiet board.

One of the main purposes of
this software is to get the best
possible sound quality out of the
Pi by optimising the Pi for the
best performance. There's plenty
to experiment with, making this
absorbing if you like computers.

Various external cards are
available too, including audio cards -
see Letters this month for a reader's
experience.

7M -

For more see...
https://www.raspberrypi.org
http://www.element14.com

Amazon and Maplins also sell
Raspberry Pi, Pi kits and accessories.
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OBlueboth'

£349."
OR LESS

KEF  EGG  BLUETOOTH SPEAKERS
Streaming tracks wiretessly over Bluetooth aptX or bringing

your TV or computer to Life, the new EGG Wireless Digital Music

System delivers pure, clear KEF quality sound.

NAIM  MU -SO  WIRELESS MUSIC SYSTEM
Combines Naim's expertise in streaming, amplification and

Loudspeaker technology. Mu -so is the stage your music deserves,
bringing you closer to the songs that inspire your life.

go £149
OR LESS

Bluetooth'

MONITOR AUDIO
AIRSTREAM S150
BLUETOOTH SPEAKER
Monitor Audio has packed the
delicious Airstream S150 Bluetooth
speaker with the high energy
sound of our award -winning audio
technology for music Lovers to
savour from room -to -room.

FOR THE LATEST PRICES AND OFFERS VISIT WWW.SSAV.COM OR CONTACT YOUR LOCAL STORE

£199
OR LESS

DENON  HEOS 1
WIRELESS SPEAKER SYSTEM
This totally portable and very
affordable compact speaker deliv-
ers amazingly big sound. Perfect
for inside the house or out. The
HEOS 1 produces amazingly big
sound from a compact, portable
speaker.

£799
OR LESS

NAD  D 7050  NETWORK AMPLIFIER / DAC
Combines NAD's most advanced digital platform, Direct
Digital technology with Apple AirPlay Wi-Fi streaming to

create the ultimate plug 'n play solution for wireless music.

£199
OR LESS

GLOSS
RED

GLOSS
BLACK

GLOSS
WHITE

OBluetooth"

PODSPEAKERS  MICROPOD  BLUETOOTH SPEAKERS
Introducing the MicroPod Bluetooth. These stytish speakers

are ideal for tablets and smartphones are are simple to
connect without the need for unsightly wires.

£399
OR LESS

CS r

7,1-77

0 Bluetooth'

NAD  D 3020
AMPLIFIER / DAC
Features digital and analogue
inputs plus the convenience
of wireless streaming with its
Bluetooth capability.

5 YEAR
WARRANTY

SOME BRANDS/PRODUCTS ARE NOT AVAILABLE AT ALL STORES. SPECIAL OFFERS ARE NOT IN CONJUNCTION WITH ANY OTHER OFFER (NICWA00).
ADVERT VALID UNTIL 27/10/2015. E&OE

£199
OR LESS

Blueloatlf EA

YAMAHA MusicCast  1M(-030  WIRELESS SPEAKER
This Wi-Fi-enabled streaming compact speaker compatible with

MusicCast, a new system that Lets you connect devices such as AV
receivers and desktop audio equipment via your home's wireless

network to deliver music whenever and wherever you Like.

£SSAV
.COM

MARANTZ  NA6005 
If you prefer direct wiret
took no further With
capabilities, this
computer, ext

Sign up today for our
.`free digital magazine

www.ssay.com/select

click
collect www.SSAV. co m

SEVEN0a<S
NOW AVAILABLE SOUND & VISION



PRO-JECT  ESSENTIAL II  TURNTABLE
Entry -revel "plug'n'play" two speed turntable with single piece
aluminium tonearm and pre -fitted Ortofon 0M5e cartridge.

FLEXSON  VINYLPLAY  DIGITAL TURNTABLE
Gives the best -of -both -worlds: an excellent record prayer that's

easy to use and can be simply integrated into a streaming system.

ARCAM  FMJ CDS27 / FMJ A29  CD / AMPLIFIER
Introducing Arcam's audiophile Crass G integrated amplifier
and SACD/CD prayer with Network streaming up to 192/24

for crass Leading sound quality.

NAIM  CD5si / NAIT 5si  CD PLAYER /AMPLIFIER
Enjoy outstanding performance from your CDs with this

highly acclaimed Naim CD/Amplifier combination.

Available from selected stores. Visit www.ssay.com for details

11£11499 11111111
OR LESS

(c...**) anwewnw

MARA NTZ  M-CR611  CD/STREAMING SYSTEM
The M-CR611 is a superb performer, reproducing excellent CD -

audio, FM, DAB/DAB+ and Network fires. Supports 192kHz / 24 -bit

high -resolution files, 2.8MHz DSD files and Gapless playback.

7)SpotRr

£SSAV
COM

SONY  MAP -S1  MULTI AUDIO PLAYER SYSTEM
Its all right here - a powerfur 2x5OW amplifier, tuner and CD prayer

integrated in an elegant compact unit. Just add speakers and you
are ready for an incredible Hi -Resolution Audio experience.

£249 5 YEAR
OR LESS WARRANTY

NAD  C 556  TURNTABLE
Time to enjoy vinyl collections with extraordinary quality!

With a minimalist design, the C 556 turntable offers accurate
reproduction by using performance -focused parts and

components that put music first.

PRO-JECT  2 XPRESSION SB DC  TURNTABLE
With its 9CC Evolution carbon fibre tonearm and Ortofon 2m Silver

cartridge, this turntable sets new standards in its price range.

COMING SOON

AUDIOLAB  8300CD / 8300A  CD / AMPLIFIER
The 8300CD improves upon its illustrious predecessor and delivers

even better performance while the 8300A includes radically
redesigned circuitry and a high-performance phono stage.

ROKSAN  K3  CD / AMPLIFIER
New integrated amplifier with aptX Bruetooth, a phono input plus

five additional Line inputs for other sources. The K3 CD player is the
perfect match for the K3 amprifer. Three finish options available.

£1995
i:)Spotifir aPf OBluetootO

NAIM  UNITILITE WITH BLUETOOTH
ALL -IN -ONE NETWORK SYSTEM

Combines a 50W integrated amplifier CD player, high -resolution
music streaming over UPnP, DAB+/DAB/FM and internet radio
and digital sources via one of five 24bit/192kHz-capable inputs.

£249
OR LESS

DENNON  D -M40  CD/DAB SYSTEM
With better connectivity, including an additional optical input,
along with performance upgrades to its main components,

the D -M40 improves on its award -winning predecessor

£399
OR LESS

5 YEAR
WARRANTY

NAD  D 1050
DAC / HEADPHONE AMP

The NAD D 1050 USB DAC is

the best way to add Computer
Audio and HD Digital to your
component hi-fi system, it
also includes a premium
discrete headphone amplifier
output with a high quality
volume control.

£199
OR LESS

SAVE

£200

AUDIOLAB  Q-DAC  DAC / PREAMP
Like the award -winning M-DAC, the Q-DAC serves not only

as a superlative DAC but, if you so desire, it can be used as a
high -quality digital preamp and headphone amp too.

£249
OR LESS

£249
OR LESS

5 YEAR
WARRANTY

NAD  C 516BEE / C 316BEE  CD / AMPLIFIER
Received an outstanding product award from Hi-Fi News

magazine who descrided the C 316BEE is an "absolute barn-
stormer of an amplifier". The C 516BEE is the perfect partner

£599
OR LESS

£499
OR LESS

ROTEL  RA -12 / RCD-12  AMPLIFIER / DAC / CD
Amplifier with DAC that supports iPod USB and Bruetooth

audio streaming. Includes four analogue line -revel inputs and
a phono input. The RCD-12 CD player is an ideal partner.

B&W  P5 WIRELESS
HEADPHONES

£329
OR LESS

SONY  MDR-1ABT
WIRELESS HEADPHONES

NAD  VISO HP30
HEADPHONES

SENNHEISER
MOMENTUM 2.0

WIRELESS HEADPHONES

click &
collect www.SSAV.cornNOW AVAILABLE



BOWERS & WILKINS  685 S2
At home on a stand, wall or book-
shelf, the versatile 68552 is ideal
for stereo and home theatre uses
in most rooms. And performance
is enhanced with the addition of a

Decoupled Double Dome tweeter

AU,Fri
£499
OR LESS

Price excludes stands

BOWERS & WILKINS
CM10 S2
The flagship floorstanding
speaker of the CM Series sets a
new standard for performance.
It combines technologies
taken from across B&W's
ranges. The result simply
sounds and Looks beautiful.

£2999
OR LESS

KEF  LS50
An innovative concept derived
from the Legendary L53/5a.
Rarely the case in such a
compact design, the L550
monitor delivers a rich, multi-
dimensional 'soundstage
experience' that is out of all
proportion to its size.

£799
OR LESS

=EI
AWARDS 2014

DLUESOUND
HiFi for a wireless generation

Take hi-fi to even new heights
with BLuesouncrs next gen-
eration. Features improved wi-fi
performance, more digital and
analog connectivity options and
BLuetooth aptX along with support
for premium music services Like
Tidal and Spotify. PRICES FROM £269

PMC  TWENTY.23
The first and overwhelming impres-
sion of the Twenty.23 is an open,

engaging and communicative speaker
Its size defies both the depth of bass
and scale of presentation by taking
any music or film material in its stride.
The sound is vivid and dynamic and
delivered with authoritative bass.

£2300
OR LESS

MONITOR AUDIO
GOLD 200
Amazing scale and impressive
dynamic control are available from
this slender three-way design,
comprising ribbon tweeters, twin
5.5" bass drivers and a 4" mid-
range driver; which is housed in a
dedicated enclosure.

MONITOR AUDIO
BRONZE 2
The Bronze 2 builds on the
strength of its predecessor's
audiophile credibility with a
neutral tonal balance and high
detail resolution combined
with high overall efficiency and
power handling.

cm

SONOS

£279
OR LESS

THE WIRELESS Hi-Fi SYSTEM

The Sonos Wireless HiFi System delivers
all the music on earth, in every room, with
warm, full-bodied sound that's crystal clear
at any volume. Sonos can fill your home
with music by combining HiFi sound and
rock -solid wireless in a smart system that
is easy to set-up, control and expand.

PRICES FROM £169

Q ACOUSTICS  3050
The flagship 3050 is the perfect
speaker for larger rooms,
boasting ultra -low levels of
distortion, typically found of
speakers costing three or four
times its price.

£499
OR LESS

PSB
IMAGINE X1T
A deceptiveLy slim and discreet
floorstanding design, the Imagine
X1T has wide bandwidth and high
SPL output capabilities that defy
its modest size. Features identical
51/4" woofers plus a one -inch
pure titanium dome tweeter

£749
OR LESS

5 YEAR
WARRANTY

Standard finishes

Premium finishes
£649

Q ACOUSTICS
2020i (Gloss Black or White)
An award -winning bookshelf
design that exudes quality. It
has a beautifully finished low
resonance cabinet, extended
bass, an open mid -range and
exceptional high frequency
clarity.

£149
OR LESS

cm
£499
OR LESS

awQ OBluetootli

SAVE

£70

GLOSS
RED

GLOSS
BLACK

GLOSS
WHITE

SATIN
WHITE

MATT
BLACK

PODSPEAKERS  MIINIPOD BLUEFOOTH  SPEAKERS
Ideal for large areas or where volume is required to make an

impact, the MiniPod can be placed on a desk or shelf using the
supplied spikes or wall mounted with the optional bracket.

£249
OR LESS

GLOSS
RED

GLOSS
BLACK

GLOSS
WHITE

PODSPEAKERS  SMALLPOD  SPEAKERS
SmaLlPod does everything a great pair of hi-fi speakers should

do, but all wrapped up in gorgeous curves and colours.

FOR THE LATEST PRICES AND OFFERS VISIT WWW.SSAV.COM OR CONTACT YOUR LOCAL STORE

Bishop's Stortford 01279 506576
Bristol° 0117 974 3727
Brighton 01273 733338
Bromley 020 8290 1988
Chalfont St Peter. 0845 5046364
Cambridge 01223 304770
Chelsea. 020 7352 9466
Cheltenham. 01242 241171
Epsom. 01372 720720
Exeter. 01392 218895

Guildford 01483 536666
Holborn. 020 7837 7540
Kingston. 020 8547 0717
Leeds (Wetherby) 01937 586886
Loughton 020 8532 0770
Maidstone 01622 686366
Norwich 01603 767605
Oxford 01865 241773
Reading. 0118 959 7768
Sevenoaks 01732 459555

Sheffield 0114 255 5861
Southampton. 023 8033 7770
Tunbridge Wells 01892 531543
Witham (Essex) 01376 501733
Yeovil. 01935 700078

CHORLEYWOOD - THIS STORE HAS RELOCATED TO
CHALFONT ST PETER

VISIT WWW.SSAV.COM FOR ADDRESS DETAILS, OPENING
HOURS AND BRANDS STOCKED

 THESE STORES ARE FRANCHISED AND OPERATE UNDER
A LICENCE AGREEMENT TO SEVENOAKS SOUND &VISION

SEVENOAKS

SELECT
Sign up today for our
free digital magazine

www.ssay.com/select

Please Note: Some brands/products are not available at all stores. SpeciaUadded
value offers are not in conjunction with any other offer (NICWA00). SEVEN0a<S
ADVERT VALID UNTIL 27/10/2015. E&OE SOUND & VISION



AUDIOPHILE VINYL

DO YOU
BELIEVE 114
MAGIC

THE LOVIN' SPOONFUL

Daydream

Sundazed

THE MISSION

The First Chapter/God's Own Medicine/Live:
Children and Carved In Sand

Let Them Eat Vinyl

An excellent album
of mostly originals
from this jug band,
pop, blues, rock

combo.This LP is accompanied by
two other, contemporary releases:
Do You Believe In Magic' (1965)
and 'Hums of The Lovin' Spoonful'
(I 966).The big news for all three
releases is that the vinyl has been
cut using the original Kama Sutra
mono masters.

Listening to the band's big hit,
a theme tune of sorts,Daydream',
the first track on the album of the
same name, the presentation is
clear, open and airy.

John Sebastian's vocal delivery

has an almost treated feel, as if
he's twisting his own vocal chords,
while the slowly rhythmic guitar
offers a welcome band of bass.

The acoustic guitar that
introduces itself a few seconds
into the track is the early star
on this cut. It offers an immense
amount of detail, effectively
revealing the metallic nature of the

Asplendid array of

four live double
albums from 2008,

covering four con-
secutive dates, the 27 February to
I March at London's Shepherd's

Bush Empire.

Starting with 'Tomorrow Never
Knows' from 'The First Chapter' I
sat back and relaxed, this was going

to be fun.Why? Because the cut,

for a live album, has been well con-

structed, in sonic terms.

Firstly, there is a satisfying bass

punch that, with the right system,
will shake your walls and probably
the walls of the house half a mile
away. The drive offered by both the

percussion but also by the electric
guitar, gives the whole album energy

and excitement.

Wayne Hussey's lead vocal perfor-

mance is also intense and passionate,

portraying enough emotion to drag
you into his work and the concert
itself.

I was also pleased to hear the

strings to startling effect.
The deep soundstage adds a

rounded, full, rich tone to the cosy
nature of the arrangement.Yet,
through all of these pleasantries
and sonic highlights, playing the
LP with a stereo cartridge - even

though I might have been using
a rather nice Koetsu Black - in
mono mode (my Icon PS3 has a
mono switch), the mono presen-
tation only offers a portion of
what it's truly capable of.

Switch the cartridge to a
Miyajima Zero, for example, and
the entire LP transforms itself
from a rather thin sounding,
strident presentation to a full, rich
suite of upper mids and strong,
hefty bass.

If you want to get the best
from this and the other Loving
Spoonful releases then you'll need
a mono cartridge with a 0.7mil
tip, which allows the tip to retain
contact with all of the groove.

With such a set up, this LP
will, literally,'sing'.

space that surrounds the entire
soundstage.The reverb, combined

with the air that sits on this live
cut also provides a 'bigness' to the
performance that fills the room.

During 'Bridges Burning'

From 'God's Own Medicine', one
slightly disconcerting aspect of the

pressing was an intermittent noise

that hinted at pressing problems.
Assuming it was my own fault I re-

cleaned the record but the noise
remained, which is a shame.

I assume that I have a rogue

copy and that the rest of the
pressing batch is perfect but it might
be a detail to look out for.The track
was most enjoyable, though, with
just enough audience participation

to add atmosphere but not too
much to become an irritating issue:
I listen to a record to hear a band
playing, not a bunch of strangers

singing (I get enough of that from

buskers down my High Street).

These concerts had the right
balance.
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King always 'did'

elegance well.This
1962 release, his

third album, is short
on time but high in quality.

Beginning with King's big hit
`Stand By Me' I was impressed
-firstly by the silence of the cut.
This is one quiet cookie that
allows the music and all of its
attendant details to flow.

Hence, there is a delicate,
regular triangle strike at the
beginning of this song that is not
only visible but rings with a fragile
treble reverberation.

More to the point, the
triangle output continues
throughout the song as the music
builds in power and passion,
both in terms of King's presen-
tation but also via an orchestral
accompaniment.

During the entire track, as
the volume level increases, there
is that triangle. It never gets
lost, which is a testament to the
mastering of this, allowing the

rare cuts from sixties
and seventies Colombia

label Discos Fuentes

that includes salsa, boogaloo, cumbia,

porro and more.
I opened this box set expecting

to hear some light, rather jolly
Caribbean Pina Colada froth and

not much more but, spinning
Afrosound's `Caliventura' I was

shocked...but in a good way.Yes,

there was that hip -twirling rhythm
but two things hit me. Firstly, there
was a supremely playful, almost 50s

TV sound-track/kitsch sound effect
laden presentation that drenched

the song in humour.

Next was the mighty bass that
even dub fanatics will enjoy.This

really needs to be played on an

original Jamaican DJ sound system:

the kind of King Tubby-esque

construction that is packed with
valves, linked to speaker cabinets

with 18" cones, is tied to the ground
with a chain and only fed at week-

instrumental separation to remain
constant and to allow air to flow
in between. Good quality hi-fi
chains will have a ball with this
track. But it doesn't end there, of
course.

The sonic qualities of this
cut keep on coming and keep
surprising. For 'Ecstasy', both the
secondary percussion and bass
are pushed to the sidelines as
minor players to the vocals and
dominant strings.Again, though,
this subtle detail is never lost to
the ear.

Once more, on 'Horizon', it's
the tricky piano that threatens
to be subsumed by those darned
strings but the master cut puts
the piano in is own bubble on the
left of the soundstage.

Such is the delicacy offered by
this pressing, that this part of the
soundstage is a joy to hear.

The album itself is a classic
but the enhancements provided
by the crystal clear master just
add to the pleasure of listening.

ends on raw steak.

Even when you do get

something rather lighter, such as

Satukacuto' from Tito Duval/E1

Nuevo Ritmo de Roberto, there
is a distinct authenticity about it.
In fact I'm reminded of the British
ska experiments back in the early

80s. I expected to hear Terry Hall

providing the lead vocal.This track,

underneath some superb brass, has

as an understated old organ sound

that provides excellent texture.
The surprises kept on coming when
I reached `YoVine Pa' Goza" from

Sexteo Miramar.This track offered
a weird, reverb-drenched, slightly

compressed harmony from voices
that would have fit quite nicely
into a random episode of Dr Who
but sounded all the better for it.
A superb, rolling, languorous beat

backed by a repetitive guitar that
proved hypnotic.

This set isn't so much as a

compilation as a university of sound.

It certainly taught me a thing or two.

BEN E. KING
DON'T PLAY
THAT SONG!

BEN E. KING

Don't Play That Song!
Music On Vinyl

DJ IL, ,I.nier

Big Box of

°Sour)

VARIOUS

Big Box of Afrosound
Vampi Soul
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EISA
AWARD

Best
Product
2015-2016

HIGH -END LOUDSPEAKER

Focal Sopra N°2

SOPRA,
REVEAL THE INVISIBLE
Combining twenty years of engineering heritage
from Focal's flagship Utopia loudspeaker range
with innovative new technologies in a stylish and
compact design, the new Sopra N°2 will reveal
the true essence of your music.

With three major innovations and two patents -
the Neutral Inductance Circuit, the Tuned Mass
Damper midrange suspension, and the Infinite
Horn Loading housing for its Beryllium tweeter -
Sopra brings unprecedented technical ingenuity
and matchless performance, thrilling the senses
like never before. The longing for exceptional
speakers in your living room is over.

Visit www.focal.com to discover more.

11111" FOCAL
THE SPIRIT OF SOUND



OPINION

"A Westminster, olayinc
shockincly louc, is relaxec

oeyonc normal
experience"

For me Tannoy's
Westminster Royal GR
loudspeakers bordered
on worrying.They are so
sonically different to other
loudspeakers - but at the

same time apparently the same. In
fact, they are old fashioned in many
respects and offer a familiar sound
from way back.The big paper cones
and giant wooden cabinets give
a warm and fulsome balance but

that just doesn't describe the way
they filled our listening room and
the admiration we all had for their
unique properties.A lot of people
got to hear them and no one left
unimpressed; they're quite unlike any

other loudspeaker.
The worry for me is - why?

What exactly is it here that is
impressive? What were we all experi-
encing? It certainly wasn't nostalgia;

no-one commented on this aspect.
And no-one commented upon
the traditional appearance of the
Westminsters either. their broad
frontage is reminiscent of St Paul's
Cathedral and just as invisible in the
home. A saving grace here though

is such a broad front makes a rear
wall's presence irrelevant; they are a
wall stander.

But none of this explains what
we were hearing and feeling - and
what made this speaker's sound so
unique. I was aware from earlier
encounters with the Westminster
that it seemed to dominate a space
like no other and was capable
of delivering bass shock waves.

Big reflex loudspeakers, meaning

loudspeakers with ports, go low and
produce massive subsonics but they
lack the sense of grip and control of
the Westminster's horns.

Big horn loudspeakers are

renown for this property of course;
I'm hardly the first one to be wowed
by a horn. But it is worryingly
different to our everyday experience

of loudspeakers - and puzzling.

When I started measuring, at

the listening position, just how loud
I was playing music, the result didn't
tally with the power going into the
speakers.The sums just didn't match
the theory. Not wanting to publish
figures that don't make sense, at least
if you have a knowledge of acoustics,
I started to investigate and soon
discovered that the volume (sound
pressure level) I was experiencing

seated 20ft away was little different
to the volume directly in front of the
loudspeaker.That shouldn't be.We
all know that as we walk away from
something that's noisy it gets quieter,
and that includes most loudspeakers
- but not the Westminsters.They
had the ability to drive the entire
room space as if it were one. I was
intrigued.

The essence of this is, I suspect,

to be found outside the window as
you travel to Majorca. It is all about
power and giving it traction, shall I

say.Travel on a jumbo jet and you'll
see an engine of very large diameter
outside the window. Almost imprac-
tically large in fact; modern engines
barely fit under a wing and clear the
ground when taxiing.A Rolls Royce
Trent 900 has a nine foot diameter
fan and my mind wanders to this
little device when thinking about
loudspeakers in the home. Large

engines like this are big, cumbersome

and awkward, they're monsters
- but they push enormous amounts
of air at low speed and there are
benefits unobtainable by any other
method.That's why jet engines for
subsonic passenger jets have grown
and grown over the years into
absolute monsters.You get reduced
air turbulence and - importantly
- noise.They're also very efficient
- just like a Westminster!

As loudspeaker drive units get
bigger they produce progressively
less distortion, or unwanted noise.A

typical 8in bass unit produces around
3% distortion our measurements
show, whilst a I 2in gets this down
to 1%, and a big I5in pulls bass
distortion down to 0.3% or so
- about as low as you can get.

So big means better in
loudspeakers as it does in jet engines
- and for much the same reason: less

distortion/turbulence, giving what
I'd describe as peaceful power.A
Westminster, when playing shockingly
loud, is relaxed beyond normal
experience.

The large area of the
Westminster's horn mouth pushes a
lot of bass power into the room at
relatively low pressure. I measured
this. A normal reflex port measures
+6dB up in pressure relative to the
bass unit cone at 80Hz, whilst the
Westminsters 'ports' were -9dB
down, but they have a much larger
radiating area and so were delivering
higher acoustic power (pressure x
surface area).Together with that huge
I 5in bass unit, a Westminster moves

a room with relaxed ease.
My jet engine analogy strongly

suggests - unfortunately - that size is
everything and we can't ever expect
small loudspeakers to sound like big
ones. Unless someone comes up with
a very bright idea that escapes me
- and everyone else - at present.

But you can't rule it out. One
amazing idea is that of using a fan

to generate air pressure that is
modulated by rapidly moving the
fan blades to produce powerful
subsonics. Perhaps the man that
thought this up was looking out the
window on the way to Majorca as
well, because it harks back to my
turbofan jet engine analogy again.

I am still worrying about all this,
There must be some way I can get
to experience the power of the
Westminster in my home. I can't

afford the real thing - and it would
never get up the stairs! 

Noel Keywood
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THE VINYL REVOLUTION

The Evo! Used by World to evaulate the new Beatles records.
The EVO comes frtted with the legendary SME 309 tonearm loved by
so many and a cartridge of your choice.

We have worked with direct dnve turntables and moving coil
cartridges for 33 years and the EVO has evolved into a mature product
that is used by many as a reference and is quite simply a world beater
the can supply completely new units with 6 year guarantees. used
ones with 5 year guarantees, or we can convert your own

Stereo, Mono & 78 rpm Artisan Nonyuki Miyajima has been making
phone cartridges in Japan for more than three decades Only recently
discovered by American and European audiophiles. they have since received
rave reviews all over the world and deservedly so

Every Miyajima cartridge is handcrafted in-house by a dedicated fun -time
team of six based in Fukuoka. The cartridge bodies are individually
precision-miiied from rare and exOliC hardwoodS including ebony. rosewood
and African blackwood (mpingol, These dense natural materials lend a vibrant
and natural tonality to the sound

Clearaudio Goldfinger Miyajima - Benz LPS - Demon DL1O3 - DL -102 mono -Audio Technica AT33

SME Turntables & Tonearms - Oyaide Furutech - Klipsch Wi est Audio - 78rpm - 5L1200 Mods
All demonstrated in a relaxing setting with river views? Very high pad exchanges & World wide mail order.

Sound Hi Fi Dartmouth Devon 01803 833366 www.SoundHiFi.com
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OPINION

"Look into the eyes of
B.3, zinc oefore he even

tunes up. He knows"

Ihave a problem with blues
music. Not the genre, not the
songs themselves, not the
black originators or even their
apprentices. I have a problem

with European, white, `blue-
eyed', blues rock merchants.

That they like the music worries
me not. That they play it doesn't
concern me.That they purport to
live the blues, understand the blues
and be of the blues irritates me
tremendously.

This neglected subject was
heightened for me, recently, when I
had a long talk with legendary Kinks
vocalist and lead guitarist Dave
Davies.

In 1965, the group were banned
from entering the USA. Hence,
The Kinks missed out on further
exposure to the home of the blues
- a genre, they all enjoyed.

"It had an affect on our music"
Davies told me."It internalised us
and made us look more about where
we lived and came from.The blues
guys had their roots - we decided to
look at ours and our own culture".

So while Howlin' Wolf had the
Mississippi for inspiration, brother
and principle song -writer Ray Davies
looked towards his nearest village
green. B.B. King was infused by T -

Bone Walker but the Kinks were
enamoured with Noel Coward.

For many Kinks contemporaries,
the problem was self-indulgence.
Keith Richards, Eric Clapton et al
(self-absorbed, decadent, foppish,

culture cuckoos of the 1960s
renaissance) were living the blues
experience vicariously through their
blues heroes, desperately trying to
compute, in a slightly bewildered
fashion, how witnessing Muddy

Waters painting the Chess studio's
ceiling was to fit into their adopted
blues angst.

Meanwhile, in their slipstream,
'axe men' like Ten Years After's

Alvin Lee, convincing Woodstock
audiences to take a long trip while
he selfishly satisfied himself with
yawn -inducing electric guitar solos
and plenty of on-stage gurning.

My own irritation on this matter
was succinctly summed up by the
Krautrock legend and Can percus-
sionist Jaki Leibezeit, a fan of the
blues. He would tell author, David
Stubbs, in his book 'Future Days',
that it would be geographically
inappropriate to adopt the blues
as his own,"You can only create in
this tradition if you can be a part of
this tradition...as a European, as a
German, it's a lie to try to play pure
blues".

If that's the lie.VVhere is the
truth?You can seek it via Lightnin'
Hopkins,Tampa Red, Elmore James,

Nowlin' Wolf, Baby Face Turner and
more.

These men were part of the
blues fabric.They didn't adopt the
blues at the age of eighteen, their
birth represented another brick in
the wall of blues.The blues emanated
from the pores in their skin.

Jim O'Neil wrote the notes to
the excellent Ace compilation 'Tampa
Red: Dynamite!:The Unsung Kind of
the Blues', which features rare Red
productions.

His songs were regularly sung by
the likes of Elmore James, B.B. King

and more, but Red struggled against
the system until O'Neil found him
living on public assistance.

"We visited him a number
of times, at his apartment, in the
hospital and in the nursing home
from 1973 until his death on 19
March 1981.We were able to get
some royalty cheques sent to him
and tried to help as we could. It
just seemed the right thing to do
for such a proud and dignified man
who had contributed so much to the
blues".

Life as a blues man or woman

was no cake walk.This was a passion,
devoted to a style of music that said
everything about who you were and
are.Travellers on the some cultural
pathway, your family, friends and any

passing stranger would also know
exactly where you were coming
from.

Lightnin' Hopkins was another.
In 1948 he sang 'Tim Moore's Farm'

on the Goldstar label.The song
(which can be found on Ace's 2CD
`His Blues') was about a plantation in
Grimes Country,Texas.

Moore was well known for his
cruelty towards his black workers
(the original songwriter wished
anonymity because he feared
reprisals from Moore). It illustrated
the plight of the black sharecropper.

Ace also has a series of blues
compilations called 'The Modern
Down Home Blues Sessions' from
the Modern record label.

Sourced from a series of little
known blues cuts, eagerly sought
after by dedicated blues collectors,
the Modern cuts include the recently
passed B.B. King who can also be

found on 'Unlock The Lock:The Kent
Records Story 1958-1962' via Ace.

King, was born on a plantation
to sharecropping parents."I guess
the earliest sound of blues that I can

remember was in the fields while
people would be pickin' cotton or
choppin' or somethin'", he said.

Karaoke blues players are a
dime a dozen. Some of them have

achieved technical brilliance, it has to
be said. Some can even make their
guitars jump through hoops, flip over
and play dead on their command.

But they can't play the blues for
toffee. If you have the opportunity,
see live archive concert footage to
know why.

Look into the eyes of B.B.King
before he even tunes up. He knows.
Even though he probably wished he
didn't.That's the difference.

Paul Rigby
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ESSENTIAL II
DIGITAL

BRING VINYL TO ANY AUDIO SYSTEM
Combining an award winning design with an unrivalled feature -set, the Essential II Digital
turntable aims to bring the joys of vinyl back to any home entertainment system.
By incorporating both a high-grade phono pre -amplifier and an Analogue -to -Digital Converter
into the output stage, the Essential II Digital can be easily connected to almost any audio
system. Via the RCA outputs you can connect to a LINE or AUX input on your amplifier, while
the Digital Optical output means you can connect directly to a DAC, soundbar or AV amplifier.

Available in Gloss Black or Gloss White finish. Supplied with an Ortofon OM 5E cartridge

In -stores and online now for £309.00 (UK SRP)

Distributed in the UK by Henley Designs Ltd.

T: +44 (0)1235 511 166 W: www.henleydesigns.co.uk 3Prodect



OPINION

"this new icea coulc oe one of the
most cisruative technolocies the

music incustry has ever seen"

If you were asked 15 years
ago for the names of the
major players in the recorded
music industry, the likelihood
is your list would include the
Universal, HMV, Sony,Virgin,

Tower Records, BMG et al.
Ask the same question today

and the roll -call will more likely
include Apple, Google,Amazon,
YouTube Pandora, Spotify and

other digital delivery giants.That's
how much the balance of power
has shifted. Record companies
and High Street stores used to
be the traditional gatekeepers
of music production, delivery
and consumption, but now it
is technology behemoths that
dominate the business.

The chances are, though, that
the name Imogen Heap wouldn't
figure strongly in your thinking
- despite her status as a best-selling
artist in the UK and US - and the
only female to have been awarded
a Grammy for engineering. But
this could all be about to change,
in a way that might prove more
disruptive to the likes of iTunes and
Spotify than many people have yet
imagined.

Heap is pioneering a new idea
which aims to marry creativity and
technology in a way she hopes will
prove a boon to both established
and aspiring artists, as well as
ensuring more money goes to actual
content creators rather than the
companies which control its distri-
bution.

If that sounds slightly utopian it's
worth bearing in mind that the rise
of Spotify, YouTube, Apple Music et
al has led to an increasing number of
complaints from artists as to exactly
how much they are being paid each
time one of their songs is streamed
or downloaded.

Taylor Swift famously withdrew
all her albums from Spotify in a

row over royalties. And when Apple
announced to users it would be
offering a free three-month trial
of its new music streaming service
- but artists wouldn't be paid for
this - it was forced to quickly
backtrack, such was the backlash
from performers.

Central to the argument is just
how much individual artists and
bands get from streaming services
such as Spotify and Apple Music,
digital downloads from the likes of
iTunes or the use of their music
on videos and other content on
YouTube. Spotify, for example, paid
out £196 million in royalties in the
first quarter of 2015 - and YouTube's

bill is estimated to be around £100
million a year.

The main sticking point, however,
is just how much of this money goes
to the musicians actually producing
the content - which is where things
get difficult. Most artists will be
signed to a record company and
may have different deals for different
territories. Add to that the fact
music services pay different amounts
for streaming and downloads, as well
as varying fees again to songwriters
via publishers - and you can soon
see how difficult it is for artists to
work out exactly how much they
are owed.

In addition, in most cases the
money will actually be paid to the
record company first, who will then
pass it on to the artists on their
roster after taking their own cut.

All -in -all, it means making

significant money from recorded
music is becoming more and more
difficult. Gone are the days when a
multi -million selling album like 'Dark
Side Of The Moon' or 'Thriller'
could virtually set you up for life.

Indeed, it's been estimated that
a new band signed to a record
company would have to have their
songs heard more than I million

times on a streaming service to earn
something approaching the minimum
wage.

So where, exactly, does Imogen
Heap come into all this? Well, she's
harnessing the technology known
as blockchain for the release of
her latest song 'Tiny Human', in
an attempt to cut out the various
middlemen involved in actually
getting a musician's work to the
consumer.

Without getting overly technical
or geeky, blockchain was developed
for the likes of on-line currencies
such as bitcoin, but can be harnessed
for other uses. Essentially it allows
music and live performances to be
placed on the internet by the artist,
attached to contracts stipulating the
terms for downloading the material
and how the money will be divided
up amongst those involved in its
production.

The project is still very much in
its early days and Heap admits the
release of 'Tiny Human' is very much
an experiment to see whether this
model could work in the future. But
if it does this new idea could be one
of the most disruptive technologies
the music industry has ever seen,
putting a measure of control back
to the music -makers, instead of the
distribution of their work being
in the hands of giant technology
corporations.

That can only mean more artists
looking to disseminate the fruits
of their labour via the internet,
knowing they are guaranteed a fair
share of the revenue, without having
to worry about exactly where the
money is going or when they'll get
paid.

In short, a fair, equitable and
open system of music distribution
that benefits both artists and
consumers.

Isn't that something we can all
welcome? 

Jon Myles
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The UKs Best Used HiFi Selection
Aesthetic Rhea MM/MC multi input phonostage dem Call

Aesthetic Rhea Signature, as new new (all
Albarry M(All, battery MC step up, excellent used 299

Amazon Referent Turntable, excellent boxed used 1999

Ariston RD80 c/w Ariston tonearm used Call

AudioNote ANS2L Step up used 399

Audio Technics AT120LP USB used 119

Audiolici phono stage and line preamp dem 999

Avid Acutus Ref power supply dem 2499

Avid Volvere SP turntable, sealed box new 2799

Bakoon E0Allr phonostage, near mint boxed used 1499

Benz Micro LP, boxed plenty of life left used 1199

dem 1999

used 699

used 399

used Call

used 1499

used 1199

used 749

dem 2749

dem 3249

used 179

used 1599

used 289

used 749

used 999

used 2249

used 2749

used 599

used 149

used 749

used 1499

used 2249

used 899

used 449

used 999

dem 249

dem 199

used 149

used 1499

used 179

used 199

used 999

used 149

used 499

dem 99

dem 849

used 299

used 199

used 249

used 599

used 99

used 249

used 2899

used 199

used 1299

used 1499

dem 2999

used 1699

dem 249

new 299

used 399

dem 699

new 999

used 849

used 999

used 799

dem 2999

new 1999

used 999

used 799

used 599

(learaudio Innovation Compact, good condition

Clearaudio Unify Tonearm excellent boxed

Clearaudio Basic Symmetry Phono Stage REDUCED

Conrad Johnson Premier Six phono preamplifier

Fidelity Research FR64S boxed, excellent

Garrard 401, Jelco 750 12" arm, new plinth and lid

Garrard 401/SME3009, vgc

Graham Phantom Supreme, SME cut

Graham Phantom Supreme 12", SME cut

Graham Slee Fanfare Gramamp 3

Inspire 'Full on' Technics 1210/Plinth/PSU/SME M2 arm

Leema Elements Phono Stage, excellent

Linn Sondek, Heed PSU, vgc boxed

Linn Sondek, Ink, boxed new lid

Linn Sondek LP12, Khan, Rubicon, Ittok, excellent

Linn Sondek LP12, Khan, Rubicon, Ittok, Armagedon

Linn Sondek, Grace 707, basik psu, VGC+

Linn Basik Plus, vgc+

Logic DM101 c/w Alphason HR100s and M(15 super

Lyra Erodion Step up

Lyra Skala, excellent boxed

Michell Gyro Export, QC PSU, boxed

Michell Tecnoarm Ain black as new mint boxed

Michell Hydraulic Ref c/w Fluid arm, superb

Moth phono stage

Musical Fidelity XLPSV8 phono stage

Musical Fidelity XLP-S phono stage, due in

NAIM Aro, excellent boxed

NAIM Stageline N vgc

Nitty Gritty R(M, vgc

Oracle Delphi, Zeta, due in

Ortofon MC76 Step up

Ortofon Cadenza Blue, plenty of life

Project Phonobox SE phonostage, excellent value

Project RPM 10 turntable with arm and platform

Project Tube Box DS, excellent boxed,

Project Xpression mk2, arm and cart

Project RPM 4 Turntable/Arm with cover, great!

Project Perspective, Speedbox SE, Shure V15Mx

Project Phonobox 5, excellent

Project Classic 2.9 vgc

Roksan TMS 2 with Reference PSU, boxed as new

SME 3009 improved, vgc+

SME V, excellent boxed no cable

SME V, excellent, boxed, due in

SME V12, nr mint boxed

Technics 1210/Inspire Plinth & PSU/SME M2/2M Bronze

Thorens TD170 Auto excellent boxed

Thorens TD150, SME3009 good condition

Thorens TD160 replinthed c/w RB250, Denon cart

Thorens TD209 turntable package

Thorens TD2030 Blue turntable

Tom Evans Groove, 0.85mv/100 ohm, excellent

Townshend Elite Rock c/w Excalibur/Merlin/Cover

Transfiguration Orpheus L, good condition

VDH Cojibri M/C cartridge

VDH Condor MA cartridge

VPI Scout, JMW arm excellent

Wilson Benesch Act 1 Tonearm, nr mint superb

Zeta Tonearm, excellent

Lialiagidial
Aiwa F640 3 Head Cassette deck, just serviced used 99

Arcam Alpha IODAB tuner, excellent used 149

Arcam T61, vgc+ used 79

Cyrus FM7, excellent boxed used 99

Denon TU1800DAB, vgc remote used 149

Musical Fidelity ASDAB, sealed box used 499

NAIM NAT101 & SNAPS, excellent £500 MAIM service used 899

Nakamichi CD2, excellent used 99

Nakamichi (Rte, B&W service 2013 excellent used 1199

Nakamichi (Rte, B&W service 2015 excellent used 1499

Nakamichi BX2, excellent used 149

Nakamichi 580, near mint boxed used 249

Nakamichi ST7e, rare tuner used 199

Pioneer a91a reference used 199

Pure 701E5 DAB Tuner used 89

Revox PR99, crated used 799

Sony TC-K611S, 3 head, vgc used 79

Tandberg TCD440a, superb! used 499

TEA( V8000S, superb used 299

TEA( X1000M, serviced, superb used 599

TEA( X1OR, serviced, superb used 599

Technics RS1500 in flightcase near mint used 2499

Yamaha I00200 excellent used 199

Albarry API] and M608 monos, excellent! used 2399

AMR 777 Integrated dem 1999

Anthem Integrated 2 Valve Integrated used 499

Arcam Alpha 8P, vgc+ boxed used 199

Arum Alpha 7, vgc+ boxed used 99

Art Audio iota 520b, excellent used 3999

ATC SIA2-150 Integrated, both versions available from used 1299

Audio Flight Pre and Flight 50 (lass A power dem 3999

Audio Analogue Bellini VB and Donizetti Canto, superb used 2499

Audio Analogue Class A Integrated - HUGE! dem 3999

Audio Project ap60 integrated dem (all
Audio Research Ref 610 Monoblocks, vgc boxed used 14299

Audio Research D240 Power, excellent boxed used 149

Audio Research SP9 Preamplifier, YR+, MM phono used 749

Audio Research LS26 Preamplifier, excellent boxed used 2249

Audiolab 8000Ms, silver, excellent boxed to clear used 349

Audiolab 8000Ms, UK versions, vgc used 499

Audiolab 8200A vgc boxed dem 499

Audion Sterling Plus KT88 Integrated boxed dem 499

Auralic Taurus Preamplifier, excellent boxed used 1149

AVI LAB Series Pre/Power v2, excellent REDUCED used 1499

BAT VK50se preamplifier, vgc+ used 2499

Bel Canto (5i integrated Amp/DAC, boxed excellent used 799

Bryston BlOOsst excellent boxed used 2249

Cayin MT 34L Valve Integrated, excellent boxed used 499

Chapter Audio Couplet Power Amplifier dem 1999

Chord Electronics CPM2650 Integrated, ex boxed used 2499

Chord Electronics 1200( Power, ex boxed REDUCED used 1899

Classe CAP2100 Integrated with phono, ex boxed used 1999

Consonance Cyber 211 monos c/w Pavane valves dem 2999

Creek OBH21, excellent used 119

Cyrus Power, vgc+ used 199

DartZeel NHB108B, excellent £204 new used 7999

Denon POA 6600A, Class A monoblocks, vgc+ used 899

Esoteric (03X, ex demo boxed, superb used 5499

Esoteric A03, ex demo boxed used 4499

Esoteric (03/A03, pre/power ex demo boxed used 8999

Graaf GM50B Mkll Integrated dem 2999

Graaf GM100 valve power amp dem 1999

Jolida Envoy 211 Monoblocks, £7k new, superb, vgc used 1999

Krell KAV400xi, with remote used 1199

Krell KAV2250, 2 x 250w stereo power used 1799

Krell KRC3 & FPB200 pre/power combo used 2999

Lavardin (62/AP150 pre/power and interconnects used 5499

Leema Hydra 2, vgc+ boxed used 1899

Leema Tucana 2, excellent dem 1899

LED 151 linestage, reasonable shape used 299

Linn Malik integrated, excellent bargain used 199

Marantz SW, great retro power used 899

McIntosh C22 & MC275 Commemoratives, boxed used 6999

Meridian 502 preamplifier with MSR, excellent used 499

Meridian 501 preamplifier, excellent used 299

Meridian 501V preamp, excellent used 299

Micromega IA100, great integrated, boxed dem 599

Moon W7RS, excellent used 4499

Musical Fidelity M6i, near mint boxed used 1199

Musical Fidelity A1000 Two box monster Integrated! used 999

Musical Fidelity X -T100 Integrated dem 249

Musical Fidelity Pre 8 and 2 x MA65 chrome fronted used 799

NAIM NAC82, excellent boxed used 899

NAIM NAP160, vgc+ used 449

NAIM NAP250, very late olive excellent used 1099

NAIM NA(42.5/NAP110, vgc used 349

NAIM NAP250, excellent late boxed olive used 1199

NAIM NAP150, excellent boxed used 349

NAIM NAP180, excellent boxed used 599

NAIM NAIT 5, excellent remote boxed used 399

NAIM NA(152/NAP155XS, excellent boxed used 1199

NAIM NAC90/NAP92, vgc used 349

NAIM NAP250, chrome bumper used 699

NAIM NAP200, excellent boxed used 999

Neutonia Salis Integrated, classy Restek built used 399

Onix 0A32 Integrated, excellent used 299

Onix 0A25 Integrated, excellent used 399

Onkyo P3000/M5000 excellent boxed used 1999

Pathos Logos Integrated dem 1999

Pioneer Spec 3 Preamplifier, vgc used 449

PlaceHe Audio Passive Linestage dem 599

Prima Luna Prologue 3 Preamplifier, REDUCED dem 749

Quad 99 Power, excellent used 299

Quad 405, from used 199

Quad 33/303, vgc, serviced used 299

Quicksilver 8417 Mottos with spare valves used 799

Raga Cura 3 Maio 3 Pre/Power excellent boxed used 499

Renaisance RA02 Mottos, vgc and excellent value used 499

Revox 8150, excellent used 399

Roksan Kandy K2 Integrated used 499

Sonneteer Alabaster, excellent used 699

Sugden A21 a line Integrated dem 999

Sugden Masterclass Pre/Monos in Graphite used 6249

Sugden Masterclass Integrated in Titanium dem 2749

TagMcLaren 60iRV, excellent boxed used 299

Talk Electronics Hurricane/Tornado Pre/Power used Call

Tannoy TA1400, excellent boxed used 599

TEA( Distinction A1000 Integrated, ex demo dem 599

Trio LO7C preamplifier good condition used 249

Vincent SAV200 6 Channel monster used 799

Yamaha A -S3000, nr mint boxed dem 1999

Accuphase DP55V, good condition boxed

Arcam Alpha 8se, excellent boxed

Arcam Alpha 9, vgc remote, recent laser

Arcam CD17, excellent

Atoll 100SE DA( , excellent boxed

Audio Analogue Crescendo, end of line

Audio Analogue Paganini (later model)

Ayre Evolution DVD

Advance Acoustic M(D403, as new bargain

Cambridge Audio Minx XI, excellent

Cambridge Audio Stream Magic

Cayin CD50T, excellent boxed

Chapter Audio Sonnet CD & Nevo remote

Chord Hugo TT DAC/Headphone amp, as new

Chord 'One' CD player

Chord DAC 64, excellent boxed

Chord DAC 64 mk2, excellent boxed

Classe CDP202, excellent boxed

Consonance (D2.2, new sealed

(reek Evolution 2 CD player, boxed

Cyrus Discmaster/Dacmaster, vgc+

Cyrus (DT, boxed remote

Cyrus (D7Q chip, vgc+

Cyrus dAD3 excellent boxed, remote

Cyrus Discmaster/Dacmaster vr, remote

Denon DNP720AE, near mint boxed

EAR Acute 3, mint boxed

Esoteric X03Se, near mint boxed

Esoteric K07, ex demo near mint boxed

Leema Elements CD player sealed box

Linn Majik CD, just factory serviced, excellent!

Linn Karik 3, excellent boxed remote

Marantz (D17, remote, excellent

Marantz CD63Ki, remote, boxed excellent

Meridian 506/20 with MSR

Meridian G08, msr boxed, silver or black in stock

Meridian 602/606 combo with remote

Meridian 500/563 with MSR excellent

Meridian 200/203 excellent

Micromega CD30, excellent boxed

Micromega MyDoc, excellent boxed

Micromega Leader, remote

Moon Eclipse CD/DAC c/w PSU, near mint boxed

Musical Fidelity X10D

Musical Fidelity 3.5 CD

Musical Fidelity KW SACD, new laser, upgraded ps

Musical Fidelity Ml DAC, excellent boxed

Musical Fidelity Ml (DTB

Musical Fidelity A308 (D,

Musical Fidelity Midi(

Musical Fidelity XDac, excellent

Myryad Z20DAC, excellent boxed

NAIM DAC, nr mint boxed

MAIM CD5X, excellent boxed

MAIM CDS, recent new laser, upgradeable

MAIM CDX2, excellent boxed

Onkyo C7000r, excellent boxed

Oppo BDP95EU, as new boxed

Peachtree DACit, excellent

Prima Luna Prologue 8, ex demo boxed

Project Stream Box, excellent boxed

Quad 99(DP, excellent REDUCED

Quad 66CD, excellent remote

Rego Apollo R, excellent

Rego Apollo 35th Anniversary, excellent

Rega Saturn, excellent

Rego Planet, excellent

Revox B126, excellent remote

Roksan Kandy K2 (D, excellent boxed

Sansui WLD201 Streamer, mint boxed

Shanling (DT80 excellent boxed

Sugden Masterclass CD original version

TAG McLaren DAC 20, excellent

TEAC Distinction 03000, excellent boxed

Tube Technology Fulcrum CD transport

Tube Technology Fulcrum DAC (inc DAC64 chip)

Yamaha CD -S3000 near mint

Accessories/ea
Audeze L(D2 excellent

Audeze L(DX( excellent

Beyer Dynamic T1, vgc boxed

Bryston BHA -1 Headphone amplifier, superb

Chord Signature Tuned Aray RCA i/c & RCA Coax

Cyrus PSXR, excellent from

Elemental Audio Equipment Rack

Elemental Audio speaker stands

Ergo AMT phones with Amp 2 (£2.5k new)

Grado GS1000 and RA] amplifier

Musical Fidelity Ml HPAB

Musical Fidelity TripleX power supply

NAIM Naxo 2-4

NAIM XPS DR, ex demo

NAIM Hicap DR excellent boxed

NAIM HiCap, various Olive/Chrome

ProAudio Bono Reference Platform

Quadraspire racks various

used 999

used 199

used 249

used 279

new 299

new 499

dem 399

dem 1999

used 249

used 249

used 349

used 499

dem 1999

used 2199

dem 1799

dem 699

used 899

used 999

new (all

used 349

used 399

used (all
used 279

used 199

used 399

used 199

dem 3749

used 2249

dem 2499

new 749

used 749

used 499

used 399

used 149

used 399

used 1199

used 799

used 499

used 299

used 499

used 179

used 99

used 2399

used 99

dem 399

used 1249

used 329

dem 499

used 649

used 599

used 199

used 199

dem 1499

used 599

used 499

used 999

used 699

used 699

dem 199

dem 1299

used 349

used 349

used 249

used 449

used 449

used 399

used 199

used 299

used 399

used 129

used 299

used 999

used 249

used 599

dem 699

dem 899

dem 2249

dem 599

dem 899

used (all
dem 999

from 249

used 279

dem 499

dem 499

dem 1499

used 599

dem 399

new 199

used 199

dem 2599

used 899

used (all
dem 399

used Call

MIPeakeril
Acoustic Energy AEI Reference Mk3, excellent boxed new 799

Acoustic Energy AE 1 excellent boxed

Apogee Duetta Signature (Reality rebuilt) Superb

Art Audio Stiletto in Maple

Aspara Acoustics HL6 in Oak

AT( S(M40, excellent boxed in cherry

Audiovector Si3, near mintboxed

Aurum (antus Music Goddess in Gloss black

Avalon Ascendant Mkt, mint crated, £10k new

B&W (DMI se in cherry, excellent

B&W DM602s3, vgc+

Dali Xensor 3, excellent boxed

Davone Ray, vgc in walnut, great!

Dynaudio Audience 52, vgc

Edwards Audio Apprentice, excellent boxed

Eminent Technology LFT8, some marks

Ferguson Hill FH00788 'desktop' audio set boxed

Final 400 Electrostatics with ES400 Sub

Focal Electra 1008, mint boxed

Focal Electra 1028, mint boxed

Gallo Nucleus Reference 2, rare, superb & boxed

Heco Celan 500 in Silver

Heco Statement in gloss black, £3k new

Kef Reference 205/2, excellent boxed

Kef LS50, excellent boxed

Kef Reference Three -Two, vgc+

Kudos C10, boxed vgc and cheap

Leema Xandia Mkt in black

Le ConToure Mobile 160, excellent boxed

Magneplanar MG1.7 mint boxed

Mark & Daniel Mini in Grey inc. Marble cabinets.

Martin Logan Quests, superb sound, reduced

Martin Logan Prodigy, excellent

Martin Logan Summit X, ex demo

Martin Logan Vantage

Mission 782se nr mint boxed

Mission Freedom 5, vgc in Rosewood

Mission 752, rosewood excellent

Monitor Audio BX2, brand new

Monitor Audio GX300, ebony near mint boxed

Monitor Audio GX200, in Piano black boxed

Monitor Audio GX100, in Bubinga boxed

Monitor Audio BX5, nr mint boxed

Monitor Audio Studio 50,vgc boxed

Monitor Audio Platinum PL300 near mint crated

Monitor Audio Platinum PL200 mint crated

Monitor Audio Platinum P1100 mint crated

Monitor Audio Platinum PLW15 mint crated

Monopulse Model S

Monopulse Model A speakers

Monopulse Model C

Musical Fidelity M(6 Floorstanders, boxed vgc+

NAIM Ovator 5400, excellent

NAIM SBL, vgc+

Nola KO speakers in black

Nola Micro Grand Reference inc stands, £15k new

PMC PB1i, boxed, best walnut finish

Proac D28, excellent boxed

Proac D2, superb in black boxed

Proac DI, superb in cherry boxed

Proac Studio 115, excellent boxed

QUAD ESL 57 and 63 boxed due in

Quad 25L Classic ex dealer demo boxed

Quad 1112, excellent boxed

Quad 9AS Active speakers, excellent boxed

Red Rose Rosebud £2.5k new with (used) stands

Rego RS3, vgc+, boxed

Rega RS1, vr, boxed

REL T-52 Subwoofer, vgc+

REL Storm, vgc+ bargain!

Revel Studio 2, sealed boxes, £15k, save a fortune

Revolver Music 1, excellent boxed

Revolver (ygnis Gold in Black, £14k new

Sonus Faber Elipsa, superb boxed

Sunfire True Sub Subwoofer

Tannoy Prestige Autograph Mini, ex boxed

Thiel (57.2, vgc, just refurbished...

Totem Mani Signature, boxed near mint REDUCED

Totem Mite in black

Totem Rokk in mahogany, excellent

Totem Sttaf, near mint boxed

Totem Mani 2, excellent boxed

Townshend Maximum Supertweeters, excellent boxed

Usher Mini Dancer 1, excellent boxed

Vandersteen Quattro, accessories, transformers etc

Veritas H3 (Lowther drivers) in gloss black, 100db

Wilson Benesch Actor floorstanders

XTZ 99.26 mk2, vgc+ in gloss black

used 499

used 3249

dem 599

new 1999

used 1499

dem 749

dem 699

used 3499

used 349

used 249

used 199

used 1999

used 199

used 299

used 499

used 349

dem 999

dem 2249

dem 2749

used 1999

dem 499

dem 1499

used 2749

used 649

used 999

used 999

new 2499

used 1499

dem 1799

dem 699

used 1299

used 3499

dem 8999

used 2249

used 199

used 399

used 179

new 179

new 1999

dem 1499

dem 599

dem 349

used 899

dem 3999

new 2999

new 1249

new Call

new 699

new 1499

new 399

used (all
dem (all
used 699

dem 3999

dem 5995

used 3249

dem 1999

dem 1199

dem 599

dem 749

used Call

used 999

used 249

used 379

dem 799

dem 449

dem 249

used 299

used 99

new 5999

used 299

dem 4995

used 5999

dem 399

used 999

used 2499

used 1999

dem 449

used 249

new 999

used 1499

used 499

dem 1999

used 2999

dem 2999

used 1999

used 299

Consonance Ping (D/AMP

Linn aossik Movie 05, excellent boxed

NAIM Uniti 24/192, excellent

Orelle EVO CD and Amp was £2700

Yamaha aA5000/MXA5000 as new boxed

dem 599

used 699

used 1349

used 799

dem Call

Tel: 01642 267012 or 0845 6019390 Email: choice02ndhandhifi.cauk



OPINION

"The most oovious effect
of a crille is usually a slicht

attenuation of hick
free uencies"

Some like them on, some
like them off.What am
I talking about? Speaker

grilles, of course! Two
unrelated incidents have

brought me to this subject.
Number one was the Benchmark
SMS1 bookshelf speakers, reviewed

elsewhere in this issue.They're sup-
plied with solid grilles, built with a
woven mesh redolent of the stuff
they used to make sieves out of.They
look fantastic - but these speakers
sound noticeably better when they're
removed.

Personally speaking, I like

speakers with their grilles off
- and it's not just the performance
improvement that can result.Those
drive units look kinda cool in my
book!

The 'naked' Benchmark speakers

certainly have nothing to be ashamed
of. But I can understand that they're

not to everyone's taste, and those
exposed transducers might not `go'
with the decor of a room.

In addition, there's the risk of
damage. Small children, for example,

seem to take a delight in pushing
in tweeter domes. For its part KEF
recommends removing grilles "for
serious listening", but then replacing
them "following use".

I also accept that keeping the
grilles on may sound better - if they
were designed to work with the
speakers as 'a system' in the first
place, as opposed to being added as

an afterthought.
The most obvious effect of a

grille (especially the traditional cloth
variety) is usually a slight attenuation
of high frequencies. If it's removed,
you might perceive the sound as
being a little too 'bright'. But this
might be beneficial - compensating
for 'dullness' elsewhere in the
reproduction chain. Once upon a
time, we had tone controls to do this
- but alas no more...

And that brings me to the
second incident - Linn's launch of
its Series 5 'speakers.These active

designs are built to form part of an
'Exakt' system. Here, a player/source

selector connects to the speakers
via CAT -5 cable (warning: it's not

Ethernet, so don't use your home
network wiring!).

Across this proprietary link,
control information and digital audio
is sent - the latter in the same form
(e.g., 44.1 kHz/ 16 -bit for CD -derived

material) as the source. Analogue

content like vinyl, digitised by the
player/source selector, is sent in
24/192 form.

The speaker contains DSP plus

DACs and power amplifiers for
each drive unit. Linn's engineers

are, incidentally, working on 'power
DACs'. One wonders when the Holy
Grail -a completely digital speaker
- might follow.

This DSP primarily acts as an

electronic crossover, using filtering
algorithms to separate bass and

treble. But it does more than this. It
can compensate for the character-
istics of a specific drive unit.

Secondly, phase errors and group

delay can be dealt with in the digital
domain. Linn's DSP also facilitates

the firm's 'space correction' system.
This doesn't employ a microphone
to 'sound out' the room. Instead, the
installer tells a piece of Windows
software about the room - the size,
construction, layout, materials and
furnishings.

It then calculates how their
effects can be countered to ensure
a neutral overall sound and this
corrective information is sent to the
speaker's DSP.

But now, Linn is taking this

one step further.An Exakt system
- specifically, one built around the
new 520 or 530 speakers - can
compensate for the effects of a
speaker grille.

Martin Pipe

Actually,'grille' is probably the
wrong word.The new speakers have
what are best described as 'stockings'.
Available in a wide variety of
colours and patterns, they slip over
the top and work their way down.
They feature 'rings' that tension the
fabric over the drive units thereby
preventing it from vibrating in time
with the music.

A zip fastener is closed to effect
the tensioning, and a top 'cap' then
fitted to finish the job. If you attend a
demonstration, though, look out for a
little tag before the stocking is zipped
up. On it, you'll find a unique code
that is entered into the Linn software
during installation.

The specific fabric, and its effects
on the sound, are thus identified and
the Exakt DSP can be told to apply
the necessary correction.The system
does seem to work, and those who
are worried that the sight of drive
units will clash with their furnishings
now have a practical solution.

On a different note, as I write
these words, the Proms season has

drawn to a close - and a fine season

it has been, with some excellent
performances.

I certainly enjoyed my visit to the
Royal Albert Hall, which resulted in

last month's feature.The team was
particularly keen to promote the
BBC's experimental 4.0 (i.e. quadra-

phonic) 'surround sound' service
which was available as an online

320kbps stream.

To access the 4.0 stream, you had
to visit a webpage that incorporated
an embedded player.These streams

were broadcast live with no iPlayer-
type catch-up service.A PC with
multichannel soundcard, or HDMI

output, was needed to drive a
multichannel audio system.

I hope that iPlayer is updated
to support surround or that other
means of transmitting these streams

can be found.
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REVIEW

Dynamic
Digital

Do digital cables

make a dif-

ference? It's a

contentious sub-
ject and one which
provokes no end of argu-

ments in both print and via on-line
forums.

On the one side some people
argue that as the cable is purely
handling a stream of digital I s and Os

the construction matters very little.
On the other there's the fact that
terminations, screening and materials
can all affect the integrity of the
signal, one mechanism being jitter.

Personally, I'm in the latter camp
- and having used a variety of digital

cables with various components can
attest to the sound quality, especially
when paired with high -resolution
components.

Which brings us to these two
new S/PDIF coaxial cables from

respected Scottish manufacturer
Atlas - the Ascent Ultra at £175 and
Mavros Ultra priced at £260 (one
metre lengths).

Both feature the company's
new Ultra plug, said to have 57
per cent reduction in mass over
its predecessor. It employs a non-
conductive sleeve matched to the
dielectric properties of the cable,
as well as utilising solder free

Jon Myles tries out two new digital cables
from Scottish manufacturer Atlas.

construction and self-cleaning
insertion.

Both feature a stabilised 750hm
impedance characteristic to help
eliminate jitter, while the Mavros
Ultra has a microporous PTFE
dielectric with silver-plated copper
conductors, compared to the Ascent's
OFC copper.

In true Atlas fashion, both cables
are extremely robust and well -
constructed, being sturdy enough to
handle repeated connection/discon-
nection yet with sufficient flexibility
to be easily used in tight spaces.

SOUND QUALITY
Plugged in between an Oppo BDP-
105D universal disc player and the

outstanding Chord 2Qute DAC
there was an immediate difference
between the Atlas cables and a

standard (£60) digital interconnect.
With the Ascent first, music had

a tighter, more focussed quality to it,
with a distinct lack of smear.TV On
The Radio's 'Seeds' dug deeper than
previously, with more drive and detail
to the overall sound.

Switching to the Mavros Ultra
the same qualities were evident, but
with even more presence.

On Keith Jarrett's 'Paris Concert'
there was an overall smoothness and

unimpeded flow to the piano that
seemed refreshingly free of any digital
artefacts. Detail was also improved
- as though the cable was removing a
layer of smear from the music.

Yes, the Ascent was good - but
the Mavros seemed to take things

to an even more impressive level
with a heightened weight and body
to the low notes and greater clarity
to the treble. Considering how
good the Oppo/Chord combination
was previously, that's a significant
achievement.

CONCLUSION
These two cables really do have
the ability to improve the quality of
digital replay. Of the two I'd definitely
recommend the Mavros if your
funds and system are up to it. But
the Ascent will also bring significant
benefits, adding extra detail and
dynamism.

Yes, some people may baulk at

paying over LI50 for a digital cable
but when you hear what they can

do in a good
system then

objections will
soon be set

aside. As such both

come highly recommended.

ATLAS ASCENT
ULTRA £175 (1
METRE)

00000 £
OUTSTANDING - amongst
the best.

VALUE - keenly priced

VERDICT
An excellent digital cable that
brings improved texture and
clarity to music.

FOR

- detail

- clarity
- construction

AGAINST
- nothing at the price

ATLAS MAVROS
ULTRA £260 (1
METRE)

00000
OUTSTANDING - amongst
the best.

VERDICT
Smooth, detailed sound that
brings sophistication to digital
replay.

FOR

- frequency extension
- improved treble
- smoothness

AGAINST
- not cheap

Atlas Cables

+44 (0) 1563 572666
www.atlascables.com
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Two worlds collide.

Meet the NAC-N 272.

The point at which the worlds of digital and
analogue engineering collide, creating a new
breed of streaming product. Hand-crafted in
Salisbury, England to take you beyond sound,
for a completely immersive music experience.

The 272 combines an all -analogue Naim
preamplifier with high -resolution UPnPTM
streaming, Spotify°Connect, Bluetooth°
(aptX), DAB/FM/iRadio, multiple wired inputs,
multiroom capability and app control for your
iOS or Android device.

For full specifications and to find your nearest
Naim retailer visit naimaudio.com.
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Sleek design allied to a truly different sound make
Eclipse's TD -M1 desktop wireless loudspeaker system

a potent proposition, says Jon Myles.

Total Eclipse
Wireless desktop loud-

speaker packages

come in all shapes

and sizes these days

- but none are quite
as distinctive as the

Eclipse TD -M I .The Japanese company

(they're a subsidiary of Fujitsu) has
a rigorously individual approach to
`speaker design - as those who have
heard their larger models will know.

Central to the concept is the
use of a single driver to cover the
entire frequency range, avoiding the
complications of trying to marry the
different phase and distortion charac-
teristics of multiple transducers
together - and also giving the

advantage of doing away with the
need for a crossover.

However, attempting to get

one cone to adequately cover
everything from the lowest to the
highest audible frequencies is no easy

matter - which is exactly why it's
not something many manufacturers
attempt.

But Eclipse is convinced it gives

a more natural, musically -involving

sound and has invested a great deal

of engineering expertise in getting
the idea to work - from the shape of
the cabinet to the mounting of the
single driver.

Hence the TD -M I's distinctive

ovoid appearance which looks more
like a scaled -down jet engine cowling
than a loudspeaker with one low-

mass 8cm woven -fibre driver on
the front and a small port on the
rear.The driver is similar to the one
used on Eclipse's TD508MK3 model

except with an extra I mm of travel

- which doesn't sound very much
but according to the designers makes
a huge amount of difference to the
bass response.

The egg -shaped cabinet means

it is both extremely rigid and devoid
of parallel surfaces to minimise
internal standing waves which can

effect stereo imaging. Unwanted
vibrations are further tackled by the
mounting of the driver which, instead
of being affixed to a baffle, is actually
connected to a heavy steel anchor
which is suspended from the 'speaker
housing by three damped bearings.

This whole assembly sits on a
sturdy alloy strut which also includes
a clever tilt mechanism which allows
the 'speaker to be angled by up to 20
degrees.
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Since 1948 Ortofon have introduced nearly 100 different moving coil pick-up cartridges to the hi-fi market.
Their latest models in this long and proud heritage are the Quintet Series.

All Quintet cartridges use the same ABS thermoplastic bodies and neodymium magnets, but each model in
the range has its own sonic expression that reflects its status. From the well-rounded Quintet Red, through
the smooth Quintet Blue and spacious yet dynamic Quintet Bronze up to the pure audio excellence of the
Quintet Black, this series offers something for every discerning listener at a very attractive price.

The Quintet Series also includes a true -mono cartridge, for accurate reproduction of older mono recordings.

Distributed by Henley Designs Ltd.

1: +44 (0)1235 511 166 E: sales@henleydesigns.co.uk W: www.henleydesigns.co.uk



REVIEW

But if all that sounds a little
unusual, the innovations don't stop
there.This is the first pair of active
wireless loudspeakers from the
Eclipse stable and the company
has also gone down a slightly
different path with the electronics.
Decoding duties are carried out by
a 24bit/ I 92kHz capable Wolfson

WM8741 DAC - but Eclipse has

adapted the chip to allow it to be
used in its standard up -sampling

mode or with no over -sampling
employed (more of which later).

Power comes from a 20 Watt
digital amplifier while an Apple
AirPlay module (housed in its own
damped chamber) allows direct
playback from idevices.All the
electronics are contained in the
right-hand 'speaker which daisy-

chains to its partner via a supplied
1.5 metre cable.

Apart from wireless, other
connection options include a
24/ I 92kHz USB B input, USB A for
Apple devices and a 3.5mm auxiliary
analogue socket.The only noticeable
omission is the lack of Bluetooth.

SET-UP
Getting the TD -M I s running is a
relatively straightforward affair. Plug
the master speaker in, connect it
to its partner and you are good to
go. There's two wireless connection
modes - direct from AirPlay or via
your own network - while wired
connection via the USB B inputs is
the normal process on a Mac, with
Windows users having to download
the required drivers as usual.

Volume and source selection can
be controlled from touch sensitive
buttons on the base of the master
`speaker and there's also a free
iOS/Android app available for those
wanting remote control.

SOUND QUALITY
Anyone used to traditional multi -

driver box loudspeakers might take
a little time to get accustomed to
the Eclipses. On paper, a single 8cm

driver and just 20 Watts of power
might not seem overly impressive
- but that would be missing the
point of this system.

Sited on either side of a normal -

sized desk and toed into towards the
listening position the TD -M I s have a

soundstage and sense of life which is
streets ahead of similar products.

Eclipse quote a frequency
response of 70Hz to 30kHz (see
Measured Performance for full
details) but so open and coherent
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The master speaker (left in the photograph) has USB A and B
inputs, a wireless aerial and connects to the slave loudspeaker
via a supplied 1.5 metre lead.

is the sound you rarely miss the
absence of the lowest octaves.

Playing Massive Attack's 'Angel'

there was a solidity to the sound
but also a detail and texture that is
exceptionally refined. Images seemed

to float in the air in front of my
face in a way most conventional
loudspeakers just cannot manage.

Voices, in particular, are beautifully
rendered - the exquisite phrasing,
nuance and emotion of Billie
Holiday's delivery on the haunting
'Strange Fruit' being laid bare before
me.

In some ways it's akin to listening
to a truly great pair of open -backed
earphones where you suddenly
realise the limitations crossovers,
box cabinets and more than one
driver can impose. Instead the
Eclipses sound completely effortless
in their delivery.

Switching between oversampling

and non-oversampling modes also
proved interesting - with the latter
sounding slightly warmer and a touch
more fuller while the former had a
touch more detail.This really will be
a matter of individual choice and it's
nice to have the option.

Yes, in ultimate terms the TD -M I

package might not suit heavy dub
or dance fans who crave absolute
bass extension - but most other
listeners will find them a captivating
experience.

CONCLUSION
At a penny under L1000 the TD -M I
isn't the cheapest desktop system
you can buy - but in a world of
me -too components it is something
genuinely different both in terms
of looks and sound quality. If you
like what it does, you'll be hard-
pressed to find anything that comes
anywhere close at the price.

MEASURED PERFORMANCE
Frequency response of the TD -M1

measured reasonably flat across the

audio band, our analysis shows, but

FREQUENCY RESPONSE

Green - driver output
Red - port output

+10

dB

Hz 1k 20k

there is a plateau drop in output below

1 kHz that will give a lean balance; the

M1 will not sound warm. Bass rolls off

sharply below 100Hz, as expected from

such a small enclosure. The port (red

trace) contributes here and provides

slightly lower bass extension, to 60Hz.

All -in -all this is a good result, showing

the speaker is reasonably accurate,

keeping all frequencies in balance, but

the sound will be a tad bass light and

lacking in warmth or body. However, the

other side of this is that the TD -M1 will

sound precise and detailed - and it has

smooth treble. NK

ECLIPSE TD -M1
f 999 £
OUTSTANDING - amongst
the best

VERDICT
A genuinely different desktop
wireless 'speaker package
that has a truly beguiling
sound. Top-notch build quality
only adds to its charm.

FOR

- holographic soundstage

- supremely detailed
- excellent pace and timing

AGAINST
- lacks low bass
- no Bluetooth

Eclipse

+44 (0) 207328 4499
www.eclipse-td.com/uk
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ROKSAN PUG TONEARM 82
Paul Rigby tries out the latest tonearm from specialists Roksan

news
THIRTY TIGERS

SPEAKERS CORNER
German audiophile label Speakers Corner
(www.speakerscornerrecords.com) has a selection of new

releases out and about including Wild Bill Davies &
Johnny HodgesIn Atlantic City' (1966) - two friends

who playfully encourage each other to new heights.
Also look out for Lena Home's 'Lovely And

Alive' (1962) and Hubert Laws 'Afro -Classic', which
seamlessly melds jazz, classic and pop into one

enjoyable creation.

From Thirty Tigers (www.thirtytigers.com), 'Watkins Family Hour' is a self -titled LP centring around Nickel Creek sibling members Sara Watkins
(violin, vocals) and Sean Watkins (guitar, vocals) and featuring a mixture of classic country, folk, rock and more.This LP includes keyboard player
Benmont Tench, drummer Don Heffington, pedal steel player Greg Leisz, backing vocalist Fiona Apple and bassist Sebastian Steinberg.The group
delicately recreate a range of classic from the likes of Bob Dylan and The Grateful Dead.

MOV GROOVES GROOVE
From Music on Vinyl (www.musiconvinyl.com) and starting with the superb

'Winelight' (1980) from Grover Washington - this rhythm & jazz LP is one of his
best.

Eddie Floyd's 'Knock On Wood' (1967) was the soul man's debut and features
the album title hit.

Another soul man,Wilson Pickett, is the subject of 'In Philadelphia' ( I 970).
His eleventh studio album, Pickett worked with Gamble & Huff to produce an
excellent, if short, LP

Jason Isbell's beautifully presented 'Something More

than Free' comes in a gatefold sleeve. It's a calm,
confident record. Even the big moments sound
laid-back and relaxed with Isbell's soulful and rough
delivery.

Finally 'The Bros. Landreth' isn't anything to do
with Sonny Landreth the electric blues guitarist but
siblings Joey and David who create a sort of Canadian
version of the Allman Brothers and southern rock. It
has a roots -like aura.

ik
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LIMITED EDITION
Two jazz LPs from Edition Records
(www.editionrecords.com) include Phronesis' live album 'Life

To Everything' a Scandi-Brit highly kinetic performance
that bristles.

Also trumpet man Verneri Pohjola's 'Bullhorn' is varied
and strong. He's not afraid to give it everything he's got
either.
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VINYL NEWS

JOY DIVISION
Two classics from Rhino, from this much missed combo includes 'Closer' (1980)
and 'Unknown Pleasures' (1979). Pressed on I 80gm vinyl and cut from the 2007
masters, these are the sum total of the band's studio ventures. Both are classics.

MUNSTER
Laghonia were an important part of Peru's psychedelic/prog rock scene
during the late '60s and early '70s.'Etccetera'
(Vinilisssimo; munster-records.com) draws upon The Beatles' late career style.

Erizonte's 'Los Caprichos de Goya' is a classical arrangement of avant-
garde electronic music.

%

...AND FINALLY

ESCAPE!
A classic soundtrack, scored
by John Carpenter, 'Escape

From NewYork' (Silva
Screen; www.silvascreen.

com) is a new 2LP set within
a gatefold sleeve. It includes

previously unreleased music
and dialogue highlights

and has been remixed and
remastered from the original
multi -tracks.

Blind blues and soul man Clarence Carter appears on 'Patches' (1970; Pure Pleasure; www.purepleasurerecords.com),

a classic and ideal for any fan of Muscle Shoals productions.
More experimental music from Hauschka and '2.1 1.14', live in Yufuin, Japan 20 November 2014 (City Slang; www.

cityslang.com). Two twenty minute improvisations.

Kankakee & El Tigre's 'Quema Quema Quema' (Strut; www.strut-records.com) is a loosely formed mixture of
languorous, rolling folk and rock from this Peruvian collective offering appealing melodies.

Scots -based blues outfit King King's second album 'Reaching for the Light' (Manhaton; www.manhatonrecords.com)

introduces heavy rock elements.
New from Bruce Brubaker is 'Glass Piano' (InFine; http://www.infine-music.com) using Philip Glass compositions,

Brubaker achieves exquisite moments of fragility and delicacy combining joyous melodic layering.
Featuring Fiddler's Dram/Oysterband/Fairport Convention vocalist Cathy LeSurf, Dave Swarbrick and Gordon Giltrap,Wolfscote's

'Turn The Glass', (Plains; wolfscote.bandcamp.com) offers sophisticated and surprising arrangements of traditional songs.
From Joanne Shaw Taylor, modern blues singer and electric guitarist, comes 'Feels Like Home: Live With The BBC Big Band'

(www.bigbandspecial.co.uk). Only three tracks but a useful introduction.
Sun Temple Circus's self -titled LP (Sireena www.sireena.de) looks towards the US East Coast for musical inspiration while draping

it with psychedelic overtones. From the same label is Nattefrost's Puturized', an electronica-fest that oozes Tangerine Dream or Klaus
Schulze. Rich vintage synth sounds brings seventies comfort.

From Hubro (www.hubromusic.com) is Rainy Omen's 'Finland'. Combining instrumental avant -rock, deliberate, thoughtful guitar

structures and careful arrangement music, this LP is a joy to listen to.
Dar Williams'Emerald' offers a stripped country/folk album that focuses on William's textured, slightly husky delivery. Often

emotionally charged,Williams provides songs of depth and subtlety.
Finally, Feufollet's Two Universes' (Feufollet; www.feufolletnet) has an Americana (i.e. folk rock, Cajun, honky-tonk combined) feel.As

if they walk around with folkish tradition spilling from their pockets.

PATCh ES MEMOS CARTIER

Aes

KING KING.
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g and play
Created to fill a mid -price gap, Paul Rigby reviews Roksan's new turntable arm, The Pug.

For now, the new unipivot
Pug arm replaces the long-

standing Tabriz, because,

said Roksan boss Tufan

Hashemi,"The original
Tabriz arm tube had

around twenty-four different process-
es in its manufacture.Today, with the

The screw -threaded counterweight arrives
in two sizes and can be supplemented
with weight -rings to match any cartridge.

C-in-C machines that we have and
the programming we can perform
on it, I can get a much lighter and
stiffer and better machined tonearm
and headshell, in one piece simply by

machining and drilling it out.This was
impossible twenty years ago".

The basis of the Pug is...The

Wand? It does resemble this arm
to some degree don't you think?
What I was going to say was that the
carbon fibre tube forms the basis of
the Pug, offering greater rigidity and
a more pleasing finish than a similar
aluminium tube.

Sitting on a Tungsten -Carbide,

three-point bearing, featuring an
aluminium headshell and a polished

brass yoke, the Pug allows you to
tweak to your heart's content.You
can easily change VTA, azimuth and

more.The counterweight utilises a
range of screw -in weights plus rings

for fine tuning.A moveable 'doughnut'
weight was rejected because,"It
would look ugly! I wanted a compact,
tight arm. Nothing should move".
Ah, yes.Aesthetics. On that subject,
The Pug is hardly Venus incarnate

is it?

"That's why I called it The Pug!"
laughed Hashemi."The real Pug is a

lovely dog, ugly but endearing.The
more I look at this arm, the more I
fall in love with it. It's a chunky little
thing that plays music well".

This review sample is beta-esque
as a package. It includes an early

manual (to be re -designed) accessible

by USB only (an A5 paper version is
under consideration), an installation

tool (that may now be removed
and changed) and a basic lead (to
be upgraded) plus a simple tracking
weight gauge and - of all things -a
Roksan key -ring.

Installation from the rather cute
box (Porsche -designed!) was straight-
forward, while tweaking (i.e.VTA, etc)
was easily implemented.

SOUND QUALITY
I began with Bruce Brubaker's solo
piano piece via his 'Glass Piano' LP
and the Philip Glass composition,
'Mad Rush'. Immediately, the Pug

offered tremendous focus.When
piano keys were hit, there was a great
emphasis on the strike.This added
a solidity during the initial delicate
early moments of the track and
prevented extraneous frequencies
from blurring the upper mids.

The latter was most impressive
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during the first crescendo that
featured hard-hit keys and a trilling,
multifarious series of keyboard runs
that could have easily have added a
blooming cloud of both treble and
midrange.The Pug was having none of
that.The focus produced space and
air that gave the broad soundstage
a grandiose feel - and one of
great presence.That is, Brubaker
sounded as if he was in the height
of concentration, giving his all for
this one performance.The notational
separation, how each struck piano
key produced a distinct, well-defined
response and was impressive.

During the repeated crescendos,
there were secondary, almost
random, clanks and bangs as

Brubaker gave his all.These fripperies

were both clear and tightly formed
by the Pug, producing an almost
chiming effect at times.

I then moved onto harder rock
from 1971 and the Electric Light
Orchestra with 'First Movement'.
This track was notable for featuring
two principle stars: the Spanish -type
acoustic guitar that initiated the track
and also served as the 'lead vocal'

throughout, plus the bass -ridden

cellos that acted as bully -boy heavies,

bossing the presentation.
The instrumental separation

of this arm allowed each to take a
star role, along with the rest of the
well-defined instruments - over
a broad and busy soundstage.The

cellos were meaty, hefty yet individual
string twangs were not neglected or
recessed. Far from it, any tiny mistake

was tracked well while the guitar was
detailed, characterful and exhibited a
high degree of clarity.

Percussion was big, bold and

forceful and pushed the track
onwards with gusto, while the overall
mastering was not neglected by The
Pug.

This track was recorded back in
1971 and The Pug managed to retain

and project a golden, early -70s valve -

drenched glow that gave the music
that distinct, period charm.

CONCLUSION
Easy to install and eminently
tweakable,The Pug might not be the
most aesthetically pleasing design in
terms of competing turntable arms
and I do have an issue with the lack

of a secure arm rest - which can
cause accidents if you're not careful.
But, where it counts, in terms of

REFERENCE SYSTEM

Wilson Benesch Full Circle turntable

0.5 carbon fibre arm

Oyaide platter mat

Ortofon Cadenza Bronze cartridge

Icon Audio PS3 Phono amplifier

Aesthetix Calypso pre -amp

Icon MB845 Mk.11 monoblocks

Quad ESL -57 One Thing modified speakers

Tellurium G speaker/phono cables

Vertex AG mains cables and power blocks

The Pug is highly flexible in
terms of adjustment. Ideal for
any audiophile ?weaker'.

sheer sound quality, this arm is a
winner.The sense of sharp, clear and

well-defined midrange tones prevents
information being lost in the blur.

The Pug allows music to convey
a wealth of information and it does
so with some power and propulsion.
As such, the Pug demands your

attention and, of course, a demo.

ROKSAN THE PUG
ARM £1,375

00000
OUTSTANDING - amongst
the best.

VERDICT
'Pug'nacious lower
frequencies combine with
well-defined upper mids and
treble provide an excellent
overall performance.

FOR

- focus

- bass impact
- transparency
- airy mids

AGAINST
- no secure arm rest

Henley Designs

+44 (0) 1235 511166
www.henleydesigns.co.uk
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PAW GOLD
Reference Audio Player PAW 5000

Hi-Fi Music Player

1.01:70
STANDARD

AVAILABLE NOW FROM WWW.HIFIHEADPHONES.COIJK

IMPORTED TO AND DISTRIBUTED IN THE UNITED KINGDOM BY
Keith Louis Eichmann

KIL lack hodium
INNOVATIONS

A New Revolution By KL (Keith Louis Eichmann)
COPPER®
HARMONY

t 1
RRP: £45 / Set of 4

"...Very easy to solder...
This product is really
well made and excellent
value for money."
Neville Roberts,
Hi-Fi Choice,
September 2014

SILVER®
HARMONY

RRP: £70 / Set of 4

2 PURE® 12
HARMONY

111 111

RRP: £90 / Set of 4

"...the Silvers offer similarly excellent imaging, but seem to
offer improved clarity and transparency to the sound. The
Pure Harmonys appear to take this improvement a stage
further by opening up the sound stage. Bass drums also
have better attack."
Neville Roberts,
Hi-Fi Choice,
December 2014

ABSOLUTE®
HARMONY

RRP: £120 / Set of 4

REVIEW DUE SOON...

WATCH OUT FOR THIS
REVIEW IN
"CHOICE EXTRAS"

For sales, product information and to locate your local dealer:
www.blackrhodium.co.uk/klei klei@blackrhodium.co.uk 01332 342233
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The Sound Spiral
A blow-up surround sound venue featuring more speakers than you can shake a stick at...Paul Rigby gets to grips
with the Sound Spiral

t's a 12m long, 6m wide

inflatable tunnel that

can hold up to seventy-

five people with a 3.5m
space to the ceiling.

It's built as a series of

ribs along its length with six speakers

per rib: a pair right above your head,
another pair to the left and right of
your head and another pair left and
right around waist level.That's forty-
eight main speakers that are patterned

in a helix shape (to remove standing

The Sound Spiral idea was created by
blind, renowned sound artist, Amie
Slavin (left).

waves) throughout the space.There's
also four subwoofers. In effect, we

offer 48.4 surround sound".
That's freelance artist and

programmer within the arts Daz's
description of his innovative Sound

Spiral space...

The initial idea came from Amie
Slavin a blind, renowned sound artist

who, in 2009, was commissioned

by the Arts Council to create a
venture for both the Olympics and

Daz set to work on the Sound Spiral, cre-
ating the nuts and bolts from a series of
CAD drawings and CGI models.

Paralympics events.

The idea was to show that this
festival was more than sport, it was
about bringing people together to
celebrate the Olympic ideals and the
arts in general.

After gaining £85,000 in funding

(B5,000 of that devoted to a
specially commissioned sound work

to accompany it), Daz set to work,
creating the nuts and bolts from a
series of CAD drawings and CGI
models.

The rig itself was made by

Cameron's Balloons in Bristol, the

largest supplier of hot air balloons
in Europe, using a mixture of nylon

and the thick PVC you normally see
billowing on the sides of large lorries.
As for the speakers? "In 1999,

Videologic released the Sirocco 4.1

surround sound speakers for home
and computer use.We used the
original design sourced from Mark
Hudson who currently designs for
Wharfedale, JBL and Eminence".

And, I must add he is also a

physicist who has worked in satellite
and military technologies.

"Hudson had left -over stock
that he supplied to us.We designed

mountings that enabled them to be
fitted into the walls on Velcro.We then
worked with Mark on a combination
software crossover design called

Reaper which is similar to Pro -Tools,

an output stage plus new subwoofers,

created from scratch".
This was all very new, at the

time, because there was no software
available to control anything more
than 10.2 as a true surround
commercial environment.

So what does the Sound Spiral

sound like? It's pretty clean, but not

overly transparent because of the
nature of the low-cost individual
speakers installed.The sound is driving

but not aggressive. It's not overly

bright or barky but it is authoritative.
Given the size of the speakers, it's

remarkably immersive.

"The whole thing is addressable

as a single mixing surface" said Daz.

"Hence, I can take sound and direct

The Sound Spiral is a 12m long, 6m wide inflatable tunnel.

The construction is built as a series of ribs along its
length with six speakers per rib.

it to different parts of the speaker
system and tell it to move in any
direction. I can take twenty different
channels, mix them into twenty

different positions and move them
how I wish".

The Sound Spiral has been used

for a gamut of projects.
"One involved a community

project based around voices in a

geographical area, another music artist

has created a piece to help spin sound
around and in multiple directions,
we've had a prog rock violinist
creating a piece about Ada Lovelace,

Byron's daughter and Babbage's

programmer, one guy used the system

as a proxy for a train tunnel so we
had mainline trains screaming through

the space, kids workshops to create
virtual desert islands, we've even

mapped a town into the space using
the recordings from 350 different
children.There are no rules for the
Sound Spiral".

If you want to know more,
contact Daz at
daz@dazdisley.co.uk.
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WORLD

STANDARD

TESTS
How we perform all the tests, and what they mean,
is detailed on our website: www.hi-fiworld.co.uk.
Go to the product category (e.g. Loudspeakers),
then Tests.

Hi-Fi World tests all products before they are reviewed. Many fail this first hurdle, rejected
for a variety of faults. Pre -testing is crucial but only Hi-Fi World does it. For those products
that pass, our measurements give our reviewers invaluable information about behaviour.
Hi-Fi World is the only magazine, worldwide, sufficiently well equipped to be able to apply
comprehensive tests in all product categories. Here's how we do it...

LOUDSPEAKERS
Loudspeakers are tested with the industry standard Clio measure-
ment system from Audiomatica of Italy, giving results understood and
accepted by manufacturers worldwide. Measuring microphones are a
Bruel & Kjaer mic. capsule on a B&K SPL meter and an Audiomatica
microphone. Our tests include decay plots and coloured contour
maps, as well as unique distortion measurement that provides valu-
able insight into bass behaviour. See our website
www.hi-fiworld/loudspeakers/tests for more detail.

PICKUP ARMS
Our unique arm vibration tests are made using a

special miniature Bruel & Kjaer accelerometer
attached to the arm's headshell, at the cartridge

mounting position, as our picture shows. This reveals
arm tube bending modes and high frequency

vibrations in the headshell, that degrade sound.
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AMPLIFIERS
Amplifiers are connected to large
resistive loads, 8 ohms and 4 ohms, and
all parameters including power and
distortion are measured by a Rohde &
Schwarz UPL, the world's most advanced
audio analyser. The loads are custom built
to our specification, able to absorb 200 Watts without
generating high frequency distortion due to magnetic hysteresis
caused by iron content in the wire. This allows us to measure
crossover distortion at 10kHz accurately and understand its
influence upon sound.

1.

DIGITAL CONVERTORS
DACs are connected to the
digital signal generator of
our Rohde & Schwarz UPL
analyser and their analogue
output sent to the analyser
for analysis. We can
measure all parameters and
even pre -jitter the
signal to test effectiveness
of reclocking, allowing us to
uniquely determine impact
on sound quality.

TURNTABLES
Analysing turntable speed stability is thorny. We have just
bought a Kenwood 180FL Wow & Flutter meter to get a high res-
olution analysis from its frequency demodulated speed stability
output, important to see what Direct Drives are really doing.

PICKUP CARTRIDGES
To measure pickup cartridges you
need an accurate test disc - and
there is only one, JVC TRS-1007.
We have two of them. It was cut
at half speed and needs special equalisation, but is super
accurate. That is why our cartridge measurements are
of unparalleled accuracy, matching those of Ortofon for
example, who also use TRS-1007.

11(11Rwcat RECORD

1110=111:111W1

VHF/FM TUNERS
Top quality VHF/FM tuners demand the use of a
reference standard RF signal generator and for this we
use a Leader 3412 Standard Signal Generator. An external
MPX filter and post -equalisation network complete the
picture, giving super accurate data for analysis in our
Rohde & Schwarz UPL analyser.

CD, DVD AND BLU-RAY PLAYERS
To test CD and SACD players you need top quality test
discs - and they come from Philips, inventors of the
medium. We use Philips discs, as well as Sony and Denon
for CD. We use the expensive but comprehensive Burosch
DVD test disc set, with top resolution 24/192 PCM data,
for DVD and Blu-ray players.
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DIAL A DEALER

BERKSHIRE

LORICRAFT AUDIO

Loricraft Audio is now open for visitors

but please call to arrange for a visit. You

can buy all our products directly from us

or through your local dealer. Our internet

shop site can take direct orders for our

turntables and accessories! Loricraft

Audio, The Piggery, Mile End Farm,

Wantage Road Lambourn, Berkshire,

RG17 8UE Office Phone/Fax : +44

(0)1488-72267

Email: terry@garrard501.com

website: http://garrard501.com

STUDIOAV LTD

44 High Street, Eton, Berkshire SL4 6BL

Tel: 01753 631000

Email: sales@studioay.co.uk

www.studioay.co.uk

We are Berkshire's premier Linn dealer

(complete range) and LP12 specialists.

Naim, Focal, Totem, The Chord

Company, Lyra, Dynavector, Benz Micro,

with more to follow.

BRISTOL & BATH

THE RIGHT NOTE

Tel: 01225 874728

www.rightnote.co.uk.

Happy with your system? Wonder why

there's so much for sale secondhand?

Avoid the expense of upgrades that

never quite "deliver". With infinite

patience we'll help you plan longer-

term. Brands: Aesthetix, Aurender,

Avalon, Bel Canto, Clearaudio, dCS,

Gamut, Graham, Kawero, LeadingEdge,

Magnum Dynalab, Spiral Groove,

VertexAQ, Vitus, VTL.

V'AUDIO HI Fl CONSULTANTS

36 Druid Hill, Stoke Bishop, Bristol.

BS9 1EJ.

Tel: 0117 968 6005.

Website: www.v-audio.co.uk

Email: icvhifi@yahoo.co.uk

ATC, AVI, Nola,ALR Jordan, Audio

Analogue, Avid, Black Rhodium,

Electrocompaniet, Edge amps/cd,

Harman Kardon, Infinity, Jamo, Lyra,

Origin Live, Opera, Ortofon, PS Audio,

Michelle, REL, SME, Sugden,Townshend.

Specialist in Video Projects by SIM2,

Infocus, Sanyo, Power Plan. Screens

by Stewart, smx and da-lite. Demos by

appointment only. Home trial facilities.

This is a comprehensive directory of
Hi-Fi Dealers throughout the UK and

Ireland.

CHESHIRE

ACTON GATE AUDIO

www.acton-gate-audio.co.uk

4 Ruabon Road, Wrexham, LL13 7PB,

Tel: (01978) 364500

Arcam, Atlas, Audiolab, Denon,

Grado, Michell, Monitor Audio, Dali,

Leema, Loewe, Musical Fidelity,

Ortofon, Onkyo, Pro-ject, Sonos, QED,

Quad, Rel, Roksan, van-den-Hul,

Wharfedale,Yamaha.

Tuesday - Saturday 9.00 - 17.00

email: info@acton-gate.com

DOUG BRADY HI Fl KINGSWAY

Studios, Kingsway North, Warrington,

WA1 3NU

Tel: 01925 828009 Fax: 01925 825773.

Visa Mastercard, Specialist High -End

Turntable, Loudspeaker, Streaming

and Amplifier retailer. Extensive

range online to buy and will ship

worldwide Luxurious demonstration

facilities. Dedicated work shop for

service and repairs. Custom cables

made Installations and home delivery

available. Car park directly outside

Lowest price guaranteed.

CORNWALL

BIGEARS AUDIO

To find a system that will allow you to

hear the music instead of the equipment

phone Bigears Audio, here you will find

an interesting array of new and good

quality used equipment! my intention is

to have satisfied customers whatever

their audio preferences. Naim dealer for

the South West.

Email: chrisbirchley@btinternet.com.

Tel: 01736-740421

ESSEX

ROCOCO SYSTEMS & DESIGN

Essex/London Linn Specialist

Tel: 01371 856 407 - 0207 454 1234

www.rococosystems.com

We have over 30 years in

entertainment solutions, We can give

you expert advice

on your Linn Hi-Fi, Multi -room AV and

Home Cinema systems. P/EX, ex -demo

and used Linn available, Demos

by appointment . Home Demos

welcome. Authorised dealers for Arcam,

Artcoustic, Chord, Denon, Linn, Lutron,

Kaleidescape, Marantz, Opus, Runko,

Systemline, Sonos, Sim2. Linn Service

& Repairs

RADLETT AUDIO

Saffron Walden, NW Essex

Tel: 01799 599080

E-mail: radlettaudio@hotmail.co.uk

Website: www.radlettaudio.co.uk

Selling sensible Hi-Fi systems

since 1973 Albarry, ATC, Chord Co,

Creek,Croft, Devialet, EAR, Funk,

Harbeth, Icon Audio, Kudos, LFD,

London/Decca, Lyra, Martin Logan,

Michell, Neat, Nottingham Analogue,

Ortofon, Puresound, PMC, Quad,

Rega, SME, Something Solid, Sumiko,

Sonneteer, Spendor, Tellurium Q.

Turntable specialist - repair and set

up.

LANCASHIRE

HOUSE OF LINN MANCHESTER

Telephone: 0161 766 4837

Email: Info@houseoflinn.com

www.houseoflinn.com

The Linn specialists. Independently

owned by former Linn staff.

Straighfforward, professional expertise

with demonstration, sales, instal-

lation and support for the Linn range

of components and systems. The

listening experience is so good that

demonstrations can last for hours.

Discover how we make music sound

real in your home! Appointments only.

LONDON

THE CARTRIDGE MAN LTD

88 Southbridge road, Croydon

CRO 1AF Telephone: 020 8688 6565

www.thecartridgeman.com

Email: thecartridgeman@talktalk.net.

UK Distributor: Hiaudio Distribution

Makers of the prize-winning range

of MusicMaker cartridges and other

desirable audio accessories. We also

have a cartridge refurbishing service

and rebuild classic valve equipment to

the highest standards. "It doesn't have

to cost an arm and a leg - but there is

no such thing a free lunch, either."

KJ WEST ONE

26 New Cavendish Street, London

W1G 8TY

Tel 020 7486 8262

www.kjwestone.co.uk

The world's finest audio on

demonstration in Central London: Audio

Research-Devialet-Focal-Harbeth-

Jadis- Krell-Linn-Magico-Martin

Logan-Naim-Quad-SME-Sonus Faber-

Wilson Audio.
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MY AUDIO DESIGN

35 Whitehall, London, SW1A 2BX

Tel: 020 7839 8880 / 07782 137 868

E-mail: sales@madengland.com

Website: www.madengland.com

E -Shop: www.shop.madengland.com

We offer MAD, Benchmark Media,

SONOS, WBT, Trichord Research, ATC,

FatmanTube, Project, Lehmann, Ortofon,

Vandenhul, QED, NAD, Goldring, Grado,

Focal, Musical Fidelity, Ex -demo &

second hand gears. Custom Installation,

Servicing, Custom Design. Appointment

Only. Short walk from Embankment,

Charing -X & Westminster Tube.

AUDIO GOLD

308-310 Park Road, London N8 8LA

Tel: 020 8341 9007

www.audiogold.co.uk

Email: info©audiogold.co.uk

New and used Hi-Fi and vinyl emporium,

experience something different. London's

only stockist of Tannoy Prestige GR

speakers. Products from Icon, PMC,

Unison Research, TEAC, Pure, Acoustic

Energy, Denon, Ruark, Project, Rega, Audio

Technica, plus a huge stock of used, quality

Hi-Fi all fully serviced and with a years

guarantee.

MANCHESTER

AUDIO COUNSEL

Audio Counsel,29 Sam Road, Diggle,

Manchester, OL3 5PU

01457 875555

www.audiocounsel.co.uk

dave@audiocounsel.co.uk

Hi Fi from, B&W Densen, Dynavector

Cartridges, Dynavector Amplifiers,

Isoblue, Naim, Neat Acoustics, Piega,

Quadraspire, Rega, Revolver, Shahinian,

Totem, Well Tempered Turntables, Zu

Loudspeakers. Quality Hi Fi is not plug

and play. We deliver and install all

systems. Tuesday to Saturday 10.00am

to 5.30pm Thursday till 8pm

MIDLANDS (EAST)

ICON AUDIO LTD

351 Aylestone Road, Leicester LE2 8TA

Te1:0116 244 0593

Email sales@iconaudio.com

www.iconaudio.com

Hear and buy the full range of Icon Audio.

Talk to David Shaw. Excellent demo

facilities. Quiet off road listening room. Hear

any Ortofon cartridge, any Project turntable.

Part Exchange welcome. Sales, set up,

delivery and service. Home trial available.

Mon - Fri 10:00-5:30 by appointment if

possible. Other times by arrangement.

MIDLANDS (WEST)

SOUND CINERGY

37 high street, Aldridge, WS9 8NL

Tel: 01922 457926

www.soundcinergy.co.uk

clive@soundcinergy.co.uk

Black Rhodium, Chord Co, Exposure,

Heed, Kudos, Lehmann, Linn, Marantz,

Michell, Monitor Audio, Naim, Neat,

Nordost, Okki Nokki, Ortofon, Project,

REL, Roksan. Check our website for ex

dem and secondhand bargains. Ample

car parking. Tuesday -Saturday 10-5.30

SUSSEX

15 AUDIO

Churchward Court, 15 Western Road

Lewes, BN7 1RL

Tel: 08448 22 11 15

Email:sales@15audio.co.uk

www.15audio.co.uk

Formerly Sounds of Music, new

ownership - demonstration facilities

in centre of Lewes. Friendly staff. Free

parking. Ayon, Bladelius, Boulder, Coda,

Hansen, LSA, SoundLab, SME, WBT and

more. Quad centre - 'Digital Clinic' -

service centre. Home demo's, delivery

and installation. Mon - Frid 10:00am

- 6:00pm. Sat 10:00 - 2:00pm. Closed

Wednesday.

YORKSHIRE

THE AUDIO ROOM

Savile Street, Hull, HU1 3EF

01482 891375

www.theaudioroom.co.uk

Authorised agents for Audiolab, Bowers

and Wilkins including 800 series, Classe,

Denon, Dynavector, Focal, Linn, Naim,

ProAc, Quad, Rega, Rotel, Tellurium Q

and more. Large open plan showroom

with 2 dedicated demonstration rooms,

part exchange welcome, friendly

& knowledgeable staff. Yorkshire's

streaming specialist.

AUDIO REPUBLIC

78 Otley Road, Leeds

Tel: 0113 2177294

www.audio-republic.co.uk

For the best in quality hifi in West

Yorkshire, representing Naim Audio,

Rega, Sugden, Audio Research,VPI, Krell,

Copland, Sonus Faber,Arcam, Nottingham

Analogue, Roksan, Hutter,Martin Logan,

Proac, PMC, M&K, Finite Elements,

SME, Cardas, Kudos Loudspeakers and

others. Open Tuesday -Saturday 9.30am

to 5.30pm

FANTHORPES HI-FI, TV & CUSTOM

INSTALLATION SPECIALISTS

HEPWORTH ARCADE, SILVER STREET,

HULL, HU1 1JU

Established over 60 years

Tel: 01482 223096

Web: www.fanthorpes.co.uk

Email: shop@fanthorpes.co.uk

Part exchange welcome. High -end

Second Hand Equipment. Multi -room

installations. Demonstration by

appointment. Home trials welcome.

Interest free credit available. Experienced

staff. We stock Arcam, Cyrus, Dali,

Denon, Dynaudio, Exposure, Kef, Loewe,

Onkyo, Primare, Roksan, Spendor,

Sugden and much more.

IRELAND

ARDHOWEN HIFI

10 Menapian Way

Enniskillen, Fermanagh, BT74 4GS

Abbingdon Music Research, Acoustic

Masterpiece, Airtight, Benz Micro,

Croft, Acoustics, Custom Design, Deltec

Precision Audio, Firestone Audio, Graham

Slee, Hanns Acoustics, Harmonix,

Luxman, My Audio Design, Opera

Audio/Consonance, Origin Live, Project,
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The New Range of Low Distortion Cables From lack -1k'hodium

Sonata VS -1 Samba VS -1

. so much of Black Rhodium's anti distortion
know-how being combined in one cable."

"The Sonata VS -1 is fully loaded with features
and should bring positive virtues to almost any
system."

HI-FI Choice, June 2015

41'

Find out more and where to buy at:
www.blackrhodium.co.uk/sonataysl

'f .. the Samba easily makes sense of the pile driving bass
riff, thunderous drums, searing electric buzz -sawing
vocals, enabling previously unappreciated acoustic
guitars and congas to come through cleanly."

"These feature -packed cables are a sensibly priced
upgrade that will bring positive virtues to many musical
styles and systems."

"Thoroughly recommended"
HI-FI Choice, January 2015

Find out more and where to buy at:
www.blackrhodium.co.uk/sarnbaysl

Haft Sonata VS -1 and Samba VS -1 are fitted with the VS -1 Vibration Stabiliser
"The stabilisers do a great job and offer audible benefits"Hi-Fi Choice May 2014 www.gnlegacy.co.uk/vs1

+44 (0)1332 342 233 sales@blackrhodium.co.uk www.blackrhodium.co.uk facebook.com/blackrhodium

el Pre amplifiers

I« (4
Moving Coil Step -Up Transformers

and now MM phono amplifiers

music first audio

LL ...so good
I swear it is

surrounded by
magic"

Noel Keywood - Hi-Fi World

www.mfaudio.co.uk +44 (0) 1424 858260
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Discrete decisio
Quadraphonic radio was tried and with the latest analogue technology vinyl records were
able to offer four discrete channels. This was the mid -70s and quad's 'high point'

Stereo radio broadcasting
was becoming big business
in the early 1970s, but

could it stretch to the new
world of quadraphonics?
The first experimental

approach, tried in the US and by the
BBC, was the use of separate stereo
transmitters to independently carry
the rear and front pairs. Listeners
needed to set up two receivers or
tuner -amp combinations specifically

for the broadcast, but were rewarded
with truly discrete (i.e. `4:4:4') four-

channel sound.

One such broadcast, a 1976 L.A.
Express jazz -pop concert, was a joint

effort between Texas FM stations.
Prior to that - in July 1974 - quad

test transmissions were made by the
BBC with simultaneous late -night use

of the Radio 2 and 3 networks. Some
discrete four -channel broadcasting

experiments, using a single

transmitter and various combinations
of additional subcarrier to deliver the
surround information, were carried
out in the US and Japan.They came
to nought.

A key advantage of matrix
systems is that they could be

A device such as JVC's popular 4DD5 demodulator
was needed to extract the quadraphonic informa-
tion from the CD -4 discs.

conveyed by other stereo media. In
the US, some broadcasters - a well-
known example being Oregon -based

rock station KQIV, with its `Rockin'
in Quad' slogan - were broadcasting

matrix quad. Generally, the materiel
was matrix encoded and played out
on a station's existing stereo gear. But
the quadraphony of matrix -encoded
LPs could also be carried intact. It
would thus be relatively -cheap for an
aspiring radio station to `go quad'.

In the UK broadcasters like
Manchester's Piccadilly, Radio Clyde

and Capital in London carried out
matrix -quadraphonic trials. The BBC

even developed its own Matrix -H
format and deployed it over a "year-
long experiment" that kicked off in
April 1977.

The BBC's quad material

included Proms coverage, Radio

l's In Concert and a production
of Shakespeare's The Tempest. But

by the late 1970s Matrix -H had
disappeared, while across the pond

many US broadcasters had dropped
quad. Conversely, the BBC remains

loyal to quad in the current digital
age. It carried every concert of the
2015 Proms season in '4.0 surround

sound' using proprietary
streaming technology.

Logic

technologies may have

improved matrix (`4:2:4)
systems, but the result
was still no substitute for
discrete quadraphonics
- the 'real deal'. And,

thanks to the efforts of
JVC, the first and most
successful of these was

the sophisticated CD -4
(Compatible Discrete
4 -channel) system, which

was also known as
`Quadradisc'. Following
development work by
RCA and JVC in 1972, it
was introduced commer-
cially in 1972. Mixes

(sums) of the front and
rear channels were used
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A JVC advert from the 1970s for its CD -4
discrete four -channel system.

to modulate the inner groove walls,
so that they would yield good results
with stereo and mono equipment.
The clever bit was to frequency-

modulate supersonic 30kHz
carriers with the extra quad -specific
information, and mix them with the
relevant stereo channel at the cutting
head.

This quad -specific information

was carried via 'difference' signals; a
similar process underpins the Zenith -

GE analogue FM stereo broadcasting

system that was an obvious influence
on JVC's engineers.The left difference
signal consisted of the rear -left

channel, minus the rear -right (thus
the term 'difference). Meanwhile, the
right difference signal contained the
front -right minus the rear -right.

Difference signals were carried
at a low level to minimise any audible
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,from day one I was hooked
by the sonic qualities of this

beautiful ore-arnplifieri"

Motel Isok - Mono A Stereo

T H E

BESPOKE AUDIO C°

Exceptional audio products, mode by hand in
England, to your specification, delivered lo
you for your pleasure and guaranteed for life.

The Bespoke Audio Company - we suit you.

thebespokeaudiucompany.corn

IAN HARRISON HI-FI SALE!
DELIVERYHIFI AT DISCOUNT PRICES. FREE NATIONWIDE

Email: ian.harrison@mercian.myzen.co.uk

TRADE IN AN ORTOFON MOVING COIL AND SAVE UP TO 30%
OFF ANY CARTRIDGE LISTED BELOW

SPEND £2000 OR MORE ON ANY TURNTABLE, TONEARM OR
TURNTABLE AND ARM AND GET A £500 CARTRIDGE FREE!

TONEARMS CARTRIDGES PHONOSTAGES TURNTABLES

AMG AIR TIGHT EAR YOSHINO AMAZON AUDIO
CARTRIDGE MAN AUDIO TECHNICA GRAHAM SLEE AUDIO TECHNICA
GRAHAM BENZ MICRO ICON AUDIO
HELIUS CARTRIDGE MAN LEHMANN INSPIRE

MICHELL DECCA LONDON MUSICAL MICHELL

MOERCH SURROUNDINGS MUSIC HALL
DENON

MOTH PRO-JECT PRO-JECT
ORTOFON

GOLDRING
PURE SOUND

SRM TECH
PRO-JECT KOETSU

QUAD
REED ORTOFON ROTHWELL

THORENS

REGA TECHDAS TOM EVANS
ROKSAN VAN DEN HUL TRICHORD

SME* ZYX WHEST AUDIO

AUDIO TECHNICA CARTRIDGES AUDIO TECHNICA HEADPHONES

AT-ART9 UP TO 30% OFF! ATH-W5000 UP TO 25% OFF!

AT-ART7 UP TO 30% OFF! ATH-W1000X UP TO 25% OFF!

AT -0C9/111 UP TO 30% OFF! ATH-W1000Z UP TO 25% OFF!
ATH-AD2000X UP TO 25% OFF!

AT -0C9MUll UP TO 30% OFF! ATH-AD1000X UP TO 25% OFF!
AT33EV UP TO 30% OFF! ATH-AD900X UP TO 25% OFF!
AT33PTG/II UP TO 30% OFF! ATH-AD700X UP TO 25% OFF!
AT33SA UP TO 30% OFF! ATH-A900XLTD UP TO 25% OFF!
AT -F7 UP TO 30% OFF! ATH-A900X UP TO 25% OFF!

AT -F2 UP TO 30% OFF! ATH-A700X UP TO 25% OFF!

AT33MONO UP TO 30% OFF!
ATH-ESW9LTD UP TO 25% OFF!

AT-150MLX UP TO 30% OFF!
ATH-ES88 UP TO 25% OFF!ATH-ES700

UP TO 25% OFF!
AT440ML UP TO 30% OFF! ATH-MSR7 UP TO 25% OFF!
AT120E UP TO 30% OFF! AT-PHA100 DAC/AMP UP TO 25% OFF!
FULL STYLI RANGE UP TO 30% OFF! PROFESSIONAL HEADPHONES UP TO 25% OFF!

* PHONE FOR TERMS. PLEASE PHONE TO CONFIRM PRICE &
AVAILABILITY PRIOR TO ORDERING. ALL GOODS ARE BRAND NEW &
BOXED WITH FULL U.K. GUARANTEES.NO EX. DEM OR EX DISPLAY

GOODS. NO GREY IMPORTS. GOODS ARE NOT SUPPLIED ON APPROVAL.
SORRY, NO GENERAL CATALOGUES. PLEASE PHONE OR WRITE FOR

SPECIFIC REVIEWS, BROCHURES OR PRICES. SUPPLIER OF HIFI
PRODUCTS & ACCESSORIES SINCE 1986 MAIL ORDER ONLY FROM;

IAN HARRISON, 7 MILL HILL, REPTON, DERBY, DE65 6GQ.
TEL: 01283 702875. 9am - 9pm INCLUDING SUNDAYS.

REPRODUCTION
-iliamiiihirw._ Aaamma-viiimaidadd

WE CAN NOW PROVIDE IN HOUSE
REPAIR SERVICE FOR ALL VINTAGE AND

CLASSIC HI-FI EQUIPMENT CALL FOR
MORE DETAILS INCLUDING CASSETTE

DECKS, OPEN REEL,DAT, VALVE
AMPLIFIERS Tannoy 12" silver speaker £POA
A&R Cambridge A60 integrated amp fully TDL RTL3 black finish boxed £275
serviced
Teak surround £195 TURNTABLES/TONEARMS
Audiolab 8000A integrated amp mint condition £345 Dynavector P75 phonostage £295
Audio Innovations classic 25 integrated EAR 834P Delux MM/MC phonostage x-dem
amp just serviced £795 6mths old £1900 new £1295
Atmosphere MP3 valve pre -amp balanced with EAR 834P Delux upgraded with various
phonostage £595 quality parts and transformers at a cost over £500 £995
Art Audio Jota single ended valve amp one of Garrard 401 £695
the world's fnest £3995 Garrard 301 with SME 3009 arm and beautiful
Bel Canto SEP 2 upgraded to 1 valve maple plinth £1495
remote control £795 Linn LP12 with Ittok with lingo PSU
Cyrus original PSX great condition £175 superb condition £1495

Cyrus 2 £225 Linn LP12 affromosia fnish (lingo PSU missing) £395
EAR 834L £695 Michell Hydraulic Reference turntable £695
EAR V20 valve amplifier £2495 Michell Gyrodec SE with Techno ann boxed mint £1295
EAR 802 classic valve with pre amp Michell Gyro SE special order black fnish
phonostage Oust serviced) £1195 brand new in a box, sealed box £POA
Harmon Kardon 930 twin powered receiver £195 Ortofon SPU-G/Tcatridge indepentdly checked
Harmon Kardon HK770 power amp £195 as new condition £595

Hitachi HA7700 heavy weight mosfet Optonica RM7100 direct drive top of the range

integrated amp fully serviced £295 turntable £245

Marantz PM7003 with remote £345 Pioneer PL100 top of the range parallel tracking

Meridian 518 digital audio processor £445 turntable £595
Mentmore M200 valve mono bloc 200wpc Pioneer Tangential tracking PL L800 £295

designed by Tim de Paravicinni awesome SME 10 turntable with V tonearm £3495
driving power £POA SME series 3 tonearms various £POA
Mission 776/777 pre and power amplifier SME 309 boxed £795

100w cast case work a real classic £795 SME 3009 series II rebuilt & rewired by Audio
Naim 112 remote control pre with box £275 Origami detatchable headshell £325
Naim NAP120 £225 Thorens TD160 MKII with original tonearm £275
Naim NAC12S £150 Thorens TD125 MKII in plinth £275

Naim 90 power amp boxed £225 Thorens TEM 60 £195
Naim Flatcap 2 boxed £325
Naim Flatcap boxed £225 CD PLAYERS, DACs
Pass Aleph 400watts class A power amp Marantz SA7003 CD player £395
balanced £2495 Marantz CD52 MKII special edition £145

Pioneer A9 integrated amp top of the range £395 Marantz CD50 multibit dac £95

Phase Linear 700 power amp £495 Marantz CD7 one of the world's fnest player,
QED A240 integrated amp superb sounding £195 new belt fitted £POA
Quad II Valve amp re -built and re -valved £995 Meridian 506 20 bit CD player £395
Quad 34 pre amp phono version £225 Meridian 518 digital audio processor £345
Quad 306 power amp with phono input £245 Meridian 207 disc player 2 boxed pre amp &
Quad 405 £195 transport £375
Rotel PB971 power amp £195 Moon Equinox RS CD player £2000 new £795
Rotel RC972 remote pre amp £125 Nakamichi CD player 2 £175
Rotel RA840BX integrated amp £125 Nakamichi MB10 5 disc music bank cd player £175

Rotel RA350 70s vintage amp £95 Naim CDS with PSU (with brand new laser) £1995
Sony F540E heavyweight integrated £245 Phillips CD610 16bit cd player £95

Tanberg TR2025L AM/FM stereo receiver Pioneer PDR509 legato link £145
with Teak finish £245 Pioneer PD9700 stable platter £225

Primare 30.2 cd player boxed £495

SPEAKERS Rotel RA965 BX classic old school cd player
Beauhorn Virtuoso reference Lowther horn boxed mint condition £195
loaded spks with brand new DX4 drive units £2995 Sony CDP X-B920E £125
Bowes 901 MKV with equalizer £995 Sony XE680 SACD player £195
Cabinet for 12" Tannoy with amplification
built in model M508 £195 TUNER
Final Electrostatic panels £3000 new £495 Audiolab 8000T tuner boxed £395

Goodmans Axion 201 12" full range 15ohm Cyrus AM/FM tuner (original version) £95

speaker 1 pair £295 Leak Troughline tuner with upgraded decoder £195

Impulse H6 valve friendly floorstanding speakers £595 Quad FM4 £175
Lowther PM6 in Horn loaded cabinet £595 Rotel RT1082 DAB tuner £225
Meridian M1 active system with amplifiers £POA Sony ST5100 FM/AM classic 70's tuner £125
Mission 752 black finish £295 Sony 700ES tuner £75

Mono Pulse 32A 8 months old ex dem. £495 Sony ST8900 QS DAB tuner £145

Mono Pulse 32S ex dem. £645 Technics STG9OL top of the range tuner £95

Monitor Audio 2 bookshelf speaker with
rosenut finish £245 MISCELLANEOUS
Monitor Audio reference 700 £395 Akai 747 top of the range open reel tape
Roksan K2 rosewood finish £495 machine just serviced £795

Sentorian early 60s corner speaker pair £295 Akai GX77 open reel with various tapes
Snell K classic valve friendly speaker £395 mint condition recently been serviced £495

Sonus Faber Chromona Auditor with stands £1495 Denon DRW585 a top of the range cassette deck £125
Sony SS 5088 speakers £195 Revox A77 open reel in case £495
Stirling Broadcast LS35A monitor xdem £POA Nakamichi receiver 2 £195

Tannoy III LZ with monitor gold £POA Nakamichi LX3 cassette deck £195
Tannoy Chatsworth with monitor gold £POA Nakamichi CR-2E cassette deck £195

GENEROUS PART -EX. ON';, SED. WILL B ,

QUALITY EQUIPMENT AS ABO' . . -DER& UPLIFT FA

Opening times: 11.30 - 5.30 Tues. to Sat.
28a Haddington Place, Edinburgh EH7 4AF

Telffax: 0131 558 9989
Email: retro.reproduction@virgin.net

Website: www.retroreproduction.co.uk
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RCCKIN/ IN QUAD

Oregon -based radio station KQIV
coined the slogan 'Rockin' In Quad' for
its quadraphonic broadcasts.

effect on stereo listening.To counter
the reduction in signal-ro-noise ratio,
the difference signals were treated
with JVC's proprietary ANRS noise-

reduction system. So that it could
all be crammed in, the four channels
of a CD -4 disc had to be restricted
to a 'high' of I5kHz.They lacked the
absolute top -end sparkle of a good
stereo disc as a result.

The overall spectrum of a CD -

4 disc reached 45kHz or so, and
to enjoy it you needed a cartridge
with an extended upper response
and a stylus profile that fitted the
groove better. Most CD -4 compatible
cartridges used the Shibata profile.
Also necessary were a pick-up arm
with low -capacitance connecting

Harry Nilsson's 'Nilsson
Schmilsson' used the new CD -4
quadraphonic system to great
effect.

leads, and a device called a CD -4

demodulator.The most popular
stand-alone unit was JVC's 4DD5.

A CD -4 demodulator retrieved
the four sum and difference channels,
processing the latter with an ANRS
decoder, and used a simple matrix
arrangement to recover the four
quad channels.
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CD -4 was responsible for numerous
innovations; apart from cartridges
that tracked at ultrasonic frequencies,
we got new hard-wearing materials
(like RCA's 'Dynaflex') for pressing
the records, and reduced -speed

mastering.

Provided you looked after the
records, CD -4 sounded fantastic; if

you didn't - or some element of your
system was lacking - you ended up
with a rough sound. But here, at last,
was a system that delivered quad the
way the artist intended, with inter -
channel separations of 20dB or more.
That was used to great advantage by
albums like Harry Nilsson's 'Nilsson
Schmilsson'.The reduced -speed

mastering also delivered positive
results to stereo listeners.

Labels loyal to the CD -4 cause

included Arista, Elektra, A&M, JVC,

RCA, Atlantic and Warner. In the

same 1974 US catalogue mentioned

last month, 161 CD -4 releases were
listed. In contrast, there were 255
titles released in the similarly -discrete
four -channel Q8 - quadraphonic
eight -track - medium. But artists
were forced to put up with the quad
LP systems to which their labels had
committed.

And as if these incompatible

OLDE WORLDE

formats weren't enough, another
was introduced in I 973.This was

the UD-4 (Universal Disc, 4 -channel)
system developed in Japan by Nippon

Columbia, better known in this
country as Denon. UD-4 was claimed
to deliver the best of both worlds.A
UD-4 disc contained matrix -encoded
quad audio (UMX) that could be
decoded with basic equipment.
Nippon Columbia exploited new
thinking (Ambisonics and clever base -

band matrices) and went to a lot of
trouble to ensure that UMX worked
properly. But there was also a refined
CD -4 like carrier -based signal (QMX).

This could be extracted from the
disc with a compatible decoder and
cartridge of supersonic capability
and, in conjunction with the BMX
information, used to extract four
discrete channels.

It may have been the most
advanced four -channel disc format,

but UD-4 simply arrived too late
in the day. Only Nippon Columbia/
Denon produced hardware - and the

all-important UD-4 discs.The total
inventory numbered less than 40.

A single decoder, Denon's
UDA-100, made it to market. It
connected to your turntable and was
surprisingly popular because it could
also decode CD -4 as well as SQ.And
in the confusing and incompatible
world of quadraphonics, an easy way
of 'backing all horses' was welcome.

Next month, we examine quad's
fall - and what became of it.

We used an electron microscope
to prove to you a Shibata Stylus

is the finest you can own.

Unretouched photographs show how the Shibata plays
with less weer, ensures longer record life,truersound.
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audio-technica.

For CD -4 replay a cartridge with an extended upper
response was needed. Most used the Shibata profile -
such as the one featured in this Audio-Technica advert.
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Tel. 01903 261213 or (after hours) 07860 660001
: heatherdale@hifi-stereo.com Pieb: www.hifi-stereo.com

Main dealer for Wavac amplification
SPEAKERS Mark Levinson ML 31.5 reference transport with ML 30.6 reference

Spendor SP1-2R speakers, boxed - mint £1475 DAC (cost new £27,500) offered for £5995

Thiel CS2.2 speakers, A true classic £1895

Tannoy GRF Autograph speakers in superb repro' cabinets, 15" REDS £7995 Aivir.LIFIEfiS

Roksan Caspian M Series mono blocks superb condition

boxed with manual £1495

Ayre K5 pre amp with V5XE power amp MINT/BOXED/COMPLETE £3995 Ayre V5XE Power amp with Ayre K5 pre amp, MINT £3,995

Croft Vita pre amp with phono stage £350 Mark Levinson ML 431, 200 wpc amplifier, superb/boxed £1995

Musical Fidelity 3A pre amp, boxed, ex' cond. £95

MISCELLANEOUS

CU PLAYERS & TRANSPORTS 1 Metre Siltec balanced interconnect £150
Musical Fidelity M6 CD player MINT/BOXED £995 Okutsu Denko 1.5 metre mains cable (US plugs) £1195

A MICROSCOPE BEFORE BEING OFFERED FOR SA WE TAKE PART EXCHANGE ON NEW & USED STOCK a AMEX . DINERS CLUB WELCOME.

London Linn & naim Specialist
CALL SALES:(020) 8318 5755 or 8852 1321 - 248 Lee High Road, Loudon, 5E13 5PL

SOUND. S Y S T E M S Web: - www.hillyvee.co.uk email: sales@billyvee.co.ok. Full delivery and installation services.

3 MI'
Full Naim Uniti & Classic series available Full Linn OS range on demonstration

Trade in your CD Player & claim up to £1000 against a new digital Streaming player
- offering you easier access to your music and better sound quality

Please call in or visit billyvee.co.uk for full details of this and other great new performance enhancing promotions

VINYL NEWS ARO REVIEWS SECTION SET ,PAGE 80

111-F1 WORLD
NOVEMBER 2015 UK £4.30 wvuiv.hi-fiworld.co.ok
FREE READER CLASSIFIED

CIRRUS SOUND CARD FOR

RASPBERRY PI COMPUTER

GREEK 0511-21mk2LM'
headphone amplifier

ROMAN PUG r.``M

COMPETITION

TANNOY
WESTMINSTER
ROYAL GR

Mr.T.FAL1114.1,12XED

GMAGEO.12.21611..M00.,

7 PAGES OF LEITERS - THE BEST
ONLY)

IR OF
NSF0; LOUDSPEAKERS! ION

TO ADVERTISE HE

PLEASE CALL VARK 0S3OR\E 0\

+44 (0) 7917 047 564
OR EVAIL:

acvatisIng@h-fiworld.cauk

eriphanv
ALOGIStie5

Headphone Amplifiers . DACs . Interconnects

-r

Atratus RCA Interconnects
.........

Choice

Choe,
REwhimonso

........

"Great realism... Tight and punchy bass...
Amazing value for money."

- Hi-Fi Choice

Find out what all the fuss is about at our
online shop and use discount code MAG10

for your exclusive 10% discount.

Prices start at under £40/pair

www.epiphany-acoustics.co.uk
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FREE READERS CLASSIFIEDS

free reader
lassifieds

TERMS AND CONDITIONS: Only one advert per reader. No Trade adverts. This section is strictly for readers selling
secondhand hi-fi equipment only. Maximum length per advert is 30 words, Adverts over 30 words will not be accepted.
Telephone numbers and E-mail addresses are treated as one word. Model numbers are treated as one word i.e. Quad
303 = two words. Email your advert to; classifieds@hi-fiworld.co.uk or fill in the form on page 97 and post it to Hi-Fi
World Free Readers Ads, Studio 204, Buspace Studio,Conlan Street, Notting Hill, London W10 5AP. Sorry, we cannot

accept adverts over the telephone. The Publisher reserves the right to judge submissions.

WILMSLOW AUDIO horn
speaker, 44x 13x 19 1/2,
HxWxD. Drive units, Fostex
FE 208EZ Sigma 9" full range
horn,Treble T9A 97dB, £400.
Wilmslow Classique speaker
36"xl 0"x12" treble ribbon
Fountek, Neo CD2.0 Bass
Volt BM220.8 91 dB, £300.Tel:
020 8531 5979

ROYD ABBOT floorstand
speakers in walnut.Very
well looked after and in
superb condition. Can demo.
£190 ono. Reason for sale:
upgrading. Tel: 0161 624 8856
(Manchester)

FOR SALE: Project Debut
Carbon turntable plus
Ortofon 2M Red MM
cartridge. Little used.
£150.Tel: 0 I 782 785 734
(Staffordshire)

REVOX B250 -S integrated
amp, £550. Revox B2 I 5-S
cassette, £450. Nakamichi
Cassette DR2, £95. Koetsu
Red -T cartridge, low hours,
boxed, £1250. Gamut L3
speakers, birds eye maple
plus Partington Dreadnought
stands, £1650. Tel: 01474
326 220

CREEK 4040 amplifier, £60.
Sony MDSJE520 MiniDisc,
£45. SME 3009 S2 fixed
H/S, £175. Marantz CD48
CD, remote, £60. QED
Discmaster phonostage, £40.
JVC TX22L tuner, £25.Tel:
01708 457 691

MERIDIAN M80 CD, DVD,
AM, FM, DAB radio dock,
R/C, ivory leather, £500.Te1:
01733 352 712

LEAK SONDEK LP12,
Koetsu, arm, Goldring Elite,
Supex 901, Linn Ittok LVI I
(boxed).A+R Cambridge
A60 amplifier, Sugden stereo
amplifier, teak surround.
Buyer collects,West Sussex.
Tel: 01903 770 879

WILMSLOW AUDIO Athena
studio monitors, Beautifully
finished in ash veneer.
Custom stands included.
£200. Deltec Little Bit DAC,
mint, boxed. £200.Tel: 01652
640 088

AUDIOLAB 8200 CDQ,
Cyrus 8 power, mint, low
hours, boxes, offers. Lenco
GL75, £90 ono. JBL Control

I speakers, new in box,
£50.Tel: 07973 426 291
(Midlands)

QED CD240A amplifier, £50.
Hitachi FT5500 tuner, boxed,
£30. Linn Index stands,
boxed, £20.Target TT2 stand,
£25. Leak 600 speakers, £60.
Canon S30 speakers, £35.
All excellent condition,Tel:
07979 705 644

ELECTROCOMPANIET
EMP-I Stereo SACD/CD
player. As new, little used.
£1000 ono.Will post at cost.
Cornwall.Tel 01208 872753
email: david.guiterman

btinternet.com

ARE YOU looking for:A
marked absence of back-
ground noise? Optical glass-
like clarity? Tremendous
value for money? Excellent
as new condition, one
owner from new, all original
packaging? Extremely solid
build quality? Beautiful thick
brushed aluminum facia plate
and matt black finish? Then
please consider the follow-
ing items (will split): Musical
Fidelity A308cr Dual Mono
preamplifier £590.A308cr 24
Bit Upsampling CD player
£490.A3.2 RDS tuner £290.
Mike (Cheshire) imeldayates
@hotmail.com
Tel: 07500804700

WANTED FAULTY or non
working Quad 44 preamps.
Contact Mike 01758 6 I 3790.

PIONEER A400, recent over-
haul, £70.Tel: 01278 238 783

MARTIN LOGAN Montis,
ELS with 200w active woofer
in dark cherry finish. Perfect
condition, boxed up, very
little use (60 hours and 9
months old) superb sound
quality. Priced to sell
£5995.00 (including deliv-
ery) ovno. Pictures avail-
able on request. Contact
neilpage37@yahoo.com or
call 00974 66312709 for
more information.

DEVIALET 400 dual mono
amps. I year old and very
little use. Boxed, all acces-
sories, latest software,
superb sound. Priced to
sell at £5495.00 (including
delivery) ovno. Pictures avail-
able on request. Contact
neilpage37@yahoo.com or
call 00974 66312709 for
more information.

QUAD 909 power amp
£475 very condition, faint
marks on top where tuner
stood, with original Quad
box, buyer to hear and
collect, Proac Tablette
Reference Eight speakers,
Black Ash, boxed as new
£650 Russ Andrews 3mtr
KSI 010 interconnects £625
Sonus Faber Concertino
speakers with Sonus Faber
Piano Black fluted stands
in excellent condition, with
original boxes £600, Arcam
DVI 137 DVD Player excel-
lent condition £200 Tel
Fubar Boxed DAC including
USB to take sound direct
from computer for top qual-
ity sound. £65 Matching
Fubar power supply £60
both boxed as new. Musical
Fidelity M 1 up -sampling
to I 92Khz DAC boxed as
new £200 Coventry 02476
679165 or 079 6876 9595
woodfine@hotmail.co.uk

YAMAHA AV Receiver AX-

A2020, 9.2 channels, £1500
new, now £200 only.Tel:
01625 433 996

CHORD DAC 64 Mkt,
excellent condition. No box.
£700 ono. Only a Chord
DAC can sound this good.
Can demo. Tel: 020 8363
8350 or 07973 671 915
(Enfield)

FOR SALE: Revolver RW45
speakers. Dark Cherry.
excellent condition. 650
pounds.Tel 07989146630
Email davidtyrrell
@ntlworld.com

TANNOY DC200 dual
concentric loudspeakers,
21 1/2" x 13" x 10 1/2",
£150. Chartwell PM200 BBC
studio monitor loudspeak-
ers, 26" x 13 1/2" x II 1/2",
£200. Hi-Fi World magazines,
Volumes One to 24. Offers?
I'm downsizing! Anyone want
Gramaphone Magazine 1940-
2014? Also Hi-Fi News June
1956 to 2004. Real anoraks
may apply! Tel: 01704 530
928

STA Media 7.1. Metal box
with controls/connec-
tion sockets, 24bit/96kHz
PCI card and installation
disc. Stored for years but
working when last used.
Photos available. £OFFERS.
Tel: 07754052359 - email:
davidsmith2712@gmail.com
East Sussex coast

WORLD DESIGNS
KEL84XL integrated ampli-
fier 15w+15w of beautiful
valve sound, three years old,
excellent condition £395
ono, buyer collects (Leeds).
Full set of spare valves
(new unused): 4xEL84, 2x
ECF80 £45.Also available:
original instruction manual
for Wharfedale Isodynamic
headphones. Contact
a.beal@btinternet.com,
Tel:0113 262 3865

SME 3009 Series 2 improved
fixed headshell, leads,
no box. L 175.
Tel: 01708 457 691
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NEXT MONTH
DECEMBER 2015 ISSUE

QUAD S4 LOUDSPEAKERS

New floorstanding loudspeakers from
Quad use ribbon tweeters for clear,

detailed and well defined treble, with
razor sharp imaging. And we haven't

even heard then yet...
That's how ribbons usually sound.

Read our in-depth review with
advanced measurement to see whether

this promise is fulfilled.

Also, we hope to bring you -

WADIA D1122 DAC

MING DA 150A AMPS

VALVE SYSTEM FEATURE

AUDIOLAB 8300 CD PLAYER

WHITTLEBURY SHOW REPORT

FII0 X5 HI-RES MUSIC PLAYER

BOOMTUBE WIRELESS SPEAKER

MIYAJIMA TAKUMI 15 CARTRIDGE

QUADRAL RHODIUM 400 LOUDSPEAKERS

CLEARAUDIO ABSOLUTE PHONO PHONOSTAGE + PSU

This is a selection of what we hope

to bring you, not a complete list. We

regret that due to a wide range of

issues, such as failure under review,

we cannot guarantee that all products

listed above will appear.

PICK UP THE DECEMBER 2015 ISSUE OF HI-FI WORLD, ON SALE OCTOBER 30TH
2015, OR SUBSCRIBE AND GET IT DELIVERED TO YOUR DOOR: SEE PAGE 32
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CLASSIC CUTS

BELL NelAzit, 30
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ULL11[11L GUITAR BOY!

"What you hear
when you hear
this aloum is a

stream of iceas
which just soillec
from \e son's
heac ii

3111 \ELSO\
PRACTICALLY WIRED (OR How I BECAME...GUITARBOY!)

ESOTERIC

Bill Nelson holds an interesting yet
rare position in the musical firma-
ment. He might not be a superstar
in terms of the general public but
he has the respect of a host of ded-
icated fans and fellow musicians.

He is seen as an intelligent musician and
is respected for it.Why else would the likes
of David Sylvian, Harold Budd, Billy McKenzie,

Roger Eno, Cabaret Voltaire and Yellow Magic

Orchestra be happy to team up with him?
That word 'intelligence' crops up again

and again and is oft associated with the man's
lyrical content (which are full of often ironic
references to topics like science fiction,
Buddhism, mysticism, art and psychology). He is

seen as an enigma, a mystery whose prodigious

output does little to reveal or explain. Since
leaving the band he founded, Be Bop Deluxe,

the seventies glam/new wave/art rockers,
Nelson's music has inhabited your basic LPs

but he has also moved onwards from the usual
published fare and entered new and challenging
forums such as the theatre, art installations and
exhibitions.

This album shows one aspect of the
Nelson oeuvre. It is but one facet of the whole
diamond - but it is one that is important to the
Nelson aficionado because it stars the Nelson
guitar.A side of the man that is beloved by any
Nelson fan and one that is always in demand.

When he produced this piece of work in
1995, Nelson was - even then - approaching

elder statesman level, but this post rock -like
project proved to still be influential, as it
touches on both edgy new wave but also verges
over to lush ambient soundscapes.

It doesn't stop there, though, as it adds
a selection of funky beats with added guitar
hooks.The warm electronic accompaniment
frames the inventive musical experiences that
are sprinkled with found -sound vocal samples
with - if you listen close - enough Gnostic
religious moments included just to add to the
curiosity and the grandeur.

The usual modern day album tends to
take half of a lifetime to create. Creators
tend to worry themselves over tiny detail.
Chords are mulled, notes are teased apart and
arrangements are agonised over.This album

is not part of the pattern. In fact, compared

to many contemporary albums, this LP was
completed with almost indecent haste. In fact,
the album was created in just fourteen days in
Fairview Studios back in 1994.

"Listening back to the album today" said
Nelson,"I'm astonished that something with
so much variety and complexity was created
spontaneously in the studio without prior
preparation.All I had was a general concept and

a few titles.The rest appeared as if by magic".
Well, no, it wasn't magic.What you hear

when you hear this album is a stream of ideas
which just spilled from Nelson's head.This
is why it took such a short time to create,
because much of it had been fermenting with
Nelson and emerged almost fully formed.

Nelson is still fond of the project, even
though other instrumental albums of his have
been released since 1995."The album covers
a variety of guitar styles and acts as a personal
homage to guitars past, present and future".

So you can see how important the
instrument is to him. How a part of his musical
world that guitar is.

As for that intriguing album title? The
source can be traced all the way back to the
1950s Practical Wireless magazines, a monthly

publication devoted to the radio hobbyist.
"My father was a dedicated enthusiast"

said Nelson."Even building the family's first
television set himself. He also bought my first
guitars.The album is as much for him as for my
early guitar inspirations".

Hence, this is not just a random selection
of interconnected instrumental flavours, the
ghost of his late father flows throughout the LP,
connecting one track to another as he might
have originally connected a piece of wire to a
valve.

This is a work of love. His father supplies
the rough material, the iron ore, if you will,
which the guitar is the tool to fashion the ore
into something beautiful.

Esoteric has released other Bill Nelson
albums including his first solo LP from 1971,
`Northern Dreams' (the album that brought
him to the attention of John Peel); the follow up
to 'Practically Wired', `After the Satellite Sings'
from 1995 and 'Simplex' (2000) which features
recordings made for the documentary film
Henry Moore and Landscape. PR
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MUSIC PRODUCES A KIND OF PLEASURE

HUMAN NATURE CANNOT DO W1THOU
Confucius, from The Book of Rites

£4,449

When you've made desirable, top -end valve amps for over twenty years, you don't pretend to be something you're not. Probably

the largest valve amp manufacturer in China, we are proud of the Ming Da heritage. Proud because of the skills of the highly

trained people who build them: no printed circuit boards, no automation, just proper "point to point" assembly. Add hand wound
transformers tailored differently for each amplifier design, an easy upgrade path, sixty hours bum -in before shipping and further

testing and burn at our Malvern base and you'll see our 3 year guarantee is based on rock -solid foundations. We import Ming Da

products because we love them. But also because, as audio engineers [we design and make our own kit under the Audio Detail

brand -name] we know quality. And we believe you will too. Listen to your kind of pleasure at our Great Malvern showroom or

check the website for details of your nearest, carefully selected retail partner.

II/1114a DA LP K Vision House, Davenham Close, Great Malvern WIRiti 2TY. Mark: 07831 1.97o19/Raj: 07875 527116. www.mingda.co.uk
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`The GS1 50 is not only the finest sounding but also the most beautiful stereo amplifier
Audio Research has ever built'

- Jcme V ICfof Fie!ni iqUeS, nl-ri ivevvs & 1-ceLuiCI Review

G

Modern retro - that's the thinking behind the new Audio Research
G Series. It pays tribute to the original designs of company founder
William Z. Johnson, while at the same time encapsulating the very
latest thinking on tube amplifier design. Welcome siblings to this
famous family, sitting comfortably alongside it's already legendary
Reference range.

It makes use of an all new output tube, the Tung Sol KT150: from the
company responsible for the famous 6550, launched 60 years ago,
this new design is destined to find a place throughout the Audio Research
range.

E. absolute sounds ltd.

Three new models lead off the G Series. The GSPre preamplifier, with
it's internal tube -powered phono stage and integrated headphone
amplifier.

The powerhouse GS150 stereo power amplifier, capable of 155W
per channel and the GSi75 integrated amplifier, combining many of
the attributes of the preamp and power amp in a single chassis, and
delivering 75W per channel.

For any advice and your nearest Audio Research dealer, ask Absolute
Sounds...everytime.

International Distributors & Consultants of Specialised Hi -End Audio & Video Systems
SS Durham Road, London, SW20 OTW T: +44 [0)20 99 71 39 09
W: www.absolutesounds.com E: infogabsolutesounds.com
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Buie research
HIGH DEFINITION'
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